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ABSTRACT
A plumb bob consisting of a weight supported by a
flexible string will serve as an instrument to show the
direction of the vertical, if the point of support is
stationary with respect to the Earth. However, if an
indication of the vertical is required from an instru-
ment carried on a base which is moving in an arbitrary
fashion with respect to the Earth, a simple pendulum
is no longer a satisfactory instrument. The essential
difference between conditions on stationary and moving
bases lies in the horizontal acceleration components
produced on the moving base by the motion of the base.
Such horizontal acceleration components do not exist on
a stationary base.
The present thesis presents a discussion of the
principles which can be used in equipment for indicat-
ing the vertical on a moving base. An analysis is
carried out to determine the physical nature of such
accelerations as may be encountered by an airplane fly-
ing over the Earth. The analysis then extends to an
examination of the possibilities and limitations of a
pendulum for overcoming the difficulties of indicating
the vertical from a moving base. A similar analysis
is carried out for the case of a gyroscope coupled to a
pendulum. The motion of gyroscopes is treated by vec-
tor methods rather than the classical procedure. This
vector method permits a quick and simplified treatment
for predicting the behavior of a gyroscope under applied
torques that can be used to advantage in practice.
Instruments for indicating the vertical from moving
bases vary widely in their physical characteriatics, but
practical indicators of the vertical invariably consist
of a self-contained system that is responsive to the re-
sultant acceleration of the base carrying the instrument.
The resultant acceleration of an instrument carried on
a moving base has two physical properties on which in-
struments for indicating the vertical may function, name-
ly magnitude and direction.
The magnitude of the resultant acceleration does not
lend itself to practical determinations of the vertical.
This is due to the fact that the magnitude of the result-
ant acceleration is but very slightly different from the
magnitude of the acceleration of gravity when the two ac-
celerations are almost coincident. Por this reason, it
is very difficult in practice to determine accurately
small angular.deviations from the vertical -- the verti-
cal being defined as the direction of the acceleration
of gravity. Furthermore the magnitude of the resultant
acceleration is only capable of determining the angle
between the acceleration of gravity and the resultant ac-
celeration. This places the direction of the accelera-
tion of gravity somewhere in a cone having the direction
of the resultant acceleration as its axis. Other equip-
ment, e.g. a turn indicator, is required to determine
just which generator of the cone is the vertical.
The direction of the resultant acceleration may be
used to actuate practical indicators of the vertical,
since the acceleration of gravity is the only accelera-
tion which remains substantially constant in magnitude
and direction in any region on the Earth. It follows
that the average direction of the resultant acceleration
will be the direction of the acceleration of gravity,
and that self-contained instruments for indicating the
vertical must contain an averaging device.
A self-contained instrument for indicating the ver-
tical must contain a pendulous element to pick out the
direction of the resultant acceleration. In addition
any instruments to be used on a moving base must have an
indicating system that will show the average orientation
of the pendulous element. Indicators of the vertical
then fall into two basic types. The first type is the
long period pendulum in which the pendulous element and
the averaging system are identical. In this class of
instrument the pendulum tends to remain along the verti-
cal. The other type is a short period pendulum coupled
to a system which gives average indications of the posi-
tion of the pendulum. The averaging is accomplished by
mechanical, hydraulic, or electrical means. In this
class of instruments the pendulum tends to remain along
the resultant acceleration.
A damped (long period) pendulum may be expected to
give a satisfactory approximate indication of the verti-
cal for cases in which the direction of the resultant
acceleration differs from that of the vertical for per-
iods of less than about five seconds. To be a satisfac-
tory indicator of the vertical under such conditions a
pendulum must have an undamped natural period of oscilla-
tion of from about twenty to fifty seconds. A simple
pendulum having these natural periods must be several
hundred feet long. Such an instrument is obviously un-
suited for practical use in an airplane. On the other
hand if the mass is distributed to form a physical pendu-
lum, the center of gravity of the pendulum must be of the
order of a thousandth of an inch from the pivot when the
instrument has an overall dimension of only a few inches.
Such an instrument is within the province of a skilled
machinist, and may be used as an indicator of the verti-
cal in airplanes.
To obtain an instrument that is suitable for general
use in aircraft the indicating system used with a short
period pendulum to form an indicator of the vertical must
be able to average the position of the pendulum. Methods
suitable for an averaging indicating system are accom-
plished in three different ways. One method is to make
the mass determining the disturbing effect of accelera-
tions much smaller than the mass determining the inertia
of the system (in the case of the long period pendulum
the two masses are identical). This method is represented
by a system controlled by a loose ballistic; that is, a
ball free to move about on a spherical race which is ec-
centric with the pivot and contained in a nonpendulous
larger body supported by the pivot. A second method is
to make effective mass determining the inertia of the sys-
tem much larger than the actual mass of the system ( and
incidentally much larger than the mass determining the dis-
turbing effect of the accelerations). This method is re-
presented by a gyroscope in which the effective mass is
made large by causing a rotor to spin rapidly. The third
method is to use a system with a long response lag (or
characteristic time) in electric, hydraulic, pneumatic,
etc., systems,
In general the construction difficulties probably
would outweigh the improved performance as an indicator
of the vertical in the case of a system controlled by a
loose ballistic. This is due to the fact that the center
of curvature of the race, in which the loose ballistic
runs, must be machined and assembled to about one thous-
andth of an inch from the pivot in an instrument having
overall dimensions of a few inches. In the case of the
long period pendulum on the other hand, the center of
gravity can be located close to the pivot after assembly
by means of adjustable weights.
A pendulous gyro combines reasonably satisfactory
performance as an indicator of the vertical with feasible
mechanical properties. A pendulous gyro, however, poss-
esses inherent characteristics undesirable in an instru-
ment gyro, one of these being that a pendulous gyro pre-
cesses about the vertical and so erects; i.e. returns to
the vertical, in a spiral path. In addition the rate of
erection of a pendulous gyro depends on the damping which
is generally small, whereas the rate at which a pendulous
gyro leaves the vertical under the influence of horizon-
tal accelerations is substantially independent of the
damping. In rough air, then, a pendulous gyro would tend
to leave the vertical more readily than it would tend to
remain erect. An undamped pendulous gyro has no erecting
means and hence is worthless as an indicator of the verti-
cal. A gyroscope coupled by a servo-mechanism to a pendu-
lum offers the most practical solution to the problem of
indicating the vertical from moving bases. The looseness
of coupling possible between the pendulum control and the
gyroscope permits averaging of the pendulum's position so
well that accuracy of indication of the vertical is possi-
ble without introducing prohibitive difficulties of con-
struction. A well built gyroscopic indicator with servo-
control can hold the vertical to within a few minutes of
arc in the presence of rough air and typical airplane
maneuvers.
The fundamental criterion for the return of a tilted
gyroscope to the vertical is the automatic application of
a force that is perpendicular to the displacement of the
gyroscope from the vertical. In terms of torques this
means that to return a tilted gyro to the vertical the
erecting torque vector must lie in the vertical plane con-
taining the spin axis of the gyro and be perpendicular to
the spin axis. Many methods of erecting gyroscopes are
available in practice, as is seen by a survey of the patent
literature. However, all such methods, no matter how
different they may appear to be superficially, must fulfill
the criterion for erection given above.
It is immaterial from a practical viewpoint where an
indicator of the vertical is located in an airplane. The
instrument will indicate the vertical most accurately
when located at the center of gravity of the airplane due
to the absence there of linear acceleration effects from
roll, pitch, and yaw. However, the slight improvement
in performance will generally be overbalanced by consider-
ations of convenience such as the desirability of placing
indications of the vertical on the instrument board either
by locating the complete instrument on the panel or by
transmitting the readings to the panel.
The acceleration of Coriolis is of importance only
when the vertical is to be determined to within a few minutes
of arc. This is due to the fact that the shift in the ap-
parent vertical from the true vertical due to Coriolis ef-
A-1
fects is only five minutes of are for an airplane flying three hundred
miles per hour in a latitude of forty-five degrees. Determinations of
the vertical to a few minutes of are are desired for celestial navi-
gation, but are probably within the margin of error established by
other factors for other purposes which require an accurate indication
of the vertical.
It is desirable to say a word at this point about the method
of treating forces used in this thesis. The point of view throughout
is that of an observer located in a moving base, e.g. in an airplane
flying completely blind, rather than the classical detached observer
who is external to the whole system. The point of view is therefore
subjective rather than objective. On this account the forces considered
are the reaction forces of the body in question that are produced by
accelerations of the pivot in the opposite direction. For example, in
a turn, the pivot experiences a centripetal acceleration toward the
center of the turn, while the pendulous element is then considered as
experiencing a centrifugal force outward since the observer in the
airplane is conscious only of the reaction effect. In other words,
the concept of motion is that F -ma.
This thesis was carried out in conjunction with a research
program for a commercial company. In view of this fact, the present
international situation, and the subject matter of the thesis, the
results that were considered to be of military or commercial value
were not included. For this reason, the section dealing with pract-
ical aspects of indicators of the vertical that contain a gyroscope
is rather sketchy.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF METHODS AVAILABLE FOR INDICATING
THE DIRECTION OF THE VERTICAL FROM MOVING BASES
O B J E C T
The object of the work described in this thesis was to
survey the theory and practice of instrumentation for indi-
cating the direction of the vertical with particular atten-
tion to equipment designed for use on moving bases. This
study has been divided into four parts:
a. A survey of the methods available for indicating
the vertical from bases fixed relative to the
Earth.
b. A survey of the difficulties introduced when an
indication of the vertical is to be obtained on
a base which is moving with respect to the Earth.
c. A survey of the methods available for overcoming
the difficulties of indicating the vertical from
moving bases.
d. A survey of the means which have been found use-
ful in practice for indicating the vertical from
moving bases.
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I N T R O D U C T IO N
An airplane can maintain normal level flight only by
creating, through its lifting surfaces, a force exactly
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force
of gravity on the airplane, i.e. the weight of the airplane.
Consequently in order to fly an airplane correctly it is
essential to know at all times the direction of the force
of gravity in order that the airplane's lifting surfaces
may be kept in the proper relation to gravity. Even in
maneuvers the direction of gravity is an essential item of
knowledge to a pilot, since he must return to a reference
plane determined by the direction of gravity, i.e. the hori-
zontal plane, after the maneuver is completed.
Knowledge of the direction of gravity is essential to
the flight of modern aircraft in several respects, for ex-
ample:
1. As the normal determinant of a basic reference plane
it permits manual flight in both contact and instrument fly-
ing.
2. The gravity-established reference plane in an auto-
matic pilot system permits automatic or robot flight under
all weather conditions.
3. In operations where an accurate reference to the
Earth is required, e.g. aerial photography, mapping or bomb-
ing, it is essential to know the direction of the force of
gravity.
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4. In observations involving the measurement of the
position of celestial bodies for navigation the basic plane
to which the measurements are referred, i.e. the horizontal
plane, must be known.
The simplest form of horizontal reference plane, the
plane perpendicular to the direction of the force of gravity,
is approximately determined as the plane including the air-
plane and the visual horizon. This method of determination,
however, has three weaknesses:
1. The horizon must be visible, thereby limiting such
determination to moderately clear weather only.
2. The observer must have continuous reference to it
even when using instruments, such as cameras or sextants.
3. Angular measurements of reasonable accuracy are
possible only in ideal flying conditions. Even then a dip
error, due to the curvature of the Earth, should be taken
into account when the airplane has more than a few feet alti-
tude above the Earth, as is shown in Figure 1.
In order to provide a reliable and accurate vertical
reference line, or more exactly a horizontal reference plane,
several types of instruments have been devised. It is the
purpose of this thesis to determine the essential require-
ments of a satisfactory indicator of the vertical, and to
study mathematically the characteristics and performance of
the various types of indicators available. The material
will be presented in the form of curves suitable for engin-
eering use in terms of dimensionless ratios that are charac-
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EARTH 'S SURFACE HOR 
IZON
RADIUS OF EARTH
Fig. 1
DIP ANGLE - ANGLE BETWEEN THE HORIZONTAL PLANE AND THE
VISUAL HORIZON - DUE TO CURVATURE OF THE EARTH AND AL-
TITUDE OF AN AIRPLANE ABOVE THE EARTH'S SURFACE
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teristic of the bodies being studied, in order to facili-
tate direct comparison between widely differing types of
instruments.
Definition of the Vertical
Before studying the determination of the vertical refer-
ence line, or the horizontal reference plane perpendicular
to the vertical line, whose importance to aircraft is shown
above, it is necessary to define exactly what is meant by
the term vertical. The vertical at a Doint on the Earth's
surface is defined as the local- direction of the force of
gravity as indicated by a plumb bob hanging from a base that
is stationary relative to the Earth. The horizontal plane
is defined as the plane perpendicular to the vertical, or as
the surface of a free liquid under the influence of gravity
alone.
The force of gravity is not a simple force due to a
single physical factor. In fact the force of gravity experi-
enced by a body that is stationary on the surface of the
Earth is a combination of at least two major forces and two
minor forces. These forces are:
1. A force of mutual attraction, the force of universal
gravitational attraction, between the Earth and the station-
ary body in question. The magnitude of this force is direct-
ly proportional to the product of the mass of the Earth and
the mass of the body and is inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between the Earth and the body. At
-5-
a first glance the latter condition appears to be indetermi-
nate. However, for an approximately spherical body such as
the Earth the force of attraction acts as if all the mass
were concentrated at the center of mass of the body, thereby
making the effective distance between the Earth and a body
on the surface of the Earth equal to the radius of the Earth.
It follows that a body on the surface of the Earth should be
attracted toward the center of the Earth.
2. A centrifugal force due to the daily rotation of the
Earth about its north-south axis. The magnitude of the
centrifugal force varies with the position of the body in
question on the Earth, being approximately proportional to
the cosine of the latitude, i.e. maximum at the equator and
zero at the poles. The direction of the centrifugal force
is always radially outward from the axis of the Earth's daily
rotation and in a plane parallel to the plane of the equator.
This force is the principal cause of the Earth's being
slightly oblate in shape rather than being a peifect sphere.
3. A force due to an angular acceleration of the Earth's
daily rotation is practically nonexistent, being due primari-
ly to the drag of the tides. A force due to a linear accel-
eration of the Earth as a whole in space is negligibly small
being due primarily to the centripetal acceleration of the
Earth's yearly orbit around the Sun.
The combination of attractive and centrifugal forces that
gives rise to the local force of gravity at any point on the
Earth's surface is shown in Figure 2 where are shown the re-
-6-
CENTRIFUGAL FORCE
DUE TO EARTH'S
DAILY ROTATION
EARTH'S SURFACE
(OBLATE SPHEROID)
Fig. 2
CROSS-SECTION OF THE EARTH SHOWING FORCES ACTING TO
PRODUCE THE DIRECTION OF THE VERTICAL
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lations between the forces of attraction and centrifugal ac-
tion, gravity, the vertical, the horizontal plane, and the
spherical and oblate Earths.
The combination of attractive and centrifugal forces
makes the resulting force of gravity fail to point toward the
center of the Earth, except at the equator and poles. How-
ever, these same forces make the Earth into an oblate sphere,
flattened at the poles, with the result that the force of
gravity is approximately perpendicular to the general surface
of the Earth (discounting such local irregularities as moun-
tains, valleys, etc.).
Mechanism for Indicating the Direction of the Vertical
Any practical self-contained instrument for indicating
the direction of the vertical, no matter how complex it may
appear to be, must contain a pendulous element as the funda-
mental indicator. A pendulous element is defined as a sys-
tem free to rotate about a point and so constructed that it
assumes a preferred orientation under the influence of the
forces acting on it.
When the direction of the vertical is determined from a
base that is stationary relative to the Earth, the measure-
ments are extremely simple. A plumb bob will give as pre-
cise indications as can be desired; in fact the plumb bob is
used to define the vertical. Measurements of this kind have
been made for centuries in such ancient sciences as survey-
ing, astronomy, and the construction of buildings.
When the measurements of the direction of the vertical
are to be made by an instrument carried on a base that is
moving with respect to the Earth, new complications arise
because the motion of the base generally introduces horizon-
tal acceleration components. A pendulous element will tend
to indicate the direction of the resultant of all the forces
acting on it rather than the direction of any force component.
Now the effect of a force acting on a pendulous element is
exactly the same as the effect that would be caused if the
base carrying the pendulous element were accelerated in the
opposite direction so far as the effects of rotation are con-
cerned. Accordingly it is possible to replace the effects
of a force by an equivalent acceleration of the proper magni-
tude and direction. This acceleration is parallel to the
force but directed in the opposite sense.
The use of accelerations instead of forces in the study
of the motion of a pendulous element carried on a moving base
is advantageous since the accelerations are direct results of
the maneuvers of the base whereas forces require also a know-
ledge of the masses involved. It is then possible to say
that a pendulous element will tend to indicate the resultant
direction of all the accelerations present. The fact that
one of these acceleration components is due to gravity in no
wise affects the situation. It is impossible to distinguish
the acceleration of gravity from any linear acceleration by
means of their instantaneous effects. This fact is one of
the fundamental tenets of the general theory of relativity.
*Superscript numbers in parentheses denote the number of a
reference listed in the bibliography at the end of the text.
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It is possible, however, to design an instrument able
to distinguish between the acceleration of gravity and lin-
ear accelerations because gravity is the only acceleration
that remains constant in both magnitude and direction at any
point on the Earth. This characteristic indicates the de-
sirability of so constructing a pendulous element that its
response to accelerations is so slow that all accelerations
except that of gravity have exerted their disturbing effect
and disappeared before the pendulous element has had a
chance to change its orientation very much. It is shown in
this thesis that a slow-response pendulous element will aver-
age out the effect of all accelerations except that of grav-
ity provided the element has certain physical characteristics.
It is also shown that such necessary characteristics are not
generally practical unless a gyroscope with its high effective
inertia to mass ratio is included in the system.
Interest in instruments for indicating the direction of
the vertical from moving bases has become important only in
comparatively recent years. Until the advent of the high
speed airplane the primary use for the indication of the
vertical from a moving base was in the field of fire control
on ships at sea. The earliest solution of this problem was
a simple metal pendulum hung inside a metal ring which was
parallel to the deck of the ship. When the tilt of the ship
made the pendulum strike the ring, the resulting gong gave
notice that the ship was in the proper attitude for firing a
broadside. The use of guns whose elevation could be con-
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trolled relative to the decks of a ship required the use of
more complicated fire control mechanism.
The three dimensional freedom of motion, the high speed,
and the necessity for a vertical reference when flying through
thick weather all complicate the problem of identifying the
direction of the force of gravity by means of instruments
carried in aircraft, but make such an identification all the
more necessary.
This thesis consists of a study of the difficulties en-
countered when indications of the vertical are made from a
moving base, an analysis of the possibilities and limitations
of methods available for overcoming these difficulties, and
a survey of the actual devices available in practice for in-
dicating the vertical from moving bases. The study of the
difficulties encountered when indications of the vertical are
made from a moving base involves a treatment of the origin,
nature, and relative magnitudes of the accelerations present
when a body is moving over the Earth. The analysis of the
methods available for overcoming these difficulties shows the
theoretical response of instruments based on these methods to
the accelerations present in typical airplane maneuvers such
as a perfectly banked turn, etc. The possibilities and lim-
itations of such instruments are presented in the form of
charts suitable for engineering use. The parameters of the
charts are dimensionless ratios whenever possible in order to
facilitate the comparison between instruments that are physi-
cally quite different. The survey of the actual devices
available for indicating the vertical from moving bases involved
a study of the patent literature.
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SECTION I
FUNDAMENTALS OF THE PROBLEM OF INDICATING THE DIRECTION OF
THE VERTICAL BY MEANS OF AN INSTRUMENT
CARRIED ON A. MOVING BASE
The problem of indicating the direction of the vertical
from moving bases has been treated by individual parts in
the literature with attention paid to specific problems rath-
er than as a complete unit. The work of J. G. Gray and
J. Gray(2) in Scotland; and C. S. Draper , L. S. Wasserman 4
and S. H. Fang(5) at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
are the principal sources of information.
The Grays(2) were interested in the application of the
gyroscope to the problem of indicating the direction of the
vertical as a result of the World War of 1914-1918. They
contrast the performance of a pendulous gyro with the perform-
ance of a gyro erected by a device of their own invention as
an indicator of the vertical for the case of an airplane turn-
ing at a fixed speed. They also give a discussion of the
requisite properties for the erection of a gyro, which the
present writer does not feel is complete.
Wasserman has discussed the performance of the Sperry
(5)Artificial Horizon during turns. Fang treated the per-
formance of both a pendulous gyro and the Sperry Artificial
Horizon during airplane maneuvers. He also discussed the
problem of stabilizing objects and lines of sight in airplanes
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by ean ofgyrscoes.n-r(13)by means of gyroscopes. The work of Draper , in his class
notes and lectures at M. I. T., is by far the most complete
treatment of the problem of indicating the vertical from mov-
ing bases up to date, but it is unfortunately not yet avail-
able in printed form.
This thesis, using the work and nomenclature of Draper
as a background, presents a unified treatment of the.problem
of indicating the vertical from moving bases. The material
covered in the thesis discusses the difficulties encountered
when determinations of the vertical are to be made from a
moving base, possibilities and limitations of methods avail-
able for overcoming these difficulties, and a survey of the
actual devices available in practice for indicating the verti-
cal. The- material presented in the thesis is summarized in
the following outline:
1. A complete analysis of the accelerations acting on a
pendulous element carried in an airplane flying over the Earth.
2. The possibility of using the magnitude of the result-
ant acceleration to indicate the vertical.
3. The possibilities and limitations of a pendulous ele-
ment as an indicator of the vertical during a perfectly banked
turn and -other typical maneuvers including:
a. The effect on performance by changing the loca-
tion of the vertical indicator in an airplane.
b. The possibility of using a system controlled by
a loose ballistic as an indicator of the verti-
cal.
4. A unified mathematical treatment suitable for engin-
eering use, by means of vector methods, of the motion of a
gyroscope due to applied torques; including a presentation
of the requisite properties for erecting a gyroscope, and a
study of nutation.
5. The possibilities and limitations of instruments
containing a gyroscope as indicators of the vertical.
6. A survey of the present means available for indicat-
ing the vertical as revealed in the patent literature.
7. A study of the nature and practical effects of the
acceleration of Coriolis.
The problem of indicating the vertical from any base,
moving or fixed, involves primarily the study of directions
in space, for which analysis the vector treatment is partic-
ularly useful. A vector is a physical quantit that has
both magnitude and direction. It is represented by an arrow
which points in the direction of the quantity and has a length
proportional to the magnitude of the quantity. Examples of
vector quantities are force, displacement, velocity, accel-
eration, angular velocity, angular momentum, torque, etc.
The use of the vector treatment, through its representation
of a quantity by a single arrow, simplifies the analysis of
the behavior of the quantity under forcing disturbances in
three dimensional space since only a single equation of mo-
tion is required, instead of the three equations needed when
an analysis is carried out in terms of components. A fur-
ther value of the vector treatment lies in the fact that it
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is relatively easy to visualize the representation of motion
in space as a single arrow, but next to impossible to visual-
ize simultaneous changes of three components. A treatment
of the various laws of vector algebra and calculus necessary
for the study of the indication of the vertical from moving
bases is given in Appendix A, or may be found in many stand-
ard texts on the subject of vector analysis or mathematical
physics such as the texts written by Coffin (6), Phillips (7)
or Page .
The necessary mathematical and physical background re-
quired for the complete analysis of the problem of indicating
the direction of the vertical from moving bases involves a
treatment of the mechanics of rotation of a rigid body in mov-
ing reference systems and is given in Appendices A-G. The
reader is also referred to standard texts on vector analysis
or mathematical physics such as the texts written by
Schaefer 9), Page(10), Coffin (11), Slater and Frank(12)
Page (14) (15) (16) (17)
Page(13) Osgood , Gray( , Routh( , Webster
(18) (19)Whittaker , and Appell , for further information.
Accelerations Acting on a Pendulous Element
Carried in an Airplane
Newton's second law of motion relates an applied force
to the resulting acceleration, but is strictly true only when
referred to a system of coordinates that is unaccelerated
relative to the fixed stars (10), i.e. to an inertial system.
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It is generally convenient to express observed accelerations
with reference to the Earth, but the Earth, rotating on its
axis every day, does not constitute an inertial system.
Accordingly the acceleration of a pendulous element carried
in an airplane, while actually referred back to inertial
space, will be expressed in terms of the more easily deter-
mined intermediate accelerations relative to the Earth and
to the airplane when the motion of the pendulous element is
to be studied by means of Newton's law.
The different coordinate systems used to give the inter-
mediate accelerations required in the study of the motion of
a pendulous element are shown in Figure 3. As seen in the
figure these systems are:
1. An inertial system II.
2. A system EE centered at E, the center of the Earth,
and fixed in the Earth.
3. A system 00 centered at 0 on the surface of the Earth,
and nonrotating relative to the Earth. The system 00 is
allowed to travel with the airplane, the point 0 being always
directly below the center of gravity of the airplane. Dur-
ing any maneuver of the airplane that is being studied the
system 00 is temporarily frozen on the Earth.
4. A system AA centered at the center of gravity A of
the airplane and fixed in the airplane.
5. A system PP centered at the pivot P supporting the
pendulous element, and fixed in the pendulous element. The
point C represents the center of gravity of the pendulous
element.
u RAP
REO RcACI PRE
PC
REC
I C
I IS CENTER OF AN INERTIAL SYSTEM - NO ACCELERATION RELATIVE
TO FIXED SPACE
E IS CENTER OF THE EARTH; ORIGIN OF AXES FIXED IN THE EARTH
0 IS POINT ON SURFACE OF EARTH; ORIGIN OF AXES FIXED ON THE
EARTH
A IS CENTER OF GRAVITY OF AIRPLANE; ORIGIN OF AXES FIXED IN
AIRPLANE
P IS PIVOT SUPPORTING PENDULOUS ELEMENT; ORIGIN OF AXES
PARALLEL TO SET A
C IS CENTER OF GRAVITY OF PENDULOUS ELEMENT; ORIGIN OF AXES
FIXED IN ELEMENT
RIC RIE + REO + ROA + RAP + RpC
Fig. 3
VECTOR REPRESENTATION BY COMPONENTS OF THE POSITION
OF THE CENTER OF GRAVITY OF A PENDULOUS ELEMENT
SUPPORTED BY A PIVOT IN AN AIRPLANE
FLYING OVER THE EARTH
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Fundamentally the accelerations in all five systems are
referred back to system II. The method of referring motion
in one coordinate system, e.g. system EE, in terms of a second
coordinate system, e.g. system II, may be found in such texts
as those written by Page(10) or Coffin (1l. The present
thesis extends this procedure to include the five above-men-
tioned coordinate systems, one on top of another. For ex-
ample, the second derivative of the vector RIC in Figure 3
referred to system II is the fundamental acceleration, i.e.
the acceleration of point C referred to fixed space. The
second derivative of RIC referred to system II, i.e. (RIC),i,
may be thought of as being composed of five component accel-
erations when referred to system EE fixed at the center of
the Earth:
1. (RIF)II acceleration of center of system EE
with respect to fixed space,
2. wIEX(REC)EE tangential acceleration of point C
due to a rotation @IE of system EE
in fixed space,
3. GIEX( IEXREC) centripetal acceleration of point C
due to a rotation 9IE of system EE
in fixed space,
4. 2 IEX(REC)EE acceleration of Coriolis due to a
velocity of point C in rotating sys-
tem EE,
5. (REC)EE acceleration of point C with respect
to system EE.
Term 5) may then be used as a fundamental acceleration in sys-
to
tem EE as was (RIC)II in system II and equated to five com-
ponent accelerations referred to system 00. The process is
continued, using the one "fundamental" acceleration in each
system for the coupling agent to the next system.
The complete derivation for the acceleration of the cen-
ter of gravity C of a pendulous element carried in an air-
plane is given in Appendix D where it is shown that the ac-
celeration referred to fixed space may be replaced by seven-
teen component accelerations referred to the intermediate co-
ordinate systems. From the practical point of view, however,
these seventeen accelerations may be reduced to but two major
groups consisting of five component accelerations:
1. The effective acceleration of gravity, which for a
moving base is composed of two parts:
a. The local acceleration of gravity.
b. The acceleration of Coriolis, which is due to
the interaction of the velocity of the airplane
and the daily rotation of the Earth.
2. The accelerations due to motions of the airplane rel-
ative to the Earth:
a. The linear acceleration of the center of gravity
of the airplane.
b. The tangential acceleration due to a rotation
of the airplane about its center of gravity.
c. The centripetal acceleration due to a rotation
of the airplane about its center of gravity.
The local force of gravity is illustrated in Figure 2
and as was discussed in the Introduction is composed of the
vector resultant of the attractive gravitational force and
the centrifugal force due to the daily rotation of the Earth.
It should be recalled here from the discussion in the Intro-
duction that the rotational effects of a force may be re-
placed by the effects of an equivalent acceleration of the
proper magnitude directed in the opposite sense. The local
acceleration of gravity is accordingly directed upward anti-
parallel to the directicn of the local force of gravity.
The origin of the acceleration of Coriolis is discussed
in Appendix D; it will be sufficient to state here that this
acceleration is required to maintain the conservation of an-
gular momentum when referred to rotating coordinate systems.
The acceleration of Coriolis is probably not a familiar
quantity, due mainly to the fact that the effects of this ac-
celeration often become of importance only at speeds of sever-
al hundred miles per hour. True, the eastward drift of a
falling body or the clockwise motion (in the Northern hemi-
sphere) of ocean and atmospheric currents are readily observ-
able at moderate speeds of only a few miles per hour. How-
ever high speed is essential for Coriolis effects to become
important in a determination of the vertical. This fact is
illustrated in Figure 4 where the angular deviation of the ap-
parent vertical on a moving base due to Coriolis effects is
plotted against the speed of the base as a function of the
latitude. It is seen in the figure that the deviation of
the apparent vertical is only five minutes of arc for a speed
of three hundred miles per hour in a latitude of forty-five
degrees. It follows that the effects of the acceleration of
Coriolis can be neglected in all cases except those where a
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determination of the vertical is to be made to within a few
minutes of arc. The effect of the acceleration of Coriolis
on precise determinations of the vertical is discussed in a
later part of this report, and also in Appendix N.
The problem of determining the possibilities and limita-
tions of various methods for indicating the vertical from
moving bases is then to study the effects of the accelerations
discussed in this section, and pertinent to a given airplane
maneuver, on a pendulous element carried in the airplane fly-
ing over the Earth.
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SECTION II
THE PENDULOUS ELEMENT AS AN INDICATOR OF THE VERTICAL
This section discusses the effect of subjecting a pendu-
lous element to accelerations that would be encountered dur-
ing typical airplane maneuvers. Draper (3) has discussed the
performance of a pendulous element located at the center of
gravity of an airplane during a perfectly banked turn and dur-
ing the initial stages of a perfectly banked turn. This
thesis treats in addition the effect of location in an air-
plane on the performance of a pendulum as an indicator of the
vertical, the performance o-f a pendulum as an indicator of the
vertical during perfectly banked S-turns about a straight line
of flight, the bubble cell as an indicator of the vertical,
and a system controlled by a loose ballistic as an indicator
of the vertical. The response of a pendulous element to typ-
ical disturbances of flight is shown by a series of charts in
terms of dimensionless ratios characteristic of the element.
The charts are then analyzed to ascertain the conditions af-
fecting the performance of a pendulous element as an indica-
tor of the vertical from a moving base.
A rigorous mathematical treatment of the performance of
a pendulous element as an indicator of the vertical is given
in Appendices H and I. The following sections state the
conditions postulated to be present in each maneuver, and
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analyze the performance of the pendulous element as an indi-
cator of the vertical on the basis of dimensionless charts
plotted from the mathematical results of Appendix I. In all
cases it is assumed that the pivot supporting the pendulous
element is located substantially in the median vertical longi-
tudinal plane of the airplane.
A Perfectly Banked Turn
In a perfectly banked turn of an airplane about a verti-
cal axis it is assumed that:
1. The resultant acceleration is always perpendicular to
the general plane of the airplane's wings, i.e. the ball-bank
indicator is in the center. This relates the centripetal ac-
celeration of turning to the acceleration of gravity, as is
shown in Figure 5.
2. The longitudinal axis of the airplane remains substan-
tially horizontal.
3. The angle of bank remains constant and can be treated
as a small angle.
4. The speed of the airplane remains substantially con-
stant.
The steady state response of a pendulous element to a
perfectly banked turn is shown graphically in Figure 6 where
the logarithm of the ratio of the deviation from the vertical
of the pendulum to the angle of bank of the airplane is plotted
against the logarithm of the ratio of the undamped natural per-
iod of the pendulum to the time required for the airplane to
-24-
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Fig. 6
STEADY STATE AMPLITUDE OF ANGULAR DEVIATION FROM THE
VERTICAL OF A SPACE DAMPED PENDULOUS ELEMENT CARRIED
BY AN AIRPLANE DURING A PERFECTLY BANKED TURN - IN-
STRUMENT MOUNTED AT CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE AIRPLANE
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complete a 3600 turn, for different values of the damping
ratio (ratio of actual damping coefficient to the coefficient
for critical damping).
The curves of Figure 6 show that the deviation of a pen-
dulous element from the vertical during a perfectly banked
turn is approximately equal to the angle of bank of the air-
plane when the undamped natural period of the pendulum is
less than about one-half the time required for the airplane
to complete a 3600 turn. In other words, a pendulous element
under such conditions is an indicator of the resultant accel-
eration present in the airplane. When the undamped natural
period of the element is longer than the time required for
the 3600 turn, the deviation of the element from the vertical
approaches zero as the natural period becomes longer. It
follows that a pendulous element will act as an indicator of
the vertical during a perfectly banked turn only when its un-
damped natural period is long compared with the time required
to complete the 3600 turn.
It is seen from Figure 6 that for the deviation of the
pendulous element to be only one percent of the angle of bank
the undamped natural period of the element must be ten times
the time required for the airplane to make a 3600 turn. For
the standard blind flying turn of 3600 in two minutes at a
speed of one hundred twenty miles per hour the angle of bank
is sixteen degrees as is shown in Figure 7. In this case
the deviation of the pendulous element from the vertical is
about nine and one-half minutes of arc when the undamped nat-
ural period of the pendulum is twenty minutes.
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If the pendulous element has its mass distributed (the
so-called physical pendulum) a reasonably sized body will
have to be so mounted that its center of gravity is only a
few millionths of an inch from the pivot, e.g. a disc of a
three-inch radius can have a separation of only three ten-
millionths of an inch between its center of gravity and the
pivot, in order to obtain an undamped natural period of twen-
ty minutes. Such precision of mounting is not mechanically
feasible.
If the mass of the pendulous element is concentrated at
a point (the so-called simple pendulum) the pendulous element
must be about two hundred miles long to give an undamped nat-
ural period of twenty minutes. Such an instrument would
obviously not be feasible for mounting in airplanes.
It is also seen from Figure 6 that damping has an effect
only in the region of resonance, i.e. when the time for a
3600 turn approximately equals the undamped natural period of
the pendulous element.
It is shown in Appendix I that the effect of mounting
the pendulous element in the airplane at points other than
the center of gravity is negligible.
Note: It will be of interest to the readers familiar
with mechanical vibrations to note here that the curves of
Figure 6 are exactly the same as the response curves for the
motion of a seismic element under the action of a sinusoidal
acceleration as discussed by Draper and Wrigley(20)
-29-
Perfectly Banked S-Turns
In perfectly banked S-turns of an airplane about a
straight line of flight as shown in Figure 8 it is assumed
that:
1. The resultant acceleration is always perpendicular
to the general plane of the airplane's wings, i.e. the ball-
bank in the center. This relates the angle of roll to the
rate of yaw of the airplane.
2. The deviation of the airplane in yaw from a straight
flight path is small.
3. The longitudinal axis of the airplane remains sub-
stantially horizontal.
4. The angle of roll may be treated as a small angle.
5. The speed of the airplane remains substantially con-
stant.
The steady state response of the pendulous element to
perfectly banked S-turns is shown graphically in Figure 9.
where the logarithm of the ratio of the maximum deviation of
the pendulum from the vertical to the maximum angle of roll
of the airplane is plotted against the logarithm of the ratio
of the undamped natural period of the element to the period
of yaw of the airplane (the periods of yaw and roll of the
airplane are assumed to be identical). In Figure 9 the instru-
ment is located at the center of gravity of the airplane, and
shows the effect of changing the damping ratio. It is seen
in the figure that damping has little effect except in the
region of resonance. For the pendulous element to have a
LINE OF FLIGHT
PATH OF CENTER OF
GRAVITY OF AIRPLANE
ANGLE OF YAW
ANGLE
OF ROLL L
Fig. 8
FLIGHT PATH OF AIRPLANE EXECUTING PERFECTLY BANKED S-TURNS
ABOUT A STRAIGHT LINE
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maximum deviation from the vertical of one percent of the
maximum angle of roll it is necessary that the pendulum have
an undamped natural period equal to ten times the period of
yaw. For a period of yaw of two seconds and a maximum angle
of roll of ten degrees the deviation of the pendulous element
is about six minutes of arc and the undamped natural period
of the element is twenty seconds. The shape of the curves
are the same as for the case of a perfectly banked turn about
the vertical.
For a physical pendulum consisting of a disc of a three-
inch radius it is necessary that the separation between the
pivot and the center of gravity be about one-thousandth of an
inch. Such dimensions are practically feasible, but require
very exacting work.
The pendulous element gives optimum performance as an
indicator of the vertical when it is located at the center of
gravity of the airplane. When the pendulum is located at
points other than the center of gravity the performance falls
off somewhat, but, as is shown in Appendix I, the effect is
unimportant from a practical point of view.
Initial Stages of a Perfectly Banked Turn
During the initial stages of a perfectly banked turn it
has been found experimentally by Mykytow, Pope, and Rieser(21)
that the airplane goes from a condition of straight and level
flight to a condition of perfectly banked turning by a man-
euver that can be represented analytically by a half-cosine
-3 3-
function as shown in Figure 10. In Figure 10 the angle of
bank of the airplane is plotted against the time. During
this maneuver it is assumed that:
1. The resultant acceleration is always perpendicular to
the general plane of the airplane's wings, i.e. the ball-bank
in the center. This relates the angle of roll to the rate
of yaw of the airplane.
2. The deviation of the airplane in yaw from a straight
flight path is small.
3. The longitudinal axis of the airplane remains substan-
tially horizontal.
4. The angle of roll may be treated as a small angle.
5. The speed of the airplane remains substantially con-
stant.
The response of the pendulous element to the initial
stages of a perfectly banked turn is shown in Figure 11 where
the ratio of the deviation of the pendulous element from the
vertical to the full angle of bank of the airplane is plotted
against the ratio of the time to the characteristic time of
the pendulum, when the pivot is located at the center of grav-
ity of the airplane. The characteristic time of the pendu-
lous element is a particularly useful function for the study
of transient effects (needed in this case since the complete
solution of an equation involves both the transient and steady
state regimes) because it includes both the undamped natural
period of the pendulum and the damping ratio. The curves in
Figure 11 are for different values of both the damping ratio
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and the ratio of the characteristic time of the pendulum to
the time required to attain the full angle of bank for the
airplane. It is seen in the figure that an increase in the
damping ratio delays the tendency of the pendulous element to
deviate from the vertical. It is also seen that the devia-
tion of the pendulum from the vertical becomes smaller as the
ratio of the characteristic time of the pendulum to the time
required to attain the full angle of bank increases. In
other words, the pendulous element indicates the direction of
the resultant acceleration when the characteristic time of the
pendulum is short compared to the time the airplane takes to
attain the full angle of bank; but the pendulum remains sub-
stantially vertical when the time ratio is large. For all
time ratios for which the deviation of the pendulum from the
vertical is still substantially zero when the full angle of
bank is attained the half-cosine function may be replaced for
convenience by the step-function, i.e. by an instantaneous
change from level flight to the full turn.
The time required to attain the full angle of bank is
generally of about the same order of magnitude as are the
times encountered in the case of perfectly banked S-turns,
i.e. a few seconds. The pendulous element must accordingly
have approximately the same physical characteristics to be a
satisfactory indicator of the vertical in both S-turns and
the initial stages of turns. It follows that the pendulous
element used under these conditions must have an undamped nat-
ural period of about ten to twenty seconds, which requires a
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separation between the pivot and the center of gravity of the
element of only a few thousandths of an inch.
A BUBBLE CELL AS AN INDICATOR OF THE VERTICAL
FROM MOVING BASES
A bubble cell is merely a cell containing a bubble of one
fluid (usually air) floating on a denser fluid. The upper
surface of a bubble cell consists of a glass having a spherical
shape of a given radius of curvature. The motion, and hence
the performance as an indicator of the vertical, of a bubble
cell is identical with the motion of a simple pendulum whose
length equals the radius of curvature of the cell.
One of the fundamentals of a stabilized reference system
involving the use of optical equipment is that the radius of
action of the stabilized reference must equal the focal length
of the lens used to superimpose the stabilized reference and
the image of object being observed. The radius of action of
a bubble cell is the radius of curvature of the cell. Since
instruments suitable for use in an airplane are limited in
size it follows that the radius of curvature of a bubble cell
used in airplanes cannot be more than a few inches in length.
A simple pendulum a foot long has an undamped natural
period of about one second. Such a pendulum would only be a
satisfactory indicator of the vertical in the presence of ac-
celerations having a period of less than about one-tenth of a
second; in other words during a straight and level flight in
still air.
It is a common practice to take several sights of a
celestial object in aerial navigation and to average the re-
sults. The more accurately the stabilized reference can
indicate the vertical the fewer need be the number of observ-
ations to obtain a reliable answer to the position of the
celestial body. True, skill of the navigator is a large
factor in getting satisfactory celestial sights, but it stands
to reason that even skill is hard put to offset the limita-
tions of a mediocre stabilized reference such as a bubble cell.
COMPARISON OF THE PERFORMANCE OF A SYSTEM CONTROLLED
BY A LOOSE BALLISTIC WITH THE PERFORMANCE OF
A PENDULOUS ELEMENT
The treatment in this section showed that the undamped
natural period of a pendulum must be long compared with the
period of a disturbance in order that the pendulum be a sat-
isfactory indicator of the vertical. In a pendulous element
the disturbing torque (tending to deviate the element from the
vertical) and the inertia of the element (tending to keep the
element from moving) are both dependent on the mass of the
element. It is shown in Appendix I that a long undamped nat-
ural period of the element is obtained by making the ratio of
the distance between the pivot and the center of gravity of
the element to the square of the radius of gyration of the
pendulous element small, which is difficult to obtain in prac-
tice (the radius of gyration of a body is the radius of the
ring having the same inertia as the body). The use of a
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loose ballistic, i.e. a ball free to move around in a race,
introduces the possibility of obtaining a long period element
by making the mass appearing in the disturbing torque con-
siderably less than the mass appearing in the inertia of the
element, thereby increasing the practicability of obtaining
a long period element.
An element controlled by a loose ballistic is shown in
Figure 12 where the large body is mounted nonpendulously. In
the body is a spherical race, the center of curvature of the
race being located a short distance from the pivot (the rad-
ius of the race is much larger'than the distance between the
pivot and the center of curvature of the race). A ball, i.e.
the loose ballistic whose mass is small compared to the mass
of the large element is free to run around on the race. When
the airplane carrying the system is subject to maneuvers, the
motion of the ball on the race is identical to the motion of
a simple pendulum whose length equals the radius of curvature
of the race.
When a force is applied to the system the ball is dis-
turbed and climbs up on the race. The reaction force of the
ball on the race, being normal to the race at the point of
contact, i.e. along one of the radii of curvature of the race,
acts through the pivot only when the point of contact, the
center of curvature of the race, and the pivot are in a
straight line; which condition is present only when the whole
system is in equilibrium. Accordingly when the ball climbs
up the race due to a disturbance, the force of the ball on the
PIVOT AND
CENTER OF GRAVITY
CENTER OF CURVATURE
OF RACE
R CENTER OF CURVATURE
OF DIMPLE
Rd
BALL
(LOOSE BALLISTIC)
RACE
DIMPLE
Figure 12
DIAGRAM OF A SYSTEM CONTROLLED BY A LOOSE BALLISTIC
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race produces a torque tending to rotate the element about
the pivot, as is shown in Figure 13. It is assumed that
during a maneuver the ball is in the dimple shown in Figures
12 and 13 so little of the time that the dimple can be ig-
nored. The use of the dimple will be discussed later.
The performance of the above system controlled by a
loose ballistic as an indicator of the vertical when mounted
at the center of gravity of an airplane during a perfectly
banked turn about the vertical is compared with the perform-
ance of a pendulous element for the same conditions in Appen-
dix J. The system controlled by the loose ballistic and the
pendulous element have the following characteristics:
1. The pendulous element and the system controlled by
the loose ballistic both have the same radius of gyration.
2. The distance between the pivot and the center of grav-
ity of the pendulous element equals the distance between the
pivot and the center of curvature of the race in the system
controlled by the loose ballistic.
3. The damping ratio is the same in both cases.
The comparison of the performance as indicators of the
vertical of the two systems is shown in Figure 14 where the
logarithm of the ratio of the deviation from the vertical of
the system controlled by the loose ballistic to the deviation
of the pendulous element is plotted against the ratio of the
undamped natural period of the pendulous element to the time
required for the airplane to complete a 3600 turn. In the
figure the damping ratio is seven-tenths of critical, the
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ratio of the mass of the ball to the mass of the system is
varied, and the ratio o'involving the radius of curvature is
varied.
It is seen from Figure 14 that the deviation of the
loose ballistically controlled system is less than the devia-
tion of the pendulous element, and that the ratio of the de-
viations becomes very small for large values of the ratio of
the undamped natural period of the pendulous element to the
time for the 3600 turn. The decrease of the deviation ratio
is directly proportional to the decrease in the ratio of the
mass of the ball to the mass of the system. The effect of
increasing the radius of curvature of the race is to increase
the value of the period ratio at which the deviation ratio
suddenly becomes rapidly smaller.
An increase in the distance between the pivot and the
center of curvature of the race is shown in Appendix J to in-
crease the disturbing torque acting on the system as is shown
in Figure 13. Such an effect leads to the use of the dimple
shown in Figures 12 and 13, since the dimple, having a short
radius of curvature, must necessarily have the distance be-
tween its center of curvature and the pivot large, thereby
producing a powerful torque. The net result is that during
maneuvers the ball will be in the race of large radius most of
the time, thereby producing only a small disturbing torque.
On the other hand, when the system is substantially vertical,
the ball will be in the dimple, thereby producing a powerful
torque for keeping the system lined up along the vertical.
S U M M A R Y
1. A pendulum having an undamped natural period of ten
times the period of a horizontal disturbance will indicate
the vertical to within one percent of the angle of roll or
pitch of the airplane causing this disturbance; for a smaller
ratio between the natural period and the forcing period the
accuracy with which the pendulum indicates the vertical is
lessened.
2. A pendulum able to indicate the vertical to one per-
cent of the angle of roll or pitch of the airplane must poss-
ess the following physical characteristics:
A. For a forcing period of five seconds (typical of
rolling and pitching) the pendulum must have an undamped nat-
ural period of about twenty seconds, i.e.
1. A well designed physical pendulum of a few
inches overall dimensions must have the
center of gravity a few thousandths of an
inch from the pivot.
2. A simple pendulum must be several hundred
feet long.
B. For a forcing period of two minutes (typical of
turning about the vertical) the pendulum must have an undamped
natural period of about twenty minutes, i.e.
1. A well designed physical pendulum of a few
inches overall dimensions must have the
center of gravity a few millionths of an
inch from the pivot.
2. A simple pendulum must be a few hundred
miles long.
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3. From a practical point of view it makes little dif-
ference whether the pendulum is located at the center of
gravity of the airplane or not.
4. A simple pendulum that is only a few inches long will
give excellent indications of the direction of the resultant
acceleration.
5. A system that is controlled by a loose ballistic of-
fers the possibility of obtaining more accurate indications
of the vertical than are obtainable with a pendulum of simi-
lar physical dimensions, but involves many more difficulties
of construction that probably outweigh the advantages.
C O N 0 L U S IO N
It should be possible to construct a pendulous element
which will give satisfactory approximate indications of the
vertical when the period of the forcing disturbance is less
than about five seconds. For longer forcing disturbances
the center of gravity of the pendulum must be too close to
the pivot for practical construction. This same difficulty
is encountered when the pendulum is to be used for accurate
indications of the vertical.
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SECTION III
INDICATION OF THE VERTICAL BY THE MAGNITUDE
OF THE RESULTANT FORCE
If the resultant acceleration present in an airplane is
perpendicular to the general plane of the airplane's wings,
i.e. the condition for perfect banking as is shown in Figure 5
the magnitude of the resultant acceleration is a function of
the angle which the resultant acceleration makes with the ver-
tical. It follows that the magnitude of the resultant accel-
eration might be used to indicate the direction of the verti-
cal. So far as the writer of this thesis can determine, this
method for indicating the vertical has never been discussed
in the literature.
For the condition of perfect banking shown in Figure 5
the magnitude of the resultant acceleration equals the magni-
tude of the acceleration of gravity multiplied by the secant
of the angle that the resultant acceleration makes with the
vertical. The ratio of the magnitude of the resultant accel-
eration to the magnitude of the acceleration of gravity is
plotted in Figure 15 against the angle between the direction
of the resultant acceleration and the vertical. It is seen
in the figure that the resultant acceleration equals the ac-
celeration of gravity when the angle between the two accelera-
tions is zero, and increases with increasing angle, reaching
a value of twice gravity at an angle of sixty degrees.
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MAGNITUDE OF THE RESULTANT ACCELERATION PRESENT IN AN
AIRPLANE AS A FUNCTION OF THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE
RESULTANT ACCELERATION AND THE VERTICAL
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An accelerometer mounted in the airplane so that its line
of action is perpendicular to the general plane of the air-
plane's wings would then give a reading indicative of the bank
angle of the airplane for the condition of perfect banking.
If the indicating system of the accelerometer were set to bal-
ance out the effect of gravity, i.e. to read zero when the
airplane is flying straight and level, the instrument would
then read the difference between the magnitudes of the result-
ant acceleration and the acceleration of gravity. Such an
arrangement could be accomplished by the use of an inductance
bridge pick-up-like that described by Draper and Wrigley(20)
and is necessary in order to read small deviations from the
vertical in the presence of gravity.
The reading of an accelerometer set up as described above
is proportional to the ordinates of Figure 16 where the log-
arithm of the ratio of the difference between the magnitudes
of the resultant acceleration and the acceleration of gravity
to the magnitude of the acceleration of gravity is plotted
against the angle between the two accelerations. It is seen
in the figure that the difference ratio equals unity when the
angle between the two accelerations equals sixty degrees and
decreases to very small values when the angle approaches zero.
The angle between the directions of the resultant accel-
eration and the acceleration of gravity equals the bank angle
of the airplane (and also the deviation of the line of action
of the accelerometer from the vertical) for the condition of
perfect banking. To the observer in the airplane the verti-
cal then lies somewhere in the cone whose axis is the line of
action of the accelerometer and whose half-angle equals the
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angle of bank of the airplane. The problem of indicating
the direction of the vertical is then to identify just which
of the generators of the cone is the vertical. When the
longitudinal axis of the airplane is horizontal, the vertical
lies in the cross-ship plane in the direction given by the
turn indicator; otherwise it is very difficult to identify
the generator that is the vertical.
S U M M A R Y
1. The magnitude of the angle of bank of an airplane can
be found from the magnitude of the resultant acceleration
present in the airplane, for the condition of perfect banking,
by means of an accelerometer which is set to read the differ-
ence between the magnitude of the resultant acceleration and
the acceleration of gravity.
2. The magnitude of the quantity actuating the accelero-
meter is very small for small angles of bank. This means
that an instrument capable of very precise measurements would
be required to indicate the vertical.
3. The direction of the vertical lies somewhere in a cone
of half-angle equal to the angle of bank. The direction of the
vertical in this cone can be-indicated by a turn indicator, but
only when the longitudinal axis of the airplane is horizontal.
C O N C L U SI O N
The magnitude of the resultant acceleration does not lend
itself to a practical indication of the vertical.
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SECTION IV
INDICATORS OF THE VERTICAL WHICH CONTAIN
A GYROSCOPIC ELEMENT
The treatment of the pendulous element showed the
necessity of a slow rate of response to disturbances in
instruments for indicating the vertical. One method of
obtaining a slow rate of response is to use a body having
a large inertia. In the case of a pendulous element,
however, a large inertia is obtained only in conjunction
with a large mass; and a large mass is undesirable both
because weight is at a premium in airplanes and because
weight increases the unavoidable friction present in the
pivot required to support the mass. A gyroscopic element
discussed in the subsequent sections offers by means of
its rapid spin the possibility of obtaining a large effect-
ive inertia associated with a relatively small mass.
A gyroscopic element is defined as a system which has
the following properties:
1. The system is free to rotate about a point; this
is mechanically achieved by the use of a gimbal system.
2. The system is mounted so as to be non-pendulous,
i.e. the center of gravity of the system is located at the
pivot, which is the intersection of the lines of action of
the gimbals.
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3. The system has a rotor spinning at a high rate of
speed about the axis of symmetry of the rotor.
4. The rotor is spinning at a constant speed.
5. All the angular momentum of the system is concen-
trated about the spin axis of the rotor.
A gyroscopic element has no preferred orientation under
the influence of gravity. Accordingly a pendulous element
must be used in conjunction with the gyroscopic element to
form an indicator of the vertical. In some cases the
gyroscope is mounted so as to be pendulous itself; this
system is known as a pendulous gyro. In other cases the
pendulous element is entirely separated from the gyroscopic
element, the orientation of the pendulum acting through a
servo-mechanism to control the orientation of the gyro, and
the gyro furnishing the necessary inertia to make the system
have a slow rate of response.
The process by which the gyroscopic element is caused
to assume a preferred orientation through its coupling with
the pendulous element is known as the erection of a gyro-
scope. The means used for erection is one of the most im-
portant features of any gyroscope-pendulum system for indi-
cating the vertical.
An analysis of the motion of a gyroscopic element and
the performance of indicators of the vertical containing a
gyroscope is carried out in Appendices L and M. Draper ,
Wasserman , Coffin (1), Slater and Frank (12), Page(13),
Osgood(4) , Gray(15), Routh(16), Webster(17), Whittaker(18)
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Ferry(22), Klein and Sommerfeld , Winkelmann ("Handbuch
der Physik")(24) and Crabtree(25) have dealt with the theory
of gyroscopic motion. Additional sources of information
treating the performance of indicators of the vertical con-
taining a gyroscope are the works of Gray and Gray(2)
(3) (4) (5)Draper , Wasserman and Fang(. Considerable work
has been done in Germany on treating the motion of a gyro-
scope by means of novel form of calculation known as
"Motorrechnung". While this method seems to be a powerful
tool, it is difficult to learn and has the added disadvan-
tage that all texts using it are written in German.
This thesis expands and unifies the vector treatment
of gyroscopes as originated by Draper . As is shown
subsequently it is possible to apply the vector cross-pro-
duct very efficiently in practical cases to problems in-
volving 'the motion of a gyroscope under the influence of
forcing disturbances. The value of a simple means of cal-
culating gyro response to disturbances in practice is rea-
dily appreciated by anyone who has attempted to solve such
problems by the classical approach.
Motion of a Gyroscopic Element
A study of the motion of a gyroscopic element involves
the use of three basic physical quantities, namely angular
momentum, torque, and angular velocity. These three quan-
tities all possess both magnitude and direction; hence they
are readily adaptable to the vector treatment.
Angular velocity is rate of rotation, and is expressed
in radians per unit time. The angular velocity vector is
considered as being parallel to the axis of rotation and
directed by the right hand rule for rotation. Figure 17
illustrates the right hand rule for rotation. It is seen
in Figure 17 that this rule may be illustrated by the mo-
tion of a right hand screw where the positive direction of
the angular velocity vector represents the direction of ad-
vance of the screw. Velocity, or rate, of precession is
an angular velocity.
Angular momentum, sometimes referred to in practice
as gyroscopic moment, may be considered for a gyroscope as
being equal to the product of the spin and the moment of
inertia of the gyro rotor. The angular momentum vector
is then directed parallel to the spin (angular velocity of
rotation) vector. Rigorously angular momentum is a com-
plicated quantity as may be seen in Appendix F.
Torque is the product of a force and the lever arm
through which the force acts. The torque vector is dir-
ected perpendicular to the plane containing both the force
and the lever arm according to the right hand rule for ro-
tation. Figure 18 shows the relation between force and
torque. The direction of the torque vector is the direc-
tion of the advance of a right hand screw when the screw
is turned by the force.
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DIRECTION OF
ROTATION
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AND (SUBJECT TO RESTRICTIONS) ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT - ARE
DIRECTED IN THE SENSE OF THE ADVANCE OF A RIGHT HAND SCREW
TURNED WITH THE ROTATION
Fig. 17
REPRESENTATION OF ROTATIONAL VECTORS
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The complete expression for the motion of a gyroscopic
element as given in texts on mathematical physics involves
the use of energy methods, elliptic integrals, and cubic
equations. Accordingly the final answer for the motion of
the gyro is much too complex to be useful in practice. For
engineering purposes, however, the five assumptions given
at the start of the section on indicators of the vertical
which contain a gyroscopic element give answers that are
within the limits of practical tolerances, and give a rela-
tively simple vector equation for the motion of the gyro-
scopic element. The equation is derived in Appendix L,
and is given in Equation (220)
7PXH = M - ZIEXH (220)
where
P is the angular velocity of precession of the gyro-
scope's axis of symmetry as seen by an observer
on the Earth.
H is the angular momentum of the gyroscope, and is
parallel to the axis of spin of the gyro rotor
(the axis of symmetry).
is the resultant torque applied to the gyroscope.
WIE is the angular velocity of the Earth's daily rota-
tion. Equation (220) has the following interpre-
tation:
1. 9IEXH is the correction term that takes care of
the fact that the precession p is observed from the Earth
and not referred to an inertial system. When no torque is
applied to the gyro, i.e. A = 0, the velocity of precession
of the gyro will be ;p = -IIE; in other words the velocity
of precession of the gyro equals the negative of the angu-
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lar velocity of the Earth in its daily rotation. The gyro
then appears to an Earth observer to rotate once a day;
clockwise about a vertical axis when seen from above at the
north pole, and clockwise about a north-south axis when
seen from the north at the equator. The apparent daily
rotation (precession) of a torque-free gyro as seen from
the Earth is due to the fact that a torque-free gyro re-
mains fixed in inertial space.
2. For a gyroscopic element to have no rotation of its
spin axis relative to the Earth, i.e. for 7p = 0, it is
necessary to apply a torque equal to ZIEXE to the gyro.
The required torque is directed to the east (to balance out
the effect of the eastward motion of a point on the Earth)
and has a magnitude that is proportional to the angular mo-
mentum of the gyro and to the cosine of the latitude (max-
imum at the equator and zero at the poles in the case of a
vertical gyro). When the gyro is coupled to a pendulous
element to form an indicator of the vertical, the torque
required to keep the spin axis of the gyro from rotating
relative to the Earth is produced in one of two ways:
a. A relative angular displacement between the
spin axis of the gyro and the pendulum. In this case
part of the torque intended to erect the gyro (erection of
a gyro, i.e. lining the spin axis of the gyro up with the
vertical is subsequently discussed) is diverted so as to
hold the spin axis motionless relative to the Earth. In
this situation the spin axis of the gyro is tilted slight-
ly from the vertical. This tilt is known as the latitude
error. 
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b. A compensating torque (either manually con-
trolled or automatic) is applied to the gyro. In this
situation the spin axis of the gyro is vertical.
3. In general the applied torque M is much larger than
the correction term ;IEXH. Equation (220) then states
that the applied torque is perpendicular to both the angu-
lar momentum (the axis of spin of the gyro rotor) of the
gyro and to the velocity of precession (the axis about which
the gyro precesses) of the gyro (the definition of the vec-
tor cross product is to be found in Appendix A). Figure 19
shows the relationship of the angular momentum, applied
torque, and velocity of precession of a gyroscope. It is
seen in the figure that the velocity of precession is so
directed that when a torque is applied to a gyroscopic ele-
ment the gyro turns so as to line its angular momentum up
parallel to the applied torque.
The last statement sounds simple, but by means of it
it is possible to predict rapidly and accurately the mo-
tion of a gyroscopic element under the action of any ap-
plied torque.
The velocity of precession P of the gyroscopic ele-
ment can be split up into two main parts:
1. An angular velocity about the axis about which the
gyro deviates from the vertical. This angular velocity
represents the rate of erection of the gyro.
2. An angular velocity about the vertical. This re-
presents the precession of the gyro about the vertical.
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Erection of a Gyroscope
In studying the problem of the erection of a gyro-
scope, two important factors must be recognized:
1. When a torque is applied to a gyroscope the gyro
precesses so as to try to line up its angular momentum,
i.e. its axis of spin, with the applied torque, as pre-
viously discussed in relation to Equation (220).
2. In a gyroscope running at normal operating speed
the torque required to drive the rotor is exactly balanced
by the resistance torques due to windage and bearing fric-
tion. Furthermore a commercial gyroscope is so construc-
ted that an externally applied torque which is parallel
to the spin axis of the gyro must act on the case support-
ing the gyro and not on the rotor. The result is that
there will be no unbalanced torque acting on a gyroscope
parallel to the spin axis. It follows that a commercial
gyroscope will spin at constant speed, as was postulated
above.
The component of the applied torque perpendicular to
the gyro spin axis must have the following properties to
cause the gyro to erect:
1. The torque component must lie in the plane through
the angular momentum and the vertical. The torque com-
ponent is then perpendicular to the line of nodes, i.e.
the axis about which the gyro is tilted away from the ver-
tical as shown in Figure 20.
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2. The torque must be so directed as to cause erec-
tion, not a further deviation from the vertical.
3. The magnitude of the torque component must equal
zero when the gyro is vertical.
The problem of erecting a gyro is then to apply to
the gyro a properly directed torque having a component
perpendicular to the angular momentum of the gyro and ly-
ing in the vertical plane through the spin axis of the
gyro.
Note: A gyro stops dead and will not overshoot when
an applied torque is removed because in a gyro it is the
angular velocity that is proportional to the torque; on
the other hand a pendulum will overshoot because in this
case it is the angular acceleration that is proportional
to the torque.
Any component of the applied torque that does not form
a part of either the erecting torque component or the "ster-
ile" torque component parallel to the spin axis can be
resolved about the line of nodes, and leads to a precession
of the gyro about the vertical axis, e.g. the gravity
torque acting on a pendulous gyro.
Figure 20 shows the three components of an applied
torque acting on a gyro. The erecting component lies in
the plane containing the vertical and the angular momen-
tum of the gyro (remember that this component must be so
directed as to erect, not deviate further from the verti-
cal), and is perpendicular to the angular momentum. The
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sterile component also lies in the plane containing the
vertical and the angular momentum of the gyro, but is paral-
lel (or anti-parallel) to the angular momentum. The pre-
cession component lies along the line of nodes, and is
accordingly perpendicular to both the angular momentum of
the gyro and to the vertical.
Figure 21 shows the couple acting so as to produce
the erecting component of the applied torque. The couple,
consisting of a lever arm and an applied force, lies in
the plane containing the angular momentum of the gyro and
the line of nodes.
Nutation
If the fifth requirement on the gyroscopic element
given previously is not fulfilled, i.e., if all the angu-
lar momentum is not concentrated about the axis of spin
of the rotor, the gyro is subject to an oscillation known
as nutation. Nutation lends itself beautifully to math-
ematical treatment, but is undesirable in an instrument
gyro.
The frequency of nutation is approximately the speed
of the gyro rotor spin in revolutions for a disc shaped
rotor. As the disc becomes thicker, the speed of nuta-
tion decreases, becoming zero for a sphere. A high speed
gyro will then have any nutation damped out quickly, since
a given ratio of actual damping to'that required for criti-
cal damping will cause an oscillation to lose a given per-
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centage of its initial amplitude in the same number of
cycles regardless of the frequency. In addition the
initial amplitude of nutation for a given amount of en-
ergy decreases as the speed of rotation of the gyro in-
creases. It follows that a high speed gyro will be less
subject to the effects of nutation than a slower gyro.
An analysis of nutation is carried out in Appendix L,
where it is shown that it is necessary to give the gyro
an angular velocity or a thrust of energy to cause nuta-
tion; an angular displacement alone cannot cause nutation.
That the assumption of all the angular momentum's
being concentrated about the spin axis is justified for a
commercial instrument gyro, e.g. the Sperry Artificial
Horizon spinning at twelve thousand revolutions per minute,
is shown in the fact that the angular momentum about the
spin axis is approximately one million times the angular
momentum about the other axes, see Appendix L.
Often times in practice a gyroscope of new design is
observed to exhibit an undesirable oscillation or vibra-
tion when spinning. The vibration may be due to mass un-
balance in the rotor due to the fact that the spin axis
is not the axis of symmetry of the rotor; mass unbalance
in the system in the gimbal mount; or nutation. Accord-
ingly, a rapid and convenient method for determining the
frequency of nutation of a given rotor would permit the
observer to ascertain whether or not the vibration might
be nutation. The frequency of nutation depends only on
the mass distribution and spin of the gyro rotor. The
equation for the frequency of nutation is derived in Ap-
pendix L and is given in Equation (212):
Wnu = 2nnnu = (i-i/Iz)(IzWz/I) (212)
where wnu = angular frequency of nutation in radians per
second
nnu= frequency of nutation in cycles per second
Iz =moment of inertia of rotor about spin axis
I = moment of inertia of rotor about transverse
axis
oz= angular velocity of rotor spin in radians
per second
It is seen from Equation (212) that the frequency of nuta-
tion is readily calculable from a knowledge of the moments
of inertia and the spin of a rotor.
The Pendulous Gyro as an Indicator of the Vertical
It has been well known for many years that a gyroscope
has a large inertia for a given mass. It is this property
that has made the gyroscope so valuable in practical indi-
cators of the vertical. In the earliest attempts to indi-
cate the vertical from aircraft, about thirty years ago,
the instruments used simply mounted the gyroscope such that
its center of gravity was below the pivot. Such a system
is called a pendulous gyro, or a gyropendulum. A pendulous
gyro does not act merely as a pendulum with a large inertia,
however. This fact is discussed at length in Appendix M
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and illustrated in Figure 22. In Figure 22, where the
angular momentum of the gyro, the pendulous torque, and
the vertical are shown, it is seen that the pendulous
torque is perpendicular to the vertical plane containing
the angular momentum of the gyro. Hence there can be no
component of the pendulous torque that can cause erection
of the gyro. It follows that a pendulous gyro alone can-
not serve as an indicator of the vertical since it has no
means of seeking the vertical.
A pendulous gyro will attempt to line its angular mo-
mentum up with the pendulous torque, however. But as soon
as the angular momentum starts to precess toward the pendu-
lous torque the change in orientation of the gyro causes
the pendulous torque to precess about the vertical axis
just as fast as the gyro tilts toward the torque. This
effect is discussed in Appendix M where it is shown that
the net result is for the spin axis of the gyro to chase
the pendulous torque forever and hence to trace out a cone
of constant angle about the vertical. The rate of pre-
cession about the vertical is directly proportional to the
pendulous torque and inversely proportional to the angular
momentum of the gyro.
It is possible, however, for a damped pendulous gyro
to form an indicator of the vertical since the damping
friction can cause an erecting torque, as is discussed in
Appendix M. Figure 23 illustrates the case of a damped
pendulous gyro mounted on a pedestal. Precession of the gyro
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about the vertical due to pendulosity causes friction in the
pedestal bearing that is directed about the vertical. As is
seen in Figure 23 the vertical friction torque has a compon-
ent so directed as to cause erection of the gyro. A few of
the early instruments for indicating the vertical embodied the
idea of a pendulous gyro mounted on a pedestal, and erected by
bearing friction.
It is generally customary to mount a gyro in gimbals
rather than on a pedestal. Bearing friction in the gimbals
due to the precession of the gyro about the vertical under the
effect of pendulosity can also produce an erecting torque.
The friction torque is directed about the line of action of a
gimbal. By construction the line of action of the inner gim-
bal is perpendicular to the spin axis of the gyro while the
line of action of the outer gimbal is horizontal, as is shown
in Figure 24. Accordingly all the friction torque about the
inner gimbal line of action is properly directed for erection.
The erecting component of the friction torque about the outer
gimbal line of action is the cosine (of the angle of tilt of
the gyro from the vertical) component; the sine component is
sterile. The torques, both pendulous and friction, acting on- a
damped pendulous gyro in a gimbal mount, are shown in Figure 25.
The performance of a damped pendulous gyro as an in-
dicator of the vertical is discussed in Appendix M. Fig-
ure 26 shows the logarithm of the ratio ofthe maximum tilt
of a pendulous gyro from the vertical to the angle of
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bank of the airplane plotted against the logarithm of the
ratio of the period of precession of the gyro about the
vertical to the time for the airplane to complete a 3600
turn, when the gyro is mounted at the center of gravity of
the airplane. It is seen in Figure 26 that the tilt of
the gyro is two percent of the angle of bank of the air-
plane when the period of precession of the gyro is one hun-
dred times the time required for the airplane to complete
the 3600 turn. For a 3600 turn in two minutes the period
of precession of the gyro would then have to be two hundred
minutes. It is shown in Appendix M that a pendulous gyro
having a rotor of a two-inch diameter and spinning at
twelve thousand revolutions per minute will have a period
of precession of two hundred minutes when the center of
gravity of the gyro is about four thousandths of an inch
below the pivot. For comparison, as is shown in Appendix
I, a long-period physical pendulum of similar overall dim-
ensions must have its center of gravity located three ten-
millionths of an inch below its pivot to give similar per-
formance during the 3600 turn in two minutes.
It is apparent that the construction features of a pen-
dulous gyro (even when the problem of handling the spin of
the rotor is considered) are much more feasible mechanical-
ly than are the features of a pendulum giving the same per-
formance as an indicator of the vertical. Many proposed
indicators of the vertical in the early days of airplanes
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involved the use of a damped pendulous gyro. Although
still proposed even today, the pendulous gyro is general-
ly replaced now by a nonpendulous gyro that is servo-con-
trolled by a pendulum in practical indicators of the ver-
tical. The main objections to the pendulous gyro are:
1. The rate of erection of a pendulous gyro depends
upon its damping, which is generally quite small. On the
other hand the rate at which a pendulous gyro tends to
leave the vertical under the action of horizontal disturb-
ances is substantially independent of the damping. It
follows that in rough air a pendulous gyro would show more
tendency to leave the vertical than to remain along it.
2. The precession about the vertical (required to
furnish the damping) causes a pendulous gyro to erect in
a spiral. Such a feature is undesirable in an instrument
gyro.
The two objections listed above for a pendulous gyro
are discussed by Gray and Gray(2) and in Appendix M. Con-
siderable investigation has been carried out by such men
as E. A. Sperry, Jr., M. M. Titterington, and M. F. Bates
of the Sperry Qyroscope Company, and M. Schuler of Anschuitz
to damp the oscillations of a gyropendulum by means of ad-
ditional features. An excellent example of this work is
disclosed in U. S. patent 1,518,992 to M. F. Bates. In
this invention a spherical pendulum attached to a pendulous
gyro controlled the flow of air from jets in the gyro case.
The reaction of the air flowing out of the jets damped the
oscillations of the gyro. It was soon found, however,
that the gyro with air jet damping was a superior indica-
tor of the vertical when it was made nonpendulous. Ac-
cordingly the pendulous gyro then gave way (approximately
in 1925) to the nonpendulous gyro which was controlled
through a servo-mechanism by a pendulum as a practical
indicator of the vertical.
The Nonpendulous Gyro Servo-Controlled by a
Pendulum as an Indicator of the Vertical
The damping of a pendulous gyro by air jets actually
consisted merely of producing an erecting torque by means
of the jet reaction. In general there is no torque com-
ponent associated with the air jet reaction, so directed
as to cause the gyro to precess about the vertical. Ac-
cordingly a gyro will erect radially, i.e. return to the
vertical in a straight line, when the gyro is made nonpen-
dulous and is controlled by the air jet reaction.
A good example of a gyro that is controlled by air jet
reaction is the Sperry Artificial Horizon disclosed in
U. S. patent 1,982,636 to B. G. Carlson and shown in Fig-
ure 27. In this instrument the action of the air jets is
controlled by small flipper-like pendulums (the flippers
serve the same purpose as the previously mentioned spheri-
cal pendulum of Bates, but are mechanically simpler and
wear better). These flippers act differentially in pairs
such that each jet is normally exactly half open. When
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the gyro is tilted away from the vertical, however, one
jet is covered more than the opposite one. The force of
erection due to differential jet action is then directed
opposite to the direction of the stream of air flowing out
of the more open of the two jets; the lever arm through
which the jet force acts is parallel to the spin axis of
the gyro; this results, as shown in Figure 28, in the erect-
ing torque's being so directed that all of the torque goes
into erecting the gyro -- there are no sterile nor precess-
ing components.
It is thus seen that the nonpendulous gyro servo-con-
trolled by a pendulum can be so designed that all the
torque produced, when the gyro tilts from the vertical, goes
into erecting the gyro. This desirable feature was shown
to be impossible for a pendulous gyro. It is not necessary
that the erecting torque be produced by air jets, however.
Many methods of accomplishing the coupling of a pendulous
element to a gyroscopic element have been advanced, as is
shown by a survey of the patent literature, such as the
direct action of torque motors about the gimbal axes, ro-
tating the gimbal frame, etc. But all methods for erect-
ing gyroscopes have the same common basis, i.e. a pendu-
lous element to follow the instantaneous direction of the
resultant acceleration and a gyroscope (whose orientation
is controlled by the pendulum) furnish a slow rate of res-
ponse and so average the position of the pendulum.
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A gyro servo-controlled by a pendulum will generally
have two regimes of action:
1. The erecting torque is proportional to the angle
of tilt of the gyro from the vertical. This regime exists
when the gyro is approximately vertical.
2. The erecting torque is constant. This regime
exists when the gyro has a tilt from the vertical greater
than a predetermined angle. In some forms of erection
this regime does not exist.
Since the pendulum, controlling the gyro, generally
has a short natural period, it will tend to follow the
direction of the resultant acceleration without appreciable
time lag. It will accordingly be assumed for ease of cal-
culation that the second regime, i.e. constant erecting
torque, is the regime present during maneuvers of the air-
plane.
The rate of erection of a servo-controlled gyro when
the erecting torque lies in the plane of the gyro rotor,
i.e. the situation fulfilled by the "perpendicular" compon-
ent of torque as was discussed earlier and illustrated in
Figure 20, varies directly as the magnitude of the erect-
ing torque and inversely as the angular momentum of the
gyro (the angular momentum depending on the mass and the
rate of spin of the rotor). For a typical erection rate
of eight degrees per minute, e.g. the rate of the Sperry
Artificial Horizon, a gyro will have a maximum deviation
from the vertical of approximately only sixteen minutes
of arc in a maneuver having an eight-second period, as is
discussed in Appendix M. For shorter periods of maneuver
or for slower rates of erection the deviation will be less.
A very slow rate of erection is undesirable, however, be-
cause then friction effects become important. According-
ly, a very accurate indicator of the vertical should have
a faster rate of erection to get the gyro vertical initial-
ly and a slower rate of erection during operation.
A detailed treatment, both theoretical and experimen-
tal, of the performance of the Sperry Artificial Horizon
during turns is discussed by Wasserman(O4 and Fang(5).
S U M M A R Y
1. A damped pendulous gyro combines satisfactory
performance as an indicator of the vertical with feasible
physical properties. The pendulous gyro must be damped,
generally by bearing friction, in order to be able to
seek the vertical. Note: An undamped pendulous gyro
has no erecting torque and so is useless as an indicator
of the vertical.
2. The pendulous gyro has the undesirable property
of precessing about the vertical while erecting; thereby
approaching the vertical in a spiral. The pendulous gyro
tends to leave the vertical more readily than it erects
under the influence of horizontal disturbances. This is
due to the fact that the erecting torque depends on the
damping, which is generally small, while the disturbing
torque is independent of the damping.
3. A gyroscopic element servo-controlled by a pendu-
lum combines satisfactory performance as an indicator of
the vertical with feasible physical properties. Such a
system can be designed so that all the torque produced
when the gyro tilts goes into erecting the gyro, i.e.
there are no sterile nor precessing components. The sys-
tem then erects in a straight line, i.e. radially.
4. The method and degree of coupling between the
gyro and the pendulum may be varied to suit the particu-
lar needs of the problem at hand.
CONC LUS IONS
1. A damped pendulous gyro may be used as a practi-
cal indicator of the vertical, but contains certain in-
herent properties that are undesirable.
2. A gyroscope servo-controlled by a pendulum in gen-
eral offers the most practical solution to the problem of
indicating the direction of the vertical from moving bases.
SECTION V
EFFECTS OF THE ACCELERATION OF CORIOLIS
The acceleration of Coriolis is produced by the
interaction of the velocity of a body moving over the
Earth with the daily rotation of the Earth on its axis.
This acceleration is generally an unfamiliar one because
in airplanes it is practically unnoticeable until a body
attains speeds of several hundred miles per hour(lO). A
mathematical treatment of the acceleration of Coriolis
may be found in several texts(10)(ll) or in Appendix D.
In brief, the acceleration of Coriolis maintains the con-
servation of angular momentum of one body moving on a ro-
tating body.
The net effect of the acceleration of Coriolis due
to a horizontal velocity of an airplane is to deviate the
direction of the apparent vertical as seen from a moving
base away from the true vertical, i.e. the direction of
the force of gravity. In the northern hemisphere the
deviation of the apparent vertical from the true vertical
is always directed to the ri (in the southern hemisphere
the direction is to the left), and the magnitude of the
deviation is independent of the heading of the airplane.
The magnitude depends only on the velocity of the airplane
and the latitude on the Earth. The magnitude of the hori-
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zontal component of the acceleration of Coriolis is shown
in Figure 4 as a function of the speed of the airplane
and of the latitude, where it is seen that the deviation
of the apparent vertical for a body moving at three hun-
dred miles an hour in a latitude of forty-five degrees is
about five minutes of arc. The above treatment of the
acceleration of Coriolis is derived in Appendix D.
It is also shown in Appendix D that the vertical com-
ponent of the acceleration of Coriolis, sometimes referred
to as the centrifugal effect, is parallel to the accelera-
tion of gravity and is negligibly small in comparison to
gravity.
The acceleration of Coriolis due to a vertical motion
of a body, i.e. the motion of falling, is shown in Appen-
dix D, and in the literature(lO), to cause a falling body
to deviate to the east at all times. The eastward devia-
tion of a falling body is illustrated in Figure 29 as a
function of the latitude and the height from which the
body was dropped. It is seen in the figure that a body
dropped from twenty thousand feet in latitude forty-five
degrees has an eastward deviation of about sixty feet when
it hits the ground.
Effect on Navigation
It follows from the fact that the effect of the Cori-
olis acceleration is to deviate the direction of the appar-
ent vertical to the right (in the northern hemisphere, and
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to the left in the southern hemisphere) that celestial
navigation sights taken with a bubble sextant from an air-
plane will be in error, since the bubble acts as a pendu-
lum and so seeks the apparent vertical. It is seen in
Figure 30 that the observed zenith distance is less than
the true zenith distance when the celestial body is to the
left of the heading of the airplane. This effect is zero
dead ahead or astern, and the apparent zenith distance is
greater than the true zenith distance when the celestial
body is to the right of the heading of the airplane.
The magnitude of the deviation of the apparent verti-
cal from the true vertical is given by the ratio of the
horizontal Coriolis acceleration to the acceleration of
gravity. In Figure 4 it is seen that the deviation of the
apparent vertical from the true vertical is about five
minutes of arc for an airplane moving three hundred miles
per hour in the latitude of forty-five degrees north. Such
a deviation can give rise to an error in the airplane's
position, determined from celestial observations, of sever-
al miles.
The effect of the angular difference between the azi-
muth of the celestial body observed and the heading of the
airplane is such as to introduce the sine of this angular
difference to the equation for the difference between the
observed zenith distance and the true zenith distance.
The angular difference between the celestial body azimuth
and airplane course is shown in Figure 31, where the angles
are measured from north through east.
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The correction factor for the difference between the
observed and the true zenith distances as measured by a
bubble sextant from an airplane moving over the Earth has
been worked out by Stewart(26 ), and is also carried out in
Appendix N.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
qPpt,6 Euler's angles
X,Y,Z Rectangular axes fixed on the Earth
x,y,z Rectangular axes fixed in a body
XA,YA,ZA Rectangular axes fixed in the airplane, or any moving base
T Acceleration of gravity
-IE Angular velocity of the Earth due to its daily spin
X Latitude
F Force
I Torque
m Mass
I Moment of inertia
H Angular momentum
is Angular velocity
t Separation between the pivot and the center of gravity
OA Angle of bank of an airplane
TA Time for an airplane to complete a 3600 turn about the vertical
on Undamped natural angular frequency
Tn = 2n/wn Undamped natural period
c Damping coefficient
cc Coefficient for critical (aperiodic) damping
S=c/cc Damping ratio
Tf Period of forcing disturbance
Tn/Tf Frequency, or period, ratio
p = 1//(1-52)2+(2CB)2 Amplitude factor
c 1 =tan-12r6/(1-62) Phase angle
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e Base of natural logarithms
k Radius of gyration
T Period of yaw of an airplane
vA Velocity of an airplane
T = 1/Cwn Characteristic time
XAAp Separation between pivot and axis of yaw
ZAAP Separation between pivot and axis of roll
cAeA = gTn/2nvA
aX = 4n2XAAP/gT2
Z 4n2ZAAp/gT*
4xz V(a AEAGuX)2+(1-GZ2)2
qt= t an-' (aY IAGAXyf/(1-oaZ02)
AAf = gTf/2nvA
aXf = 4n2XAAP/gT2
IZf = 4R2ZAAp/gTf
4XZfr = (TAOAfXf )2+(1-uZf)2
= tan(a0AAfoTXf)/(1lcYZf)
Te Time required to attain full angle of bank
eAb Full angle of bank (used in study of transients)
t/Te
Y AOAT = gU/nvA
GXT = R2XAAp/gr2
cyZT = n2ZAAP/g 2
VXt /(aJAA ax ) 2± (1-TZTPT2 ) 2
= tan-'(aAA 2)
q= tan-1(223)/17) 2]
P = mB/m Mass ratio of loose ballistic to supporting element
L ~ 1 r L2)2+(2CL L)2 Loose ballistic amplification factor
TL = tan-12L(L L ~L2) Loose ballistic phase angle
a = V'tR/k2  Loose ballistic period ratio
onu Natural angular frequency of nutation
nu Phase angle of nutation
op Angular velocity of precession of a gyroscope
Tp = 2n/p Period of precession of a gyroscope
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APPENDIX A
Vector Analysis
A 'vector is a physical quantity which has both magnitude and
direction, e.g. displacement, momentum, force, etc., in contrast to a
scalar which has only magnitude, e.g. mass, work, energy, etc. A vector
is represented by an arrow which points in the direction of the quantity
and has a length proportional to the magnitude of the quantity. Fig. 32
shows a typical vector: a is the tail and b the head of the vector P.
In this paper the vector notation is that of Gibbs. Since the funda-
mental laws of vector algebra and calculus can be found in any standard
text on vector analysis such as texts written by Coffin(6), Phillips(7 ),
or Page(8 ), no attempt will be made here to derive the mathematical
rules; they will simply be stated, giving the nomenclature used and the
fundamental properties.
The following are a few important definitions concerning vectors:
1. Unit vector: a unit vector is a vector whose magnitude is
unity. The most important unit vectors are i,j,k, parallel respectively
to the rectangular x,y,z axes. Note: rectangular axes are taken so as
to constitute a right hand set, i.e. the positive direction of the z
axis is determined by the sense of the advance of a right hand screw
rotated in the xy plane from the positive direction of x to that of y
through the right angle between them.
2. Equal vectors: two vectors are said to be equal when they
have the same magnitude and the same direction.
3. Netative 'vector: the negative of a vector is the vector
taken with the arrow pointing in the opposite direction.
bP IS THE VECTOR
a IS THE TAIL OF THE VECTOR P
b IS THE HEAD OF THE VECTOR P
REPRESENTATION OF A VECTbR BY AN ARROW
Fi g. 32
R =P+ Q
Fig. 33
ADDITION OF TWO VECTORS
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A vector will be represented mathematically by a symbol having a
bar over it, e.g. P. The magnitude alone of such a vector will be
represented by the same symbol without the bar, e.g. P. The vector may
also be represented by the combination of a magnitude and a unit vector
parallel to the original vector, e.g. P = iP.
Nultiplication of a vector by a scalar
To multiply a vector by a scalar A multiply the magnitude of the
vector by A leaving the direction of the vector unchanged.
Addition of 'vectors
To add two vectors P and Q place the tail of Q at the head of P.
The vector R drawn from the tail of P to the head of 0 in Fig.33 is the
vector sum PtQ. It is seen in Fig.33 that the sum P+Q is identical with
the sum Q+P, therefore the commutative law holds for vector addition.
It is also seen in Fig.33 that the vector R is merely the diagonal of
the parallelogram of which P and 0 form two adjacent sides. This fact
gives rise to vector addition's being known as the parallelogram law.
Subtraction of vectors
To subtract the vector U from the vector P add -Q to P.
Components of a vector
The components of a vector P are the vectors whose sum is P. The
most generally used components are the rectangular ones parallel to the
x,y,z, axes. Thus
P = iPx+JPy+kPz (1)
where PxPyPz are the projections of P on the x,y,z axes respectively.
To add two vectors simply add their components.
P+ = L(PX+Q)+j(Py+Qy )+k(PztOz) (2)
10 2
Nultipitcation of vectors - the scalar or dot product
The scalar or dot product of two vectors is defined as the scalar
equal in magnitude to the product of the magnitudes of the two vectors
and the cosine of the smaller angle between them; thus
P-Q =.PQ cos(PQ) (3)
Eq. (3) also shows that the dot product of two vectors equals the product
of the magnitude of one vector and the component of the second vector on
the first.
The commutative law holds for the dot product, i.e. P-Q = Q-P. The
distributive law also holds, i.e. (P+Q)-R = P-It-. The unit vectors
t,j,? give the relations t-t = J-j = k-k = 1 and t-j = j-k = k-I = 0. In
terms of rectangular components the dot product is
P- = (tPx+jPy+IkPz)'(tox+jQy+kQz) x x(+PyQy+Pzz 4)
The square of a vector is P2 = P-P ='P2x+P2y+P2z'
HulttpItcat ton of 'vectors - the vector or cross product
The vector or cross product of two vectors is defined as the vector
perpendicular to the plane of the two initial vectors and directed in
the sense of the advance of a right hand screw rotated from the first
vector to the second through the smaller angle between them. The cross
product is equal in magnitude to the product of the magnitudes of the
two vectors and the sine of the smaller angle between them; thus
XQ = PQ sin(PQ) (5)
Eq. (5) also shows that the magnitude of a cross product equals the area
of the parallelogram of which P and 0 are two adjacent sides. The cross
product is shown diagramatically in Fig. 34.
The commutative law does not hold for the cross product since
OXP = -(PXQ). The distributive law does hold however, i.e. (P+)XR =
P x Q
Q
PQ )
Sx
VECTOR OR CROSS PRODUCT OF TWO VECTORS
Fig. 34
b
a
F = F (t)
F = VECTOR FUNCTION OF t
0
Fig. 35
VECTOR FUNCTION OF A SCALAR
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(PXN)+(QXR). The unit vectors tjk give the relations iX = JXj =.kX =
0 and LXj = k, JXk =,t, kXt = J. In terms of rectangular components the
cross product is
PXQ =( iPx+jPy+?Pz ) 0x+ yk
t( PyQz~PzQy )+j(Pzgx-PxQz)+k(Px Qy-PyQx ) (6)
which may be more compactly expressed by the determinant
__t j k
PXQ= P PY Pz
Qx Q y Qz
A vector crossed with itself is zero, i.e. PXP = 0
The triple cross product
RX(PXQ) = P(RQ)-Q(R-P) (7)
Division of 'vectors
Vectors cannot be divided, hence there are no laws of vector divi-
sion.
Differentiation of vectors
Let the vector F in Fig.35 be given by F = ix+jy+z where x,y,z,
are functions of the scalar t such as x = x(t), y = y(t), z = z(t). Then
the vector F is said to be a vector functton of the scalar t. If the
tail of F is kept fixed at the origin of coordinates and t is varied then
the head of F describes a curve. Consider on the curve in Fig. 35 the
two points a and b whose position vectors are F and, F1 respectively. Then
the change Ar in r is Ar = F-?~ and has the direction of the secant ab.
For infinitesimal values of Ar the secant approaches the tangent; thus
the immediate change in F is along the tangent to the curve. In the limit
of vanishingly small change in t the change in F divided by the change in
t is the derivative of F with respect to t and is written as dF/dt.
If FI, = ix1tjy,+kz, then Ar =, (x,-x)+j(y,-y)+k(z,-z) = tAx+jAy+hz.
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So d= tX 14kd (8)dt dt -dt dt()
If t is the time then diF/dt = v the vector velocity.
The derivative of a dot product is
( = :- -dO (9)
Eq. (9) shows that the derivative of a dot product is exactly the same
as the derivative of an algebraic product, the order of terms being
immaterial.
The derivative of a cross product is
d(X) = dPX +X (10)
-t dt dt (0
Eq. (10) shows that the derivative of a cross product is the same as
the derivative of an algebraic product, but the order of the vectors
must be retained.
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APPENDIX B
Vector Treatment of "Small" Angles
The use of vectors to represent physical quantities in equations
of motion, etc. affords a very powerful and convenient method of handling
such problems. However one very important quantity used in the study
of the indication of the vertical cannot be rigorously treated as a
vector, viz. angular displacements. The failure of angular displace-
ments to act as vectors is due to the fact that the final position of a
vector after a series of rotations about different axes depends on the
order in which the rotations were carried out, e.g. a vector along the
+x axis rotated 900 about the +y axis, 900 about the +x axis, and 900
about the +z axis in that order ends up along the -x axis; whereas the
same vector rotated 900 about the +z axis, 900 about the +x axis, and
900 about the +y axis in that order ends up along the +x axis. This
appendix is intended to show that angular displacements can be treated
as vectors for practical purposes however, provided certain conditions
are fulfilled.
Let an angular displacement be represented by a vector whose
length gives the size of the angle and whose direction is along the
axis about which the rotation is made. The direction is treated as
positive by the right hand rule for rotation: a rotation, i.e. an
angular velocity or an angular displacement, is positive in the sense
of the advance of a.right hand screw and is directed along the axis of
rotation as shown in Fig.17. Take a linear displacement A directed
along the +y axis; rotate this about the x axis as shown in Fig. 36a.
By trigonometry the new displacement is
D1 =, jA cos6X±tkA sine, (11)
Ay
AcosO9
ROTATION ABOUT X AXIS
Fig. 36a
AsinO e
xi Y
x
z
As i nOxcosBy
As i nexs i neyc
x
Asin8 cose
y
Acos9e
ROTATION ABOUT X AND Y AXES
Fig. 36b
-Aco s i ne z Acosex
Acos9xcos9z
Asinesineysinez
Asinensiney
ROTATION ABOUT X, Y, AND Z AXES
Fig. 36 Fig. 36c
COMPOSITION OF ROTATIONS ABOUT SEVERAL AXES
LEADING UP TO TREATMENT OF SMALL ANGLES AS
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VECTORS
By vector treatment the new displacement .is
D = OXI+jA = ie XjA+jA = jA+kAOx (12)
For Eqs. (11) and (12) to be identical the following conditions must
evidently hold: cos OZ 1 and sin e eX (A)
Now rotate the z component of Eq. (11) about the y axis as shown in
Fig. 36b obtaining for the displacement
D, = tA sinexsiney+JA cos6e+kA sinexcosey (13)
Obviously the y component of Eq. (11) cannot be rotated about the y
axis. Now rotate the x and y components of Eq. (13) about the z axis as
shown in Fig.36c obtaining for the displacement
= iA(sinexsineycosez-ccsExsinez) + jA(sineysinEysinez +
cosexcosez) + kAsinexcosey (14)
Letting the cose 2 1 and sine e in Eq. (14) gives
D, t A(6xey-ez)+JA(e6xye z+1)+kAex (15)
By vector treatment the total displacement is
D =. JA+0XI =. jA+(iex+jeytkEz)XJA = iAEz+jA+kAe (16)
For Eqs. (15) and (16) to be identical the following conditions must also
hold: the double or triple product of angles must be neglitibly small in
comparison with the angles themselves. (B)
When conditions (A) and (B) hold it is permissible to treat angles
as vector quantities. The limiting conditions are shown in Fig. 37 where
it is seen that for the
1. Sine condition
Angles up to 450 may be used with a 10% tolerance
" " " 320 1 1 1 " " 5% "
" " " 140 " "1
2. Cosine condition
Angles up to 250 may be used with a 10% tolerance
'i "t " 180 1 1 1 " " 5% I I
"t " "t 80 "1 "f " " "1 1% "f
-j
CD
-
C,
U-
Lii
Lii
C->
cl-
MAGNITUDE OF PERCENT ERROR
CONDITIONS INTRODUC
IN SINE,
ED WHEN "S
COSINE, AND PRODUCT
MALL" ANGLES
ARE TREATED AS VECTORS
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00 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
0 = "SMALL" ANGLE TO BE TREATED AS A VECTOR
Fig. 37
I
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3. Product condition
Angles up to 60 may be used with a 10% tolerance
t " 30 "t
t i " 35' "
" it " 5%
t" i i 1%
The product condition is evidently the most restricting condition.
1
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APPENDIX C
Euler's Angles
The failure of angular displacements to act rigorously as vectors
was noted in Appendix B where it was seen that the failure is due to the
fact that the final displacement after a series of rotations about dif-
ferent axes depends on the order in which the rotations were carried out.
It follows that this dependence on order of rotation of angular displace-
ments makes the angles e 9eylez unsuitable for use in transforming
vectors from one set of coordinate axes to another set having a common
origin. As a result a peculiar set of three angles known as Euler's
angles are used in transformations between sets of axes.
The Euler angles q,qt,O and the attendant nomenclature used here are
that of Schaefer(9) and are shown in Fig.3: where
X,Y,Z are one set of axes
x,y,z are a second set of axes
0 is the common origin of coordinates
Originally x,y,z and X,Y,Z are coincident
LON is the line of nodes and is the intersection of the xy and
XY planes
Z is normal to the XY plane, and z is normal to the xy plane;
both z and Z are positive according to the right hand rule.
p is the angle of rotation (precession) of the line of nodes
from the X axis, and is positive about the +Z axis.
q/ is the angle of rotation of the x axis from the line of
nodes, and is positive about the +z axis.
. is the angle between z and Z, and is positive about the
line of nodes; the positive direction of the line of nodes originally
zX Y Z ARE ONE SET OF AXES
x y z ARE A SECOND SET OF AXES
0 IS THE COMMON ORIGIN
L 0 N IS THE LINE OF NODES - INTERSECTION OF
X Y AND x y PLANES
CpWO ARE EULER'S ANGLES
Fig. 38
EULER'S ANGLES FOR TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN
COORDINATE SYSTEMS
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coincides with the positive x and X axes.
To transform from xyz to XYZ and vice versa the following tensor
components are used
x =a,,X+aY+a .Z
y =aX+a ,,Y+a,,Z (17)
z = a, X+a Yta. Z
X =, a11x+a21 y+a, z
Y = a,,x+a,,y+a,,z (18)
Z =, a,3xta,y+a,,z
Putting the values obtained trigonometrically from Fig. 38 for the co-
efficients a , etc. of Eqs. (17) and (18) gives
a., coswcosgr-sinsinjrcose
a, =. sincosqr+cosepsingrcose
all = sing;isinO
a. = -cospsini-sinwcoosqicos6
a, = -sinepsint+cosqpcosvicose (19)
a21 = cosqisinO
a., = singsin6
a3, = -cosesin6
a., = cose
To transform any vector let its xyz and XYZ components replace the
simple xyz and XYZ in Eqs. (17) and (18), e.g.
P = a11PX+a12Py+a1,PZ etc.
APPENDIX D
Velocity and Acceleration Referred to Noving Coordinate Systems
In many types of problems it is desirable to express a velocity or
an acceleration in one system of axes, e.g. a set fixed in the Earth,
when the values of these vectors are given in some other system of axes,
e.g. a set fixed in an airplane. It is the purpose of this appendix to
derive the equations required for the transformation of vector changes
between different sets of axes.
Transformation of Velocities or First Derivatives
One type of transformation required is that between two frames of
reference, i.e. sets of axes, that do not have a common origin and have
no rotation relative to each other, as is shown in Fig. 39 . In this
figure
x y z1 is one reference system centered at 0,
x2yvz, is a second reference system centered at 02
x1y1z1 and x2y,z, are mutually non-rotating
RO 1 is the position vector of point 02 referred to system 1
is the position vector of point P referred to system 1
R0sp is the position vector of point P referred to system 2
By the law of vector addition
lIp P O O2 + p (20)
Taking the time derivative of Eq. (20) gives
ROp P, + R02 p (21)
dR p
where RO-P dt, etc.
Eq. (21) shows that when the frames of reference are non-rotating with
respect to each other the rate of change of a position vector referred
ZI
01
z2
y I
IR 0 2 P
X2
.xiyizi AND x2y2z2 ARE TWO MUTUALLY NON-ROTATING REFERENCE SYSTEMS
R0 102 IS POSITION VECTOR OF POINT 02 IN x1y1zi SYSTEM
OiP IS POSITION VECTOR OF POINT P IN x1y1zi SYSTEM
02 IS POSITION VECTOR OF POINT P IN x2y2z2 SYSTEM
R01P Ro010 2 + R02P
or
(d___P dROi02 +dR 0 2P( 1% 4, + --d t /0il dt /01 +i dt /022
Fig. 39
RATE OF CHANGE OF A VECTOR REFERRED TO TWO SETS OF AXES
HAVING SEPARATE ORIGINS AND NO MUTUAL ROTATION
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to one frame equals the rate of change of the position vector of the
origin of the second frame referred to the first frame plus the rate of
change of the original position vector referred to the second frame.
For any vector other than position and its derivatives (velocity and
acceleration) the first term on the right side of Eq. (21) becomes zero,
from which it follows that the rate of change of a vector (except posi-
tion, etc.) is the same when referred to any set of mutually non-rotat-
ing frames.
A second type of transformation is that required between two frames
having a common origin, but possessing rotation relative to each other,
as shown in Fig. 40. This transformation is known as the theorem of
Coriolis 1 1
xysz, is one reference frame centered at 0
x.y~z, is a second reference frame centered at 0
x,y 2z2 is rotating with an angular velocity i,2 with respect
to x1y z1 about an axis coincident with the vector 2
dR~ is the change in the vector R referred to the "stationary"
frame 1
dR0,is the change in the vector R referred to the "rotating"
frame 2
idtXN is the distance the point of observation, which was
originally at the head of vector T, has moved by virtue of its remaining
in frame 2
By the law of vector addition
(dR)O1 = (dR),+aij2dtXR
or (L )o = ((),+2XEq. (22s(R)o (R)02 12XR (
Eq. (22) shows that the rate of change of a vector referred to a "fixed"
ZI
z
912
(dR) 0 1
Uil 2dt x R
xi X2
x, yizl IS ONE SET OF AXES CENTERED AT 0
x2y2z2 IS A SECOND SET OF AXES CENTERED AT 0
fi2 ISANGULAR VELOCITY OF SYSTEM x2y2z2 REFERRED TO SYSTEM xiyizi
(dR)0 j IS CHANGE IN VECTOR R REFERRED TO SYSTEM x yizl
(dR)02 IS CHANGE IN VECTOR R REFERRED TO SYSTEM x2y2z2
(dR) 01 = (dR) 02 + ' 12 dt x R
or THE THEOREM
OF CORIOLIS
01 = 02 + 12 x
Fig. 4o
RATE OF CHANGE OF A VECTOR REFERRED TO TWO SETS OF AXES
HAVING A COMMON ORIGIN AND MUTUAL ROTATION
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frame equals the rate of change of the vector referred to a "moving"
frame plus the cross product of the angular velocity, between the two
frames, and the vector.
Combining Eqs. (21) and (22) to get the rate of change of a position
vector in a "fixed" frame in terms rate of change of the vector in a
"moving" frame gives
(RO P)O = 02)O+(R2p)0,+212X%2P (23)
The following vector notation has been used in Eqs. (20)-(23) and
will be used throughout this paper
Rab is the position vector from point a to point b
(iab is the angular velocity of a set of axes b centered at
point b with respect to a set of axes a centered at point a
)aa is a vector referred to a set of axes a centered at point a
Transformation of accelerations or second derivatives
To make the transformation of accelerations between two mutually
translating and rotating systems first write dR/dt = V for convenience.
With this substitution Eq. (23) becomes
(v0pPot (70 02o1+ 0 2P)0 2+ 12 _XR 02 p (24)
Now acceleration is merely the time derivative of velocity, so the time
derivative of Eq. (24) with respect to system 1 gives
[(vO 1 P)loil [(o 1002)01o1+[(Vo2P) 2]O+[(a 2XRo2p)oI (25)
The first and third terms on the right side of Eq. (25) are referred only
to system 1, but the second term is referred to both systems 1 and 2. By
use of Eq. (23) the second term can be referred to system 2 alone.
Applying Eq. (23) to the second term and expanding the third term by Eq.
(10) makes Eq. (25) become
[( 0 P)o ( 0 02)0 1+ 02 ,+2i 2 X(O2p)0 2± 1 2XRO 2p±
312X( 12XR0 2P) (26)
Again making use of the fact that v= dPI/dt gives for Eq. (26)
(RO P)o0 =,(Fo 00 0+(ROP)2+2GjX(ROP)2+Wj2XRO
W1 2X( 1 2 XRcO2p) (27)
"d2RO 'P
where Rd t2  etc.
Eq. (27) gives the acceleration of a point P referred to a fixed
system in terms of the acceleration referred to a moving system plus
the necessary correction terms to take care of the relative motion be-
tween the two systems. The following is an analysis of the separate
terms in Eq. (27)
(P0 p)o is the acceleration of the point P referred to
system 1
'I
(R0 0 )0  is the acceleration of the origin of system 2
referred to system 1
(RO2p)o2 is the acceleration of point P referred to system 2
2;1 2 X(RO2 P)0 2 is the acceleration of Coriolis due to the fact
that the point P has a component of linear velocity referred to the
second system that is perpendicular to the angular velocity of the
second system referred to the first system
N1 2XR02p is the tangential acceleration due to the rotation of
system 2 referred to system 1
1 2 X ( 2 XR0 2p) is the centripetal acceleration due to the
rotation of system 2 referred to system 1
Acceleration of a pendulous element carried in an airplane
The work of the previous sections on the transformations of
velocities and accelerations between frames of reference has a particu-
larly valuable application in the study of the motion of a body on the
Earth. The measurable accelerations are all referred to the Earth, but
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Newton's law of motion which relates forces and corresponding accelera-
tions is strictly valid only in a frame of reference which is unaccelerated
with respect to the fixed stars(10), i.e. to an inertial system. The
following treatment builds up the acceleration, referred to an inertial
system, of a pendulous element carried in an airplane, in terms of the
intermediate accelerations which can be more easily measured. I
For this problem of studying the acceleration of a pendulous element
carried by an airplane six different frames of reference are needed.
These frames are shown in Fig. 3 and are
II centered at I and fixed in an inertial system
EE centered at E, the center of the Earth, and fixed in the Earth
00 centered at 0, on the surface of the Earth, and non-rotating
with respect to system EE
AA centered at A, the center of gravity of the airplane carry-
ing the pendulous element, and fixed in the airplane
PP centered at P, the pivot supporting the pendulous element,
and fixed in the pendulous element
Point C is the center of gravity of the pendulous element.
The inertial system II may be arbitrarily chosen and the point I
arbitrarily located, because an acceleration will be measured identically
in any frame of reference that is unaccelerated with respect to fixed
space. This statement is one of the fundamentals of the restricted theory
of relativity(I).
The system 00 travels with the airplane such that the point 0 is
always directly below the point A. During any maneuver in which the
motion of the pendulous element is studied the system 00 is temporarily
"frozen" on the surface of the Earth.
In system PP the acceleration of the center of gravity C of the
pendulous element is, according to Eq. (27)
(RpC)pp = (RpC)PP (28a)
In system AA the acceleration of point C is
(RAC)AA = (RAP) A+2APX (RPC)PP+IAPXRpC+APX((7APXRpC)+(RpC)pp (28b)
In system 00 the acceleration of point C is
(ROC)0 =. (ROA)00+20OAX(RAC)AA± OAXRAC+±OAX (0AXRAC)+(RAC)AA (28c)
In system EE the acceleration of point C is
L 21 i I - - I
(REC)EE = (REO)EE+29EOX 000EXR+2X (E0 XROC)+(ROC)OO (28d)
In system II the acceleration of point C is
(RIC)II E)II+2~IX(REC)EE+_IEXREC+TIEX QI3EXREC+RCE 2e~ ( 8e)
Now by substituting Eq. (28d) for the last term of Eq. (28e), substituting
Eq. (28c) for the last term of Eq. (28d), etc. back to Eq. (28a) it is
possible to express the acceleration of the center of gravity C of- the
pendulous element referred to the inertial system II in terms of the accel-
erations referred to the intermediate systems. Such substitution gives
(RIC)II =. (RIE )II+2~IEX(REDC)E-E +IEXREC IEXQIlEXREC)+
(REO)EE+ 2;FOX (ROC)000EOXROC+~oEoX (oEOXR 0 )+
(ROA) 00+2 OAX (RAC )AA+OAX RAC+ OAX (;AXRAC)+
(RAP)AA+ 2 wAPX(RpC)pp+JApXRpC+GAPX (QAPXRPC)+
(Rn)pp (29)
Eq. (29) gives the complete and rigorous expression for the accelera-
tion of the center of gravity of a pendulous element, but is of such
length as to be unwieldy. Fortunately this equation is subject to con-
siderable simplification in practical cases as is shown in the following
analysis of the component terms
1. (RIE)II is the acceleration of the center of the Earth in fixed
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space. This term is negligibly small inasmuch as the centripetal accel-
eration of the Earth in its annual orbit around the Sun (the only known
astronomical acceleration affecting the Earth) is about 0.05% of the
acceleration of gravity.
2. 29IEX(REC)EE is the Coriolis acceleration due to the daily rotation
of the Earth crossed with the velocity of the airplane over the surface
of the Earth. Being a maximum of 0.2% of the acceleration of gravity
when the airplane is doing 400 mph (and proportionally less for lower
speeds) this term is generally negligible except in cases where extreme
accuracy of measurement is desirable. This term will be retained, how-
ever, -and will be grouped with the acceleration of gravity, which. is
discussed later, to form an apparent acceleration of gravity for moving
bases.
3. wjXREr is the tangential acceleration due to the daily rotation of
the Earth and is approximately zero since the daily rotation of the
Earth is substantially constant.
4. 9IEIX( EXREC) is the centripetal acceleration due to the daily
rotation of the Earth. This term is coupled with the acceleration of
universal gravitation, which is discussed later, to form the local
acceleration of gravity.
5. (REO)E is zero since system 00 is frozen on the Earth during any
maneuver being studied.
6. 29E0X(ROC)00 =. EOXROC O = =0 since system 00 is non-
rotating with respect to system EE, making E =. 0 and WEO 0
7. (ROA)00 is the acceleration of the center of gravity of the air-
plane referred to system 00 fixed on the Earth. Since system 00 is non-
rotating with respect to system EE then from Eq. (21) (ROA)oo =-(ROA)EE-
It
The form (ROA)EE will be used hereafter. Also since system 00 is non-
rotating relative to system EE then WOA E the latter form A here
will also be the one used. The term 7. is a very important one.
8. 2 OAX(RAC)AA is the Coriolis acceleration due to rotation of the
airplane axes AA crossed with the velocity of the center of gravity of
the pendulous element with respect to system AA. The last named velocity
is sufficiently small in any satisfactory indicator of the vertical to
render this whole term negligible.
9. wOA> AC is the tangential acceleration due to a rotation of the air-
plane relative to the Earth. The position vector RAC =, RAP+RP; RAP is
the distance between the center of gravity of the airplane A and the
pivot P supporting the pendulous element while RpC is the distance be-
tween the pivot and the center of gravity C of the pendulous element.
In most combinations of airplanes and indicators of the vertical RAP Rp3 ;
thus RAC ' AP. The term 9. is a very important one.
10. 0AX( OAXRAC) is the radial acceleration due to a rotation of the
airplane relative to the Earth; as above RAC .RAP. The term 10. is an
important one.
11. (RAP)AA is the acceleration of the pivot relative to the airplane.
This term will generally be zero, except for such cases as the pivot's
being spring mounted, and so is considered as being negligible.
12. 2APX(Rp)pp is generally zero, except for such cases as the pendulous
element's being spring mounted from the pivot, and so is 'negligible. The
same is true of term (Rp2)pp.
13. wAP PC and gAPxAPXPC) are both negligible since RPC is generally
a very small distance.
On the basis of the above analysis it is seen that only terms 2., 4.,
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7., 9., and 10. need be retained in the practical case of an indicator of
the vertical mounted in an airplane. It was also shown in the analysis
that ;OA = ZEA and that RAC ' RAP. In addition a further reduction is
possible in the case of 2. above; (REC)EE = (REO)EE+(ROA)EE+(RAC)EE where
(REO)EE =0 O since system 00 is frozen relative to system EE during any
maneuver, and (ROA)EE the velocity of the airplane relative to the Earth
is much greater than (RAC)EE the valocity of the pendulous element
relative to the airplane. It follows that (REC)EE (RoA)EE.
On the basis of the above analysis Eq. (29) reduces to
(RIC)II (A)EE+ EAXRAP± EAX(GEAXRAP)±29IEX (OA)EE
±WIEX (IEXEC) (30)
Eq. (30) gives the acceleration of the center of gravity of the
pendulous element. Eq. (30) also has the following interpretation;
(RIC)II is the acceleration that must be possessed by the center of
gravity of the pendulous element in order that the pendulous element
remain attached to the pivot P in the airplane while the airplane ex-
ecutes maneuvers over the Earth. However, to an observer in an inertial
system, the motion of the pendulous element, by virtue of its remaining
with the pivot P, is exactly the same as the motion produced by the
application of a force Fk applied to the element, where
Fk = m(RIC)II (31)
and m =. mass of the pendulous element. It follows that as far as the
inertial system II is concerned a force Fk must be applied to the
pendulous element in order that the element remain with the pivot P.
It should be recalled here that all this interest in inertial systems
is due to the fact that Newton's law of motion, which states that the
applied force equals the product of the mass of a body and the resulting
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acceleration, is valid only in an inertial system. In other words the
equations governing the motion of bodies under the action of applied
forces can be formulated only in an inertial system.
Eq. (30) expresses the accelerations of a pendulous element in an
airplane due to the motions of the different coordinate systems only.
In addition to these accelerations any body on the Earth will also be
subject to the acceleration of universal gravitational attraction of
the mass of the Earth; and the gravitational force Fgrav will be partly
responsible for the motion of such a body. It follows then that the
force F remaining to hold the pendulous element to the pivot in the
presence of the Earth's gravitational field will be
F FkFgrav (32)
Now the force of gravitational attraction on the Earth is
Fgrav = -GMm/REC (33)
where M =mass of the Earth
G = universal gravitational constant
Combining Eqs. (31) and (33) in Eq. (32) gives
S=, m[ (RIC)II+GM/RE] (34)
Using the value of (RIC)II given in Eq. (30) gives
F =. M [ (ROA) EE+9EAXRAPt9EAX ( EAX AP)]I+ [2 jI EX(R0A) E E
+IEX(WIE EC)GM/RtC] (35)
In the second bracket of Eq. (35) the centripetal acceleration due
to the daily rotation of the Earth can be combined with the acceleration
of universal gravitation to give the observed local acceleration of
gravity as shown in Fig. 2 .
S= IEX3IEXREC) +GM/R- (36)
The mqanttude of in Eq. (36) is the magnttude of the acceleration of
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gravity that would be measured at any desired point on the Earth's
surface with a pendulum, etc. while the direction of t is the direction
indicated by a plumb bob.
Putting Eq. (36) in Eq. (35) gives
F = m [(ROA)EE+GEAXRAP+ EAX(gEAXRAP)]+[2IEX(ROA)iEti]
(37)
The force F in Eq. (37) is the total force applied to the pendulous
element by the pivot in order to keep the element attached to the pivot
and in the presence of the Earth's gravitational field. The three terms
in the first bracket of Eq. (37) represent the accelerations applied to
the pendulous element by the motion of the airplane carrying the element,
i.e. the acceleration of the center of gravity of the airplane and
rotational accelerations about the center of gravity of the airplane.
The two terms in the second bracket of Eq. (37) represent the Coriolis
acceleration due to the Earth's daily rotation, and the acceleration of
gravity; the former serving to cause a deviation in the apparent ac-
celeration of gravity from the true (which is g alone) when on a moving
base.
If the pendulous element were fixed relative to the Earth all the
terms in Eq. (37) except the acceleration of gravity g become zero.
The force F required to maintain the element fixed on the Earth in the
presence of gravitational and centripetal forces is then mg, and is
directed upwards.
The Acceleration of Coriolis
The acceleration of Coriolis was discussed in part 2. of the
analysis of Eq. (29) and was shown to be
~aC = 2 IEX A)EE (38)
where wIE= the daily angular velocity of spin of the Earth
(ROA)EE =.the velocity of the center of gravity of the airplane
referred to axes fixed in the Earth.
Eq. (38) represents the acceleration aC acting on the pivot to keep
the pivot fixed in the airplane when the airplane is constrained to fly
a straight course.
With Earth axes 00, which are parallel to Earth-center axes EE,
taken so that X points toward the geographical north
Y points toward the geographical west
Z points vertically upward parallel to the acceleration
of gravity g
the local components of the Earth s angular velocity ;IE lie in the
meridian plane, i.e. wIEy =,0, as is shown in Fig.41. Then
oIEX = (IEcosX
wIEZ = wIEsinX
where X =. the latitude on the Earth
Let the XYZ components of (ROA)EE be
(ROA)EE =.tX+JY+kZ (40)
Putting Eqs. (39) and (40) in Eq. (38) gives
i j k
2 IEX(ROA)EE = 2wjIcosX 0 2wIEsinX
= 2wIE[-tisinX+j(XsinX-ZcOsX)+kYcosA] (41)
For an airplane flying in a horizontal plane Z = 0, and the Coriolis
acceleration of a pendulous element carried by the airplane is, from
Eq. (41)
ac = 2wIE(-tsintjXsinX+kYcosX) (42)
and the horizontal component is
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aCH = -2wIEsinX(0Y-jX) (43)
The horizontal velocity TH of the airplane is given in Eq. (40) as
VH = iX+jY (44)
Now if Eq. (43) is treated by the method of the complex plane(12), where
the X axis is the axis of real quantities and the Y axis is the axis of
imaginary quantities
tY-jX ~+-Y-jX (45)
where I = 1 and j =. vl~. Now multiply and divide by j
-= j(Y-jX)E-J/2 (46)
since 1/j -jt/2
Y-J =,(j+j)e-jn/2 VHE4Tt/2 (47)
since j2=. 1 and X+jY = 7H
Combining Eqs. (44) - (47) makes Eq. (43) become
aCH =, -2~jjIsinX E-jn/2 (48)
It is shown later in Appendix E that the acceleration tending to
make a pendulous element rotate around its pivot is the negative of the
acceleration ICH of the pivot. It follows that the horizontal component
of the Coriolis acceleration that is to be coupled with the acceleration
of gravity to form an apparent vertical for moving bodies is the
negative of the acceleration aCH given in Eq. (48) so that
ECHF 2vHwIEsinX E-jn/2 (49)
where aCHF is the horizontal component of the acceleration of
Coriolis that tends to cause a pendulous element, or any free body such
as atmospheric and ocean currents, to deviate in a horizontal direction.
Eq. (49) shows that the horizontal component of the acceleration of
Coriolis has a magnitude that depends only on the speed vH of the air-
plane and the sine of the latitude X (maximum at the poles and zero at
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the equator), but is independent of the heading of the airplane since
neither X nor Y appear in the final answer. The magnitude of the horizon-
tal component of the Coriolis acceleration is shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of the speed of the body and of the latitude, where it is seen
that the deviation of the apparent vertical for a body moving 300 mph in
.latitude 450 is about 5 minutes of arc. The direction of the accelera-
tion acting on pendulous or free bodies is always at right angles to the
heading of the airplane, and directed to the right side in the northern
hemisphere, as is shown in Fig.42 . In the southern hemisphere the ac-
celeration is directed to the left since the sine of the latitude changes
algebraic sign.
The rightward direction of the acceleration of Coriolis gives rise to
1. The drifting to the right of ocean currents such as the Gulf Stream,
and the counter-clockwise rotation of winds blowing in toward a low pres-
sure area in the cyclonic motion of the atmospheric disturbances; both
examples cited for the northern hemisphere.
2. The shift to the right of the apparent plumb direction, or the shift
to the left of the apparent zenith, when measured from a moving body; also
cited for the northern hemisphere.
The vertical component aCV of the acceleration of Coriolis in Eq.
(42) is given by
= 2wIEYcosX (50)
As in the treatment of the horizontal component it is the negative of the
acceleration ECV that acts on pendulous or free bodies, making Eq. (50)
become
aCVF = -2IEYCosx (51)
Eq. (51) shows that the magnitude of the vertical component of the
acceleration of Coriolis varies with the heading of the airplane (maximum
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when east or west and zero when north or south), the velocity vH of the
airplane, and the cosine of the latitude X (maximum at the equator and
zero at the poles). The direction is the same in both the northern and
southern hemisphere since the cosine of the latitude does not change al-
gebraic sign. The magnitude of this term is so small compared with gravity
(only one-third of one percent of gravity at the equator for an airplane
flying 500 mph east or west) that it can be neglected, since it is always
either parallel or anti-parallel to gravity. Eq. (51) is sometimes called
the centrifugal effect, but it is seen to be merely the vertical component
of the Coriolis effect.
The effect of the acceleration of Coriolis on a falling body, i.e.
X = Y =0, takes care of the remaining term of Eq. (41) and is
aCZ =,-j2wIEZcosX (52)
As in the case of the horizontal components it is the negative of the accelera-
tion of the pivot given in Eq. (52) that acts on a free body. Therefore
ICZF =. j2wIEZcsO\ (53)
Eq. (53) shows that the magnitude of the deviation of a falling body
due to Coriolis effects depends on the speed of falling Z (hence on the
distance the body has fallen) and on the cosine of the latitude (maximum
at the equator and zero at the poles). The direction of the deviation is
along an east-west line, and since for a falling body Z has a negative
algebraic sign the quantity ECZF has the direction -j. It follows that
a falling body always deviates eastward, in both hemispheres. The mag-
nitude of this eastward deviation is shown in Fig. 29 as a function of
the altitude from which the body is dropped and the latitude; where it
is seen that a body dropped from twenty thousand feet in latitude 450
has an eastward deviation of about sixty feet when it hits the ground.
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APPENDIX E
Nass and Buoyancy Effects
The force 7 in Eq. (37) required to keep a pendulous element at-
tached to a pivot in the presence of gravitational and other accelera-
tions is applied to the element by the pivot itself. It is desirable,
however, to know what force is acting at the center of gravity C of the
pendulous element, because the motion of a rigid body can be most ef-
fectively expressed as a combination of a translation of the center of
gravity and a rotation about the center of gravity. The addition of -
two equal and opposite forces 7 and -T (each equal to the F of Eq. (37))
at the center of gravity C as shown in Fig. 43 in no way affects the
total force acting on the element, i.e. the force F acting at the pivot.
The two new forces acting at the point C together with the force acting
at the pivot may be resolved into a force F acting to translate the point
C plus a torque (moment or couple) -XF acting to rotate the body about
the point C where Z is the distance between the pivot P and the center
of gravity C of the pendulous element. The torque is also equal to the
torque X(-F) acting to rotate the body about the pivot P. The transla-
tion of the element as a whole is of no interest to the problem of in-
dicating the direction of the vertical, but the rotation of the body
about the pivot is the whole story. The torque tending to cause the
rotation of the element about the pivot is
M = U (-F) (54)
Eq. (54) shows that the torque tending to rotate a pendulous element
about a pivot when the pivot is accelerated is the inertia reaction
torque of the element.
Since the force F in Eq. (37) represents all the forces acting on
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the pivot, referred to an inertial system, the point P may be treated as
though it were a point fixed in an inertial system; and so used as the
origin of coordinates in the study of the rotation of the pendulous
element.
It was shown in Eq. (54) that the inertia force tending to rotate
a pendulous element about its pivot when the pivot is accelerated with
an acceleration I is -I =.m(-). This force acts at the center of
gravity through a lever arm ltcg, the distance between the pivot and the
cente.r of gravity. The torque due to inertia reaction tending to rotate
the element about the pivot is given from Eq. (54) as
M = 'tcgXm(-) = -mtcgX a (55)
If the element is immersed in a fluid buoyancy forces must also be
considered. By analogy with gravity, where the force of gravity is
directed downward while the force of buoyancy is directed upward, it is
seen that the buoyancy force relative to any acceleration acts in the
direction opposite to the inertia force, as is shown in Fig.44 . It
follows that the buoyancy force attending an acceleration i is given by
mLa, where mL is the mass of the fluid displaced by the element
(Archimedes' principle). This buoyancy force acts at the center of
buoyancy through a lever arm 'cb, the distance between the pivot and
the center of buoyancy. The torque due to buoyancy tending to rotate
the element about the pivot is
Mb =cbXmLa = mLtcbXa (56)
The mass of the fluid displaced by the element is found by virtue
of the fact that the volume of the fluid displaced equals the volume of
the element. The volume of the element is
V = m/p where p is the density of the element
1V f6
The volume of the fluid displaced is
VL = mL/PL where PL is the density of the fluid
Now VL = V ; so m/p =.mL/PL, and
mL = mpL/p (57)
Putting the value of Eq. (57) in Eq. (56) gives
Mb pL/P ebXa (58)
Combining Eqs. (55) and (58) gives the total torque, inertia and
buoyancy, tending to rotate the element about the pivot.
M M+1b -mtcgX+m(PLP)'tcbXE
= m(- egtebPL/P 9a .(59)
Now.let { =. Tcg-TcbPL/P; then Eq. (59) becomes
M= -mtXg (60)
Eq. (60) shows that the important lever arm in the torque tending
to rotate a pendulous element about its pivot is neither the distance
between the pivot and the center of gravity alone nor the distance between
the pivot and the center of buoyancy alone, but the combination of the
two distances given by the effective lever arm 2. To study the effect
of the distance { on the stability of the pendulous element assume the
torque M in Eq. (60) is balanced only by the inertia of the element, i.e.
by I0, where
I is the moment of inertia of the element about the pivot
e is the angular acceleration of the element about the pivot
Then IE = -MtXz (61)
If the acceleration a1 is merely the acceleration of gravity then Eq.
(61) is
I6 = -mtX(--i) = mXg = mgtsin6 ' mgte (62)
where 6 is the angular deviation of the element from the vertical. Then
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I -mg-6 = 0 (63)
Eq. (63) gives as its solution a stable oscillation only when the
second term is positive. It follows that for stability Z must be
negative, i.e. the "effective center of gravity" must be below the
pivot. Extension of this statement to the components of 7 shows that
stability exists when the center of gravity is below the pivot, for
no fluid effects; and when the center of buoyancy is above the pivot,
for the pivot and the center of gravity coincident. For the general
case, however, stability exists when the vector sum (tcg- cbPL/p) is
below the pivot.
It is possible on the above basis to make a body immersed in a
fluid nonpendulous, i.e. give it neutral equilibrium, by making both
the center of gravity and the center of buoyancy lie on the same side
of the pivot, e.g. either both above or both below, and making
tcg = tcbPL/p in magnitude. It is not possible to make the body non-
pendulous by making the center of gravity lie just as far below the
pivot as the center of buoyancy lies above, in spite of opinions to
the contrary.
Note: the quantity 7, which is negative for stability, is analogous
to the metacentric hetght, which is positive for stability, used in the
studies of the stability of marine craft.
APPENDIX F
Rotation of a Rigid Body
Equations of motion for rotation may be derived either from Newton's
second law of motion, which states that an applied force equals the prod-
uct of the mass of the body acted on and the resulting acceleration, or
from d'Alembert's principle concerning restraints. The following treat-
ment of the rotation of a rigid body will be based on the latter author-
ity. Suitable references for a study of rotation are any text on vector
analysis or advanced mechanics(11)(12)(13)(14)(15)(16)(17)(18)(19).
Equation of Motion
D'Alembert's principle states
E,(mr-F)-5F =.0 (64)
where m is the mass of any individual component or particle of the
whole system
r is the acceleration of mass component m
F is the force acting on mass component m
Z denotes a summation over all the mass components m
5F is any arbitrary displacement consistent with the restraints
imposed on the system
For the case of rotation let
6? =.56X (65)
where 56 is any elementary rotation. Putting Eq. (65) in Eq. (64)
gives
Em.50Xr =.EF-65Xr
or %
or m- X bd 0 s he aXa (66)
For a rigid body 50 is the same for all particles, and so may be elimin-
ated from both sides of Eq. (66). Also
FXi = d(iXr)/dt since rXr =, O
With the last two conditions Eq. (66) becomes
d(EminXl)/dt =.EFXF (67)
Now let =.EmX =. angular momentum about axis of rotation
M =, EXP = torque applied about axis of rotation
With these definitions Eq. (67) becomes
= (68)
Eq. (68) states that the time rate of change of angular momentum about
an axis of rotation equals the torque applied about that same axis.
Eq. (68) is to the study of rotation what Newton's second law of motion
is to the study of translation. As in Newton's law Eq. (68) is rigor-
ously valid only for an inertial system.
Angular momentum and the ellipsoid of inertia
The angular momentum H of a body about an axis of rotation has been
defined as
H =.EmFXr =. EmX(@Xi) (69)
That r =.Xf is shown in Eq. (22) where system 2 is fixed in the rigid
body, thereby making (R)02 equal zero. Now in terms of their rectangular
components F =, ix+jy+kz and = iwx+Jwythoz. Expanding Eq. (69) in
terms of the components of F and ~o gives
= i[EmoW(x2+y2+z2)-Emx(Wox+W y+WZz)] +
J[Emo y(x2+y2+2)-EMy( x+oWyY+Wzz)] +
k[Emwz(x2+y2+z2)-EMz(Wx+wyy+Wzz)]
= i[o Em(y2+z2)- Y Emxy-WzEmxz] +
j[- XFmyz+ yEM(z2+x2)-W zmyz] +
k[-oXEmxz- YEmyz+ozEm(x2+y2)] (70)
i '~e
Now define IX =. m(y2+z2) KyzW =. Emyz
IYW = Em(z2+x2) Kzxo = Emzx
Izo = Ei(x2+y2) KxyW =.Emxy (71)
where Is, IY, I, are called moments of inertia of the body about
the axes xw,yw,zw respectively; and KyzoKzxo,K y are called the prod-
ucts of inertia of the body with respect to the planes yzw,zxw,xyw
respectively. Using the identities of Eq. (71) in Eq. (70) gives
H = t(Ix os-Kxyyoy-Kzxowzo)+j(-K ys t ~ywoyu-Kyzo )+
k(-Kzum-Kyzooyo+Izoozo) (72)
Eq. (72) shows that the angular momentum vector H is a linear vector
function of the angular velocity vector J. Let (p be this linear vector
function; then
H W p(73)
where Eq. (73) is merely a more convenient way of writing Eq. (72). The
form of Eq. (73) is very convenient in leading up to the so-called
ellipsoid of inertia, which is developed in the following work. The
expression
=Em7 -[rX (6Xf))= EM ( X) - (@XF) = Em(oXF)2
= I 2W+I w2 +I W 2 -2K w w -2K w w -2K w w
xw x yw yWw zw yzW yw zw zxw xwzw XywXw yw
=,2T (74)
where T = kinetic energy of the rotating body. The kinetic energy
T =. (T-9)/2 is seen to be a quadratic scalar function of the angular
velocity vector Z; and so represents a quadric surface when the energy
is constant.
Now the kinet'ic energy of rotation of a rigid body about an axis
is known to be
T =. (IW 2)/2 (75)
where IW is the moment of inertia of the body about the axis of
rotation
i is the angular velocity about the same axis
Since no rotating finite body can have either zero or infinite moment
of inertia about any axis it follows that the radius vector o of the
quadric 2T must have a finite maximum and minimum. Therefore the quadric
is a closed surface, i.e. an allipsoid. This ellipsoid is known as
Poinsot's ellipsoid of inertia. The ellipsoid has the property that
the moment of inertia IW about any axis of rotation Z through the origin
of coordinates is inversely proportional in magnitude to the square of
the radius vector i along that axis.
It is a known law of analytic geometry that the cross product terms
(in this case of the ellipsoid of inertia the products of inertia K) can
be made to vanish by the proper choice of axes. Axes which eliminate
the cross products are called the principal axes, in this case the
principal axes of inertia. In terms of these principal axes Eq. (72)
becomes
H =,Ixwx+ji yWy+kIzwz (76)
where IxIyIz and oxfoyywz represent the moments of inertia and
angular velocities of the body about the principal axes. Any axisof
symmetry is a principal axis of Inertia.
The above treatment of the ellipsoid of inertia was taken for one
specific point as the center of rotation. If the center of rotation
is changed the ellipsoid is also different.
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Principal axes of inertia
The principal axes of a quadric are also defined as those axes for
which the magnitude of the quadratic scalar function of the radius
vector is a maximum or a minimum, i.e. d(22) =O. This also means that
the radius function 22 equals a constant for these axes. Now multiply
the radius function C42 by an arbitrary multiplier -X which will later
determine the properties of the radius vector to locate the principal
axes. Thus
-XG2 = const. (77)
It is also necessary to have
7-ez = const. (78)
i.e. the kinetic energy is constant. Adding Eqs. (77) and (78) gives
= const. (79)
The derivative of Eq. (79) must be zero for principal axes, i.e. the
condition of a maximum or a minimum, so
d; - (l-X) +75 -(eds-id) =. 2d&; -(-Aw) = 0 (80)
The necessary condition for the radius vector in principal axes is then
eg =. XF (81)
Eq. (81) states that the angular momentum vector po = H is parallel
to the radius vector w for principal axes. By combining Eqs. (72) and
(81)
(I-X)WX -Kxywy -KzxWz = 0
4Kyx+y i (IyX)Wy -Kyzwz =0
KzxWx ~Kyzcy+(Iz-)wz = 0 (82)
Eq. (82) is true only for values of wx,wy~wz / 0 when the determinant
I -X y -Kzx
-Kxy Iy- -Kyz =I 0 (83)
-Kzx ~Kyz Iz-X
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The solution of Eq. (83) gives rise to a cubic in X, showing that a
quadric always has three principal axes. Let XXixypxz be the three
solutions of Eq. (83), and wxWyvoz the corresponding angular velocities
about the principal axes. Then from Eq. (83)
cpwX xWX 
(84)
Multiply the first equation by wy, and the second equation by wx; sub-
tract
Wy -g x -o x Ly = (y -XWX(xoX -yy (85)
now - = P -voY so
(Xx4 -)(Wx.wy) = 0 (86)
Eq. (86) means that unless Xx = /y, which is in general not true, the
dot product we -y must be zero. It follows that axes x and y must then
be mutually perpendicular. Similar reasoning holds between both axis x
and axis y with axis z. From this it is seen that principal axes are
mutually orthogonal.
The angular momentum
The vector 6 is the director of the radius of the quadric 2T = 5.cPwi
discussed earlier. Let 75-3  equal unity for convenience, and differen-
tiate
= 1 constant (87)
dg - = 0 (88)
Now G-e.d~5 = dG-, so
2d~.9)5 = 0 (89)
Since the dot product in Eq. (89) equals zero pw (or H) must be perpen-
dicular to d . But d~ is a small vector at the extremity of Ji and must
lie in the plane tangent to the ellipsoid ;T-i at the tip of U (see
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discussion in Appendix A on the differentiation of vectors). It follows
that the angular momentum vector H is perpendicular from the origin of
the ellipsoid, to the plane tangent to the ellipsoid of inertia at the
tip of the angular velocity vector 3. This is illustrated in Fig.45
Torque-free motion
From Eq. (68) it is seen that if no torque is applied to a body
H =.0 (90)
which means that H is a constant vector quantity, changing in neither
magnitude nor direction. It follows that the plane, tangent to the
ellipsoid of inertia, to which the angular momentum is always perpen-
dicular must remain fixed in space. This plane is called the invariable
plane. The point where the invariable plane contacts the ellipsoid is
at the extremity of the instantaneous axis of rotation _, or pole; so
the ellipsoid is always rolling without sliding on the invariable plane.
This means that having constructed the ellipsoid of inertia and
determined the position of the invariable plane in space, the motion of
the body in question is exactly the same as if the body were rigidly
attached to the ellipsoid which is rolling on the invariable plane. The
velocity of rotation _ is proportional to the length of the radius
vector from the origin to the point of contact between the ellipsoid and
the plane. Since the angular momentum is constant the perpendicular
from the origin to the tangent plane must remain constant in magnitude
and direction.
The radius vector - of the ellipsoid always passes through a fixed
point, the origin, and therefore must describe a cone in space about the
vector H as the axis of the cone. The vector H, which remains fixed in
space, is called the invariable line. The radius vector W also traces
pw = H
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out a cone in the ellipsoid. The description of the motion of the body
by means of the space and body cones traced out by the radius vector IO
was originally due to Poinsot, and is accordingly referred to as Poinsot
motion. The path traced out by the point of contact between the
ellipsoid and the invariable plane is shown in Fig. 46 and is as follows
1. on the invariable plane - is called the herpolhode and is
the intersection of the invariable plane and the herpolhode cone, i.e.
the cone traced out in space.
2. on the ellipsoid - is called the polhode and is the inter-
section of the ellipsoid and the polhode cone, i.e. the cone traced out
in the ellipsoid.
In three cases, viz. those of the three principal axes where the
angular momentum H and the angular velocity w are parallel, the
herpolhode and polhode reduce to a single point. The ellipsoid rotates
without rolling about these axes permanently, once the motion is
started. Thus there are three directions about any point about which,
if the body is started rotating, the body will continue to rotate for-
ever. Two of these permanent axes are stable, the ones of maximum and
minimum moments of inertia, the intermediate moment of inertia axis
being unstable for rotation. The axis about which the moment of inertia
is minimum is the most stable. If there is an axis of symmetry the
rotation is most stable about the axis of symmetry, regardless of whether
this axis has a greater or smaller moment of inertia about it than have
the other two axes.
Applications
The problem of constraining a body to rotate about one of its
principal axes is exactly the problem of balancing a gyroscope. A
gyroscope is constrained by its bearings to rotate about a given axis.
The problem of balancing the gyroscope consists then of so distributing
the mass of the gyroscope that the constrained axis of rotation coin-
cides with one of the principal axes of inertia of the gyroscope. Then,
and only then, will the gyroscope spin smoothly. Otherwise the angular
momentum, which remains fixed in space, will appear to move relative to
the gyroscope and so give rise to a more or less violent wobbling, i.e.
the polhode is not a point.
APPENDIX G
Euler's Equations of Rotation
The fundamental equation of motion for rotation relating the applied
torque to the resulting rate of change in angular momentum was given in
Eq. (68) as
M (H)fs (68)
where ( )fs denotes the change as referred to inertial or fixed
space. It was shown in Eq. (90) that for no applied torque M =. O and so
(H)fs = 0 (90)
Eq. (90) shows that for no applied torque the an4ular momentum remains
constant in both.magnitude and direction in fixed space, no matter how
peculiar the motion of the body may appear to an observer in a moving
space.
Making use of Eq. (22) in connection with Eq. (68) gives for the
equation of motion for rotation of a rigid body referred to moving space
(H)fs =. (H)ms±fsmsXH = M (91)
where ( )ms denotes the change as referred to the moving space, and
Wfsms is the angular velocity of the moving space referred to inertial
space.
If there is no applied torque Eq. (91) becomes
(H)ms = fsmsXH (92)
where -iafsmsXH is called the centrifusal couple, and is perpendicular
to both Wfsms and H. Eq. (92) states that for the torque-free condition
the rate of change of angular momentum referred to a moving space equals
the centrifugal couple acting. Since the change in H is parallel to the
centrifugal couple it must be perpendicular to H itself. It follows
that H can then change only in direction, not in magnitude. Thus H
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describes a cone in the moving space even though remaining fixed in
fixed space. If ~fsms and H are parallel then lfsmsXH and hence (H)ms
equals zero; then H remains fixed in the moving space too. If the
moving space were fixed in the rotating body the fixture of H in the
moving space becomes the case of the balancing of a gyroscope, which
was discussed in Appendix F.
Eq. (91) is the vector form of Euler's equation for rotation, if
the moving space is fixed in the rotating body. Expanding Eq. (91)
in terms of the body's principal axes and using Eq. (76) gives
IX4-(I r-I y)oyoz = M
Iy(y-(Iz-Ix)zWx = Y (93)
Iz~z ,-I xl)WxWy = Mz
Euler's equations are usually expressed in the form of components as
in Eq. (93), but it must be remembered that Eqs. (91) and (93) are
merely two ways of saying the same thing; one in vector form, the other
in components.
The torques in Eq. (93) are the components of the total torque
about the principal axes fixed in the rotating body, while wx,woz are
the instantaneous values of the angular velocity components about the
principal axes. The chief value of Eq. (93) over a component form of
Eq. (68) lies in the fact that the moments of inertia are constant and
the products of inertia are zero about principal axes fixed in the
body, whereas both the moments and products would have finite and vary-
ing values if referred to axes fixed in inertial space.
Strictly speaking Eqs. (91) or (93) are valid only when the motion
is referred to a point that is either fixed in inertial space, or is
referred to the center of gravity of the rotating body. However if the
total force acting on the body, i.e. the force F in Eq. (37), is used
the point about which the body rotates, even though this point is
moving relative to inertial space, may be used as the origin of co-
ordinates for Eq. (93). In the case of a pendulous element carried in
an airplane the pivot supporting the element is such a point.
The concept of principal axes as discussed in Appendix F made no
limitation as to the location of the point that served as the origin
of coordinates. It follows that the pivot is just as good an origin
for the solution of Eq. (93) as is the center of gravity of the rotat-
ing body. It must be remembered that the principal axes so used are
now those centered at the pivot.
Stability of rotation about different axes
The problem of stability is one concerned only with the inherent
properties of the body involved and not on the external torques applied.
Accordingly let the torque components in Eq. (93) be zero, from which
Ix x (Iy-Iz)WyWz
IyAy (Iz-Ix)dzWx (94)
Izz x(IxIy)WxWy
Let the x axis be the axis about which the moment of inertia of the body
is least, the z axis the axis about which the moment of inertia is
greatest, and the y axis the axis about which the moment of inertia is
intermediate, i.e. Ix<Iy< Iz. To study the effect of a small angular
velocity wy about the y axis on the stability of rotation of the body
about the x axis assume wy is much smaller than wx and that wz is zero.
Differentiate the second term of Eq. (94)
-y I y = (IzIx)(x)z+LxOz) (95)
Now oz= 0 and from Eq. (94)
W z (Ix~I y)xy Iz
with these values Eq. (95) becomes
y = (Iz y = -A2wy (96)
Now (Iz~Ix) is positive and (IX-Iy) is negative, therefore their
product is negative, from which it is seen that the coefficient A2 on
the right hand side of Eq. (96) must be positive. Rewriting Eq. (96)
gives
y +A2 O (97)
which gives a stable (trigonometric) solution as its answer. Therefore
a small angular velocity about the y axis remains small and so does not
cause any instability of the much larger rotation about the x axis. By
similar reasoning it is found that a small angular velocity wz about the
z axis does not cause any instability in the rotation about the x axis.
It follows that rotation about the x axis, the axis of least inertia, is
stable. Extension of this analysis to the y and z axes shows that rota-
tion about the z axis, the axis of most inertia, is also stable; but
that rotation about the y axis, the axis of intermediate inertia, is un-
stable.
If one of the axes is an axis of symmetry the stability problem is
a bit different. Let the z axis be the axis of symmetry, then Ix = IY.
When the procedure of Eqs. (95) through (97) is applied in this case it
is found that motion about the z axis is stable but that the coefficient
A2 in Eq. (97) is zero in the study of stability about the x and y axes.
It follows that stability about the x and y axes is neutral.
An interesting result of the effect of symmetry on the motion of the
rotating body arises when the airplane carrying the body is subject to
vibrations. These vibrations of the airplane are transmitted through the
pivot and tend to rotate the body about the pivot. If the body is
mounted on the pivot such that the pivot is on the axis of symmetry,
i.e. the z axis, any rotation about either the x or the y axis will
continue to remain about that axis. On the other hand if the body does
not have an axis of symmetry, or if the body does have an axis of
symmetry but the pivot does not lie on that axis, any vibration-induced
rotation about the intermediate axis, i.e. the y axis, will be unstable
and the body will rotate so as to bring the vibration-induced rotation
about the stable x axis, thus giving rise to a rotation about the z
axis in the process. Such procedure is not of too serious consequence
to the problem of indicating the vertical, but is extremely serious to
the problem of indicating aximuth, e.g. to a magnetic compass.
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APPENDIX H
Equations of Notion of a Pendulous Element
The work of the previous appendices has developed the fundamentals
necessary to the treatment of a pendulous element as an indicator of
the vertical. Such requisite information as the forces acting on the
element when the element is carried on a pivot in an airplane, and the
methods of Euler for writing the equations of rotation of a rigid body
in moving coordinate systems have been developed from the basic funda-
mentals. It is the purpose of this appendix to apply these methods so
developed to the problem of setting up the equations of motion of a
pendulous element.
The torque acting to rotate a pendulous element about its pivot due
to the combined effect of inertia reaction and buoyancy forces was shown
in Eq. (60) to be
M=. -mZX- =. ZX(T) (60)
where - is the distance between the pivot and an effective center of
gravity, which takes into account both inertia and buoyancy effects.
In Appendix G it was shown by Euler's equations of rotation that
the equations of motion of a rigid body are most conveniently handled in
the principal axes of the rotating body, because then the moments of
inertia of the body are constant and the products of inertia are zero.
The lever arm - of Eq. (60) is best given in terms of the body's principal
axes, and is
= (xt Y ktz 98)
The force F of Eq. (60) is generally given in terms of axes fixed on the
surface of the Earth, i.e. the system 00 of Appendix D, which will be
designated by XYZ where
L~<i
X is positive toward the geographical north
Y is positive toward the geographical west
Z is positive vertically up
The force F is then given by
F = iFX+jFy+kFZ (99)
Now in order to substitute Eqs. (98) and (99) in Eq. (60) it is necessary
that both equations be expressed in terms of the same set of axes. Since
it was shown that the principal axes xyz of the pendulous element are the
most convenient set of axes to use it follows that Eq. (99) must be re-
written in terms of the xyz axes. To transform the components of Eq.
(99) use a set of Euler's angles pi', in the tensor components of Eqs.
(17) and (19), from which
F = FX(cospcosw-sinesinkiicose)+Fy(sinpcosqi+cosesingicosE)+
FZsinkg/sine
F y =-FX(cosepsinkl+sinepcosqfcosE))+Fy(-singpsinyticoseosqtcose)+
FZcosysine (100)
Fz Fxsinsine-Fycosesin+Fzcose
To find the values of FXVyFZ to put in the right hand side of Eq.
(100) expand the total force equation Eq. (37) giving
FX= m X+(EAYZAP-EAZYAP)+[wEAX(WEAYYAP+wEAZZAP)-
XAP(WEAY+wEAZ)]-2YwIEsinX}
Fy =. m +(wEAZXAP EAXZAP)+[wEAY(wEAZZAPtoEAXXAP)-
YAPCw±AZ+oiAX)]+(2XoIEsiniX-2ZIEcosx)) (101)
FZ +(EAXYAP-0EAYXAP)+[wEAZ(WEAXXAP+wEAYYAP)-
ZAP(WEAX+wEAY)]+2YwIEcosX+g1
e Ii
where X,Y,Z are the components of the acceleration (RCJA)FE Of the
center of gravity of the airplane referred to XYZ
wEAXWEAYWEAZ are the components of the angular velocity wEA
of the airplane axes XAYAZA, or system AA, referred to XYZ
XAPYAPZAP are the components of the distance RAP, the separa-
between the center of gravity of the airplane and the pivot, measured in
XYZ
X,Y,Z are the components of the velocity (ROA)EE of the center
of gravity of the airplane referred to XYZ
IIE is the daily angular velocity of the Earth referred to an
inertial system, system II
X is the latitude on the Earth
The vector AP whose XYZ components XAPYAP, ZAP are given in Eq.
(101) does not have a constant direction in XYZ if the airplane is
executing maneuvers, from which the components XAPYAP,ZAp have varying
values. The components XAAPYAAP,ZAAP of the vector RAP do have con-
stant values in XAYAZA since the pivot generally remains fixed relative
to the airplane.
XA is positive forward along the longitudinal axis of the air-
plane
YA is positive to the left wing of the airplane
ZA is positive relative to XAYA by the right hand rule
To transform the constant XAYAZA components of RAP to the varying XYZ
components required in Eq. (101) use a set of. Euler's angles WA1A,0A
in the tensor components of Eqs. (18) and (19) giving
XAP =. XAAP(cosPAcosA-sinPAsintAcoseA)-
A PAsinq/A+s iAsineA
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YAP -XAAP(sincAcosfA+cOspAsinqfAcos)A)+
YMP(-sinTAsin/A+coseAcosAcosEA)-ZMPcoseAsin(A (102)
ZAP =.XAAPsinIAsineA+YMPcosAsineA+ZMPcoseA
By means of Eqs. (101) and (102) it is possible to write the com-
ponents of the force acting at the pivot in any kind of maneuver directly
in terms of the easily calculated components. A further advantage of
these two equations is the fact that the algebraic signs, a major cause
of much grief in numerical work, are automatically all taken care of.
Euler's equations applied to the pendulous element
Expansion of Eq. (60) in terms of the xyz principal axes of the body
i j k
M =lx t y tz =(Fytz-Fzty)+j(Fztx-Fylz)+k(F y-F 4t) (103)
,-F 
-Fy 
-Fz
The values of the right hand side of Eq. (103) now become the right hand
side of Euler's equation of motion Eq. (93); adding in the torques due to
damping, direct torques at the pivot, and Coulomb friction torques gives
wx -[(l Y--Iz)/Ix3wywz+(ex/Ix)(ox-wxL)-(mgtz/ix)[(F y-FzyAz)/mg]-
Mdx/Ixt_ MpX/I =.O
oyt[(Ix-Iz)/Iylwzwx+(c Y/IY)(wy-wyL)+(mgtz/,y)[(Fx-Fztx/ z)/mg]-
Mdy/Iy i Mpy/Iy 0 (104)
oz -E(Ix-iy )/Izloxoyt (cz/iz) (Wz-zL)-(mgtz ,z)-E (Fx y-FYtx)/mgtz)-
Mdz/Iz Mpz /iz =0
where c(w-oL) represents the damping (viscous or fluid) torque and wL
is the angular velocity of the fluid directly adjacent to the body
Md represents the torque acting directly at the pivot, e.g. 
the
magnetic torque in the case of the magnetic compass
M represents the Coulomb (dry or rubbing) friction torque at
the pivot
If an instrument is to be a satisfactory indicator of the vertical
it will never deviate very far from the vertical. It follows that the
angle e between the z and Z axes of Fig.39 may be treated as a small
angle, so that cose ~ 1 and sine = e . Under these conditions P+q= a ,
the precession about the Z axis of the x axis relative to the X axis.
Then the tensor components of Eq. (19) become
a,, = cosqcosqi-sinsingcose . cosecosqt-sineVsinq i.
cos (t) cosa etc. (105)
and Eq. (100) becomes
F = Fcosa+Fysina+Fzesing
FY -FXsina+Fycosa+Fzecosq/ (106)
Fz yFXesinp-Fyecosp+FZ
There will in general be no torques acting directly at the pivot that
can affect the performance of an indicator of the vertical; it is also
assumed that the bearings at the pivot are so good that the dry friction
torque is negligible (any instrument having too much friction to be
neglected will be considered as being in need of repair, and will not be
subject to the subsequent analysis). It follows that both Md and My
vanish from Eq. (104). The pendulous element will be taken as having an
axis of symmetry (such a characteristic was shown to be desirable in
Appendix G). Let the z axis be the axis of symmetry, this assumption is
compatible with the previous statement that xyz are principal axes since
it was shown in Appendix F that any axis of symmetry is a principal
axis; then
Ix = IY = I and cx = cy =. c
Let the instrument be so mounted that the z axis passes through the pivot
and the effective center of gravity of the instrument (this condition is
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automatically fulfilled by the condition of symmetry and principal
axes); then 4, = 4 =,O. With the above conditions Eq. (104) becomes
eX(1-I/I)yzyw+(c/I) (wx-xL)-(mgtz/I) (y/mg) = 0
wy+(1-Iz/I)wzwx+(c/I)(wy-wyL)+(mg'z/I)(Fx/mg) = 0 (107)
Wz +(cz/Iz)(wz-wzL)
Eq. (107) represents the situation known as case damping where the
angular velocity wL of the damping fluid equals the angular velocity of
the case surrounding the active element. Case damping means that the
damping torque is proportional to the relative velocity between the
pendulous element and the case surrounding the element. Such kind of
damping generally occurs only when the thickness of the fluid between
the element and the case is small.
During many maneuvers the angular velocity wL of the damping fluid
is approximately zero. This gives to the situation known as space
damptng, where the damping torque is proportional to the spatial
velocity of the pendulous element itself. Space damping is also ob-
tained when the thickness of the damping fluid is sufficiently great
that no motion of the case is transmitted to the pendulum.
Actually neither true space damping nor true case damping exists
in practice, the damping being of some intermediate form; but the
assumption that one of the two limiting cases (usually space damping)
is present gives satisfactory answers to the great majority of problems
presented, and is much easier to analyze.
For space damping Eq. (107) becomes
ox-(1-Iz Wywzt(c/I)wx-(mgtz/I)(Fy/mg) = 0
y+(1I-Z/I)wzwx+(c/I)y+(mgz/I)(Fx/mg) =, 0 (108)
z +(cz/Iz)Wz 
. 0
The solution for the motion about the z axis in Eq. (108) is
oz (zoE 109)
where r =,Iz/cz
If ozo =.0 then wz =. O for all time; if by any chance a motion
is started about the z axis Eq. (108) shows that it can not last since
there is no exciting torque about the z axis, and Eq. (109) shows that
any motion once started about the z axis is soon damped out. It follows
that in general it is impossible to have any lasting motion about the z
axis for space damping. With this condition Eq. (109) reduces to
oX+(c/I)oX-(mgtz/I)(F/Mg) =. 0
Y+(c/I)wy+(mgtz/I)(Fx/mg) =.0 (110)
Eq. .(110) will be used in the majority of the problems concerning
the performance of the pendulous element as an indicator of the vertical
discussed in the following appendix.
APPENDIX I
Performance of a Pendulous Element as an Indicator of the Vertical
In the previous appendices the laws governing the motion of a
pendulous element supported by a pivot have been developed from the basic
fundamentals. Eq. (110) represents the equation of motion for the rota-
tion about its pivot of a space damped pendulous element; Eq. (101)
gives all the components of the inertia forces that will act on a
pendulous element during various maneuvers of the airplane carrying the
element; and Eq. (100) shows how to transform the forces of Eq. (101)
into the form required for the equation of motion Eq. (110).
In this appendix the response of a pendulous element to selected
disturbances typical of the perturbing forces encountered in actual
flight will be analyzed, and the necessary characteristics which a
pendulous element must possess to act as a satisfactory indicator of
the vertical under such circumstances pointed out. The typical maneuvers
chosen for analysis are:
1. A perfectly banked turn about the vertical, i.e. the
resultant force always parallel to the ZA axis of the airplane.
2. Perfectly banked S-turns about a straight line of flight,
representative of the action of many airplanes when supposedly flying a
straight flight path.
3. The initial stages of a perfectly banked turn, a study of
the response of an instrument to transients.
4. Rolling about a single axis (a common maneuver for marine
vessels but unusual for airplanes, where roll is always coupled with
yaw, etc.), showing the effects of space and case damping.
It is felt that the above four maneuvers are fairly indicative of
the general run of maneuvers encountered in flight; and other types of
maneuvers can be thought of as being composed of combinations of the
above four types.
A perfectly banked turn
In a perfectly banked turn it is assumed that the longitudinal axis
XA of the airplane remains substantially horizontal, that the angle of
bank eA remains constant and is limited to small angles, that the re-
sultant force acting on the airplane is always parallel to the ZA axis,
i.e. perpendicular to the general plane of the wings, and that the speed
vA of the airplane is
The condition on
so that cos'A = 1 and
The condition on
cOsGA 1 and sineA
The condition of
i.e. the direction in
airplane, is given by
substantially constant.
the longitudinal axis XA means that the angle 4'A= 0 ,
sins'A = 0-
the angle of bank means that eA is small, so that
6A, also that tan6A ! eA'
turning means that the heading of the airplane,
the XY plane of the longitudinal axis XA of the
the angle TA where TA =At- TA is the rate of
turn of the airplane about the vertical Z axis and carries an algebraic
sign. TA =.2nt/TA where TA is the time required for'the airplane to
complete a 3600 turn.
The condition on the resultant force shows in Fig. 5 that the
magnitude of the horizontal acceleration aH present in the airplane must
be given by
where
aH = gtanEA L gEA
g is the acceleration of gravity. Vectorially
ZH = AXg
(111)
(112)
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Now g = kg in XYZ axes, and (A =. tEA in XAYAZA axes where eA
carries an algebraic sign. By use of Eqs. (18) and (19) OA EcospA+
JeAsinTA in XYZ axes. On this basis. Eq. (112) becomes
aH =. (i6AcoseAtjeAsinPA)Xkg =, LgeAsinpA-jeAcosA (113)
The XYZ components of Eq. (113) are then
X ( gEAsinPA
Y -geAcospA (114)
Z ="z "0
for the accelerations of the center of gravity of the airplane.
The vector relation between the angle of bank eA and the rate of
turn A about the vertical axis Z is given by
A k(gA) (15(15)
where VA is the velocity of the airplane. The magnitude in Eq.
(115) comes from the fact that the centripetal acceleration geA = vAPA-
The velocity VA will always be directed along the positive XA axis, but
the angle of bank eA may be directed along either the positive or
negative XA axis depending on the direction of turning. It is seen
from Eq. (115) that when the rate of turning about the Z axis is
positive eA must be anti-parallel to vA' i.e. eA is directed along the
negative XA axis. Thus Eq. (99) determines the algebraic sign of 6A
in Eq. (113).
The velocity VA of the center of gravity of the airplane is VA ivA
in XAYAZA axes. By use of Eqs. (18) and (19) vA =,ivAcosTpA+jvAsinpA in
XYZ axes, making
X vAcos(PA
Y vAsinTA (116)
Z 0=
I163
It is further assumed that the pivot of the instrument is located
substantially in the median longitudinal plane of the airplane, i.e.
YAAP . 0.
On the basis of all the above considerations the XYZ components of
the distance IAP between the pivot P and the center of gravity A of the
airplane given in Eq. (102) become
XAP XAAPcoseA+ZAAl8AsinTA
YAP E. XAPsinPA-ZAAP9AcosPA (117)
ZAP . ZAAP
The angular motions of the XAYAZA axes of the airplane referred to
the XYZ axes on the Earth become for a turn
EEAX = eAcosTA eAcosTAt
wEAX ~ -AEAsinTA
SEAX ~~A4 ACOsTA
EEAY =6EAsineA =AsinTAt (118)
wEAY TAeAcosTA
EAY -TAeAsinTA
wEAZ A
EAZ 0
On the basis of all the above data it is now possible to write the
accelerations in Eq. (101) for the case of a perfectly banked turn
FX/mg = eA (1-3ZAAPTA/g) sinAt-[XAAP$ (1+1)/g] cOs$At
Fy/mg = -A(1-3ZA A A ) sin'1At (119)
FZ/mg =. 1-ZP 1/g
neglecting the Coriolis terms. In practical cases Eq. (119) is subject
to some simplification, as follows. Assume a 3600 turn in 120 seconds,
i.e. TA =. 0.0523 rad/sec; let Zpp = 10 ft. Then 3Zpgp$2g
3-10#(0.0523)2/32.2 =.0.0026 << 1; so this term can be neglected. 
At
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a speed of 120 mph OA =,160 =.0.28 rad, as shown in Fig. 7 , for the
above turn. Then ZAAPA A/g = 10-(0.0523)2(0.28)2/32.2 = 0.00007 <<1;
so this term can be neglected. Let XMp =. 32.2 ft.; then for the above
turn XMPci2(1+62)/g =. 32.2(0.0523)2(1+0.0784)/32.2 = 0.003 <<0.28; so
this term can also be neglected.
The above treatment for a typical (standard blind flying) turn
reduces Eq. (119) to
FX/mg 
, eAsineAt
Fy/mg 2 -eAcosPAt (120)
FY/mg =" 1
showing that the effect of the position of the pivot in the airplane,
i.e. the effect of XAAP and ZMp, is negligible in the care of a perfectly
banked 'turn.
Substitution of Eq. (120) in Eq. (100) for the expression of the
forces acting during a perfectly banked in terms of xyz axes gives
Fx/mg I OAsinPAtcos(-6EAcosTAtsina+esinI
Fy/mg . -EAsin$pAtsina-6Acs$Atcosa+ecsqI (121)
Fz/mg =" (Asin$At)Osingt(eAcosAt)ecosp+1
The angle a =.<ptqi, and it was shown in Eq. (109) that there is no motion
about the z axis. It follows that a is a constant; also a =,O since
S=. --p. Then Eq. (121) becomes
F/mg E. eAsin2pAt+Esingi
Fy/mg =" -eAcoscpAttecosP (122)
- Fz/mg is not important since it does not appear in Eq. (110)
Now the vector angle j is along the line of nodes, from which
Ecosgr = 6
Esing= -ey (123)
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Putting Eqs. (122) and (123) in Eq. (110) gives
(X+(c/I)x-(mgtz/ -AcosbcAttex) 0
np 0 (124).Y(c/I)o'Y+(mgtz/I)(()AsinbAt-67 = 0(14
Now it was shown in Eq. (63) that the quantity tz must be negative for
stability. Now let
-mgz/I =.WI the square of the undamped natural angular fre-
quency of the pendulous element mounted on the pivot
c/I 2?on where i is the damping ratio, i.e. the ratio of the
actual damping coefficient to the coefficient required for critical
damping
also o = and w yey
o =.6, oy =.6
so that Eq. (124) may be written in the symbolic non-dimensional form
used by Draper(3 ) as
0 +2dwnex±ox =. ogAcosbPt
(125)6y+2 Wney+gA~Iy = oe6Asint(A1
Now let the xy plane be represented by the complex plane used in
analysis where x is the axis of real quantities and y is the axis of
imaginary quantities; then
E=.e X+jey (126)
where j vC1~
Add the two parts of Eq. (125) and use the values of Eq. (126)
+2on+W20 W 6A(cosbpAt+jsinAt) (127)
The right hand side of Eq. (127) can be simplified to the complex
exponential form by the fact that
cosbAt+jsinpAt =. EAt (128)
where E is the base of natural logarithms
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Putting Eq. (128) in Eq. (127) gives
e+2'on4+W6 = oe6 At (129)
The steady state solution of Eq. (129) is(3)
e E=A.Lj(9PAt-.4P1) (130)
where p=. 1//1-2)2+(2 )2 and q = tan- 2 3/(1_02)
- =A/Wn the frequency ratio
In terms of the x and y components Eq. (130) becomes
EX = eApcos((PAt-J)
Ey = eApsin(pt-T-q) (131)
Eq. (131) gives the deviation from the vertical of a pendulous
element referred to the xyz principal axes fixed in the element. It
is desired to find the deviation from the vertical referred to the XYZ
axes fixed on the Earth. For this transformation from xyz reference
to XYZ reference use Eqs. (18) and (19) remembering that qT+ = 0 and
that e is small. Then
EX =~. ex
(132)
ey =v 67y
On the basis of Eq. (132) Eqs. (131) and (130) become
eX = EAucos(TAt-.P
ey EPsin(h~t-b- ) (133)
E = eApE (qA t1
for the deviation from the vertical during a perfectly banked turn of a
pendulous element, referred to the XYZ axes fixed on the Earth. Taking
the magnitude only in the third equation of Eq. (133) gives
ea (134)
ewA
where ea is the amplitude such that e = e aj(PtT)
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Eq. (134) is shown graphically in Fig. 6 where the logarithm of
ea/EA is plotted against the logarithm of the frequency ratio 0 for
different values of the damping ratio 6. Note: the frequency ratio e
may be expressed either in terms of the undamped angular frequencies
AOn or in terms of the undamped periods Tn/TA where
Tn = 2n/wn = undamped natural period of the pendulous element.
It is seen in Fig. 6 that for ea to be less than 1% of the angle of
bank eA it is necessary for the frequency ratio e to be greater than
10. Now the standard blind flying turn requires 2 minutes to complete
3600, from which it follows that a pendulous element must have an un-
damped natural period of approximately 20 minutes to be a satisfactory
indicator of the vertical in turning. It is also seen in Fig. 6 that
the effect of damping is negligible in the regions of large a where a
satisfactory indicator of the vertical must.operate.
Now the undamped natural period Tn = 2n/wn, and it was shown
earlier that o2 = mgtz/I. Let I = mk2 where k is the radius of gyration
of the body of mass m having a moment of inertia I. Then og = gz/k2,
so gtn/k 2= 4n2/Tg or tn = 4n2k2/gT2 (135)
For the 'above condition that Tn be 20 minutes Eq. (135) becomes
4z =7.1.10-sk2 where all units are inches (136)
For a radius of gyration k of 2 inches, which is a reasonably sized
body, i.e. a disc of about 3 inches radius, Eq. (136) becomes
4z = 2.8-10~7 inches (137)
Eq. (137) shows that a disc 3 inches in radius must be mounted so that
its effective center of gravity is only three ten-millionths of an inch
from the pivot - an engineering feat worthy of the highest praise - in
order that such a pendulous element be a satisfactory indicator of the
vertical during a two minute turn.
If the pendulous element were of the type known as a simple
pendulum where all the mass is concentrated at a point, i.e. tz = k,
then Eq. (136) becomes
4z = 1.4.107 inches = 222 miles (138)
Eqs. (137) and (138) show that although a pendulous element will
act as an indicator of the vertical during a turn it is not a
practical instrument because
1. if the mass of the element is distributed to form the so-
called physical pendulum the separation between the center of gravity
of the element and the pivot must be of the order of millionths of an
inch
2. if the mass of the element is concentrated, i.e. the
simple pendulum, the separation between the mass and the pivot must be
of the order of hundreds of miles
Rotatton about the vertical Z axis
It was shown in Eq. (109) that there is no rotation about the z
axis, i.e. the axis through the center of gravity of the element and
the pivot, during a maneuver; but it has been experimentally observed
by Draper(3) that after the airplane has straightened out after a turn
there is a steady rotation about the z axis, which now coincides with
the Z axis. Such an effect can best be explained by the conservation
of angular momentum about the Z axis.
1. During the turn the angular momentum about the x and y
axes causes a component about the Z axis due to the fact that the in-
strument is inclined at an angle 6 to the vertical. Now the angular
momentum components are
1U 9
H = Io
H Y = IW (139)
By differentiating Eq. (131) to get the angular velocities about the
x and y axes
= X= 
-4PAeApsin($At-%LP) 
~ -PAY
S.y = ey - .A1A1cos(AtC ' Ax (140)
Putting Eq. (140) in Eq. (139) gives
Hx= -IAey
'= IZx (141)
Now Eq. (18) shows that
HZ = HxesinqifHyecosw (142)
but esin, = -4y and Ecosw = e as shown in Eq. (123), from which
Eq. (142) becomes
HZ =-H x y+Hye (143)
which becomes with the aid of Eq. (141)
HZ Acp Ey+IAj = (144)
which becomes with the use of Eq. (134)
HZ pA420 . (145)
for the angular momentum about the Z axis during a turn.
2. After straightening out after a turn the angular momentum
about the Z axis will be given by
Hz ~- IzwZ (146)
Since there has been no torque applied about the Z axis in the
process of straightening out after a turn it follows that Eqs. (145)
and (146) must be equal in order to conserve the angular momentum about
the Z axis, so
Z= (I/Iz Ag2eX (147)
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for the rate of rotation about the Z axis after straightening out.
Angie of bank during a turn
It was shown in Eq. (95) that the horizontal acceleration aH in
a perfectly banked turn is given by
aH = gtaneA (111)
Eq. (111) gives the expression for the centripetal acceleration required
to change the path of the airplane from a straight line to a circle.
It is shown in physics texts, such as that written by Frank(27) that
the centripetal acceleration is also given by
aH = vX/R (148)
where R = radius of turning
Equating Eqs. (111) and (148) gives
taneA = vA/gR (149)
Now the distance travelled in a 3600 turn is
2nR = VATA (150)
so R = vATA/2n (151)
and 6A = tan-1 2nvA/gTA (152)
6A = tan~10.286vA/TA (153)
where vA is in miles per hour and TA is in. seconds.
Eq. (153) is plotted in Fig. 7 where the angle of bank OA is
plotted against the time TA required to make a 3600 turn as a function
of the speed VA of the airplane. It is seen that OA = 160 for the
standard blind flying turn of 3600 in 120 seconds at 120 miles per hour.
Perfectly Banked S-Turns About A Straight Line
The S-turns about a straight line of flight involve an oscillation
about both the axis of yaw, i.e. the ZA axis, and the axis of roll,
i.e. the XA axis, at the same frequency of oscillation as is shown in
Fig. 8 . The relation between the angle of bank 8A and the rate of
turn A is given by Eq. (115). It is assumed that the deviation in yaw
from a straight flight path is small, that the longitudinal axis of the
airplane is substantially horizontal, and that the angle of bank can be
classified as a small angle.
The condition on the deviation in yaw means that TA is a small
angle such that cosPA = 1 and sinpA (PA 0.
The condition on the longitudinal axis of the airplane means that
WA = 0, so that cosWA = 1 and sinWA =-0
The condition on the angle of bank means that 6A is small, so that
coseA = 1 and sinOA taneA eA*
The velocity of roll wEAXA = eA, the velocity of yaw wEAZA =AP
and the velocity of pitch wEAYA = 0 in XAYAZA axes. With the above
assumptions concerning TAWAOA it is seen by Eqs. (18) and (19) that in
XYZ axes
wEAX wEAXA 6A
wEAY WEAYA 0
wEAZ wEAZA TA
wEAX A (154)
wEAY 0
WEAZ TA
vA vAA
The instrument is mounted in the median longitudinal plane of the
airplane, i.e. YAAP = 0, so that Eq. (102) becomes
AP XAAP
YAP 0 (155)
ZAP ZAAP
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Eq. (115) may be rewritten in non-vector form as
TA -gE A/v (156)
where 0A and vA both carry algebraic signs.
The acceleration of the center of gravity of the airplane becomes
from Eq. (114)
X g(AsinPA 9A A 0
Y L -geAcosp -A~A (157)
z~ 0
With all the above assumptions Eq. (101) gives
FX = m[6A PAAMP~$AXMAP
Fy = m[-gEA+AXP ZP (158)
F= 1P
Fg=m[6Ai'AXAAP~ ZAAptg]
neglecting Coriolis effects.
The oscillating angles of roll and yaw becomes, letting t = 0 when
OA has its maximum positive value
8A = eAasin2nt/T,
6A = (2n/Tq)eAacos2nt/Tp
EA = (2T/T)2eAasin2nt/T, (159)
TA = TAacos2nt/T = (g/vA)(T/2n)6)Aacos2nt/T'
TA =(g/vA)eAasin2nt/T
A -(g/vA)(2nT/T,)EAacos2Tt/T ,
where T' = period of yaw
Putting these values of Eq. (159) in Eq. (158) gives
FX/mg = -[(2na/vAT )sin(2nt/TT )cos2nt/T,] ZAAP-
[(geja/v2)sin22nt/T']XAAP
Fy/mg = -eAasin2nt/TP -[(2n)Aa AT )cos2nt/TT]XAp+
[(4n26 /gT2)sin2nt/T']ZAAP
FZ/mg = -[(2nE a T)sin(2nt/TX)cos2nt/T ]XAAP+ (160)
[(4n2eha/gT2)cos22nt/T'-]ZAAP+1
In general terms involving 6Aa can be neglected since eAa is a small angle.
Eq. (160) then becomes
FX/mg 0
Fy/mg 2 eAa[2nXAAP/vAT']cos2nt/T +[1-4n2ZAAP/gT2]sin2nt/T
FZ/mg t 1 (161)
Putting Eq. (161)in Eq. (100) to get the forces in xyz axes, remembering
that T+w = 0, gives
Fx/mg E -ey (162)
F /mg -eAa [2nXAAP/vAT ]cos2t/Tp +[1-4n2ZAAP/gT2]sin2nt/T +
Fz is not of any importance
Putting Eq. (162) in Eq. (110) for the equation of motion gives
I~ T' cos2tt/T'oX+(c/I)wx-(mg~tz/ 0x -- (mg~z I)E)Aa [2nXAAP/vA 9)co (n/T
+[1-4n2ZAAp/gT2]sin2nt/T)
oy+(c/I)oy-(mgtz/iy= 0 (163)
It has been shown earlier that -mgtz/I =W, that c/I 2 on
With these substitutions the equation of motion about the y axis in
Eq. (163) becomes
ey+2wn9y+oey = 0 (164)
The solution of Eq. (164) is(6)
sy Et/T(Acoswt+Bsinwt) (165)
where -U = 1/ZWn, w = wn1--'2 A and B are arbitrary constants depending
on the initial conditions. In other words Eq. (165) represents a
transient, from which it is seen that there is in general no motion about
the y axis, and what motion may be started is damped out.
For the solution of the motion about the x axis in Eq. (163) first
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make the following changes for convenience. Let
[2nXgp/vATcQ cos2nt/T, +[1-4n2ZAAP/gT2]sin2nt/T, become
[PAeA47'N) cos2nt/T' +[1-aZP2]sin2nt/T' which becomes
V( A6A XP)2+(1-Z 2)2sin[(2nt/T )+y] which becomes
Xsin[(2nt/T' )+gi,]
where = T/T gTn/2nvA, aX = 4n2XMP/gT2, aZ = 4R2ZAp/gT-,
4XZ ax)2+(1-aZ 2)2, and tit. = tan~1(a'ACA75 _1-Z 2
On the basis of 1. through 3. above, the equation of motion about the x
axis in Eq. (163) becomes
6x+2Conexogex = eAaLXZsin[(2nt/T )4gs] (166)
whose solution for the steady state is
E= Aa44XZsin[(2nt/T')-(qT-w4)) (167)
where 4= J1//( 12)2+ 2)2 and q, = tan-12?e/(1-2)
The steady state solution for the amplitude alone changes Eq. (167) to
exa 44XZ (168)
E)Aa
Now find the order of magnitude of pXZ encountered in practice. Let
T= 2 sec., XAAP = 30 ft., ZAAP = 10 ft., vA = 300 mph; then
CPAeAaX = 2nxXMP/VATT = 2n:30/440:2 = 0.214
aZV2= 4ni2ZMp/gT2 = 4n2t10/32.2,4 = 3.07
which are both of the. order of unity, and therefore must be retained.
The expression given for pXZ gives excellent results as long as
a AeA a', and aZ are constants. These parameters are generally kept
constant by keeping Tn constant, i.e. a given instrument. Then the
frequency ratio 0 changes by changing Tq. If TT is kept constant, i.e.
a given maneuver, the frequency ratio changes by changing Tn and it is
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better to use the following substitutions than 4XZ. Let
[2nXAAp/vAT(]cos2nt/TP+[1-4t2 ZAAp/gT2]sin2nt/T' become
[aA6AfaXf] cos2nt/T +[1-aZf]sin2nt/Tq which becomes
(aSAAf Xf )2+(1-aZf)2sin[ (2nt/T)+ ,f) which becomes
4XZfsin[(2nt/T')+visf)
where aPAeAf = gT,/2nvA, aXf = 4n2XAAp/gT2, aZf = 4n2ZAAP/gT2
4XZf = AAAf'f ) 2+(1-aZf)2, and kji f =. tan-1(aTA8AfXf)/(1_~Zf)
On the basis of 1. through 3. Eq. (168) becomes
xa = 44XZf (169)
EAa
Eqs. (168) and (169) give the ratio of the maximum deviation from
the vertical of a pendulous element to the maximum angle of roll of the
the airplane when the airplane executes perfectly banked S-turns, since
as in the case of a turn Ox ey; Eq. (168) being used when the same
instrument is used in a series of maneuvers where the period of the
S-turns varies, and Eq. (169) being used when the same maneuver is
applied to an instrument whose natural period is varied. Eqs. (168) and
(169) are plotted in Figs.9, 47, 48, 49, where the logarithm of the ratio
eXa/eAa is plotted against the logarithm of the frequency ratio
= Tn/T T for different values of the product ppXZ and ppIXZf.
In Fig. 9 the instrument is located at the center of gravity of
the airplane, i.e. both pXZ and pXZf equal unity, to show the effect of
changing the damping ratio 2. It is seen in the figure that the damping
has negligible effect except in the region of resonance, i.e. e = 1.
For small values of a the ratio eXa/'eAa is unity, independent of the
damping, and for large values of P the ratio exa/eAs becomes rapidly
smaller as e increases. Using Eq. (135) with a period of yaw of 2
seconds and a P of 10 gives
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4z = 2.55.10-4 k2 inches (170)
For a radius of gyration k of 2 inches Eq. (170) becomes
43 = 10-3 = 0.001 inches (171)
Eq. (171) shows that for a pendulous element to give a maximum devia-
tion from the vertical of 1% of the maximum angle of roll, e.g.
eAa = 100 so exa = 0.10, when the airplane is executing perfectly
banked S-turns of a 2 second period, the separation between the pivot
and the effective center of gravity of the element must be about one
thousandth of an inch. Such tolerances are within the province of a
skilled machinist, but require painstaking work.
Fig. 47 shows the plot of the logarithm of the ratio eXa/eAa
against the logarithm of the frequency ratio p for different values of
the parameters aZ and aZf when the ratios aZ GaX and aZf/aXf are kept
constant and the damping ratio ( = 0.7, i.e. when the pivot is in an
arbitrary position on a line (in the median longitudinal plane of the
airplane) that makes a constant angle with the longitudinal axis of the
airplane, through the airplane's center of gravity. The dotted lines
in Fig.47 represent the plots of ppXZf for different values of UZf-
Since pXZf is independent of p the log-log plots of upXZf are of the
same shape as the simple p curves. The full lines in Fig. 47 represent
the plots of pp;XZ for different values of aZ. The term pXZ depends on
e and has a minimum when aZ 2 = 1, the value of the minimum depends on
the term ayAeAax as is shown later. It is seen that for a given value
of aZ the function upXZ becomes "saturated" for large values of e. The
use of Fig. 47 is outlined in the following; start for example at the
point where
exa/eAa = 0.01, = 100, az = 10-2, GZf = 102 then
1. if the period of yaw T is varied, the effect on exa/eAa
is given by moving along the line of constant aZ
2. if the natural period Tn of the pendulous element is varied,
the effect on exa/6Aa is given by moving along the line of constant aZf
3. if the distance ZAAP from the axis of roll, or the distance
XAAP from the axis of yaw since the ratio aZ/aX is constant, is varied,
the effect on eXa/eAa is given by moving along the line of constant 6
Fig.48 shows the plot of the logarithm of the ratio eXa/eAa against
the logarithm of the frequency ratio e for different values of the ratio
aZ/aX when the parameter aZ = 10-2 and the damping ratio t = 0.7, i.e.
the pivot is in an arbitrary position in the median longitudinal plane of
the airplane. It is seen in the figure that the effect of changing the
ratio aZ/aX is important only in the region where the pwXZ curve has its
minimum.
Fig.49 shows the plot of the logarithm of the ratio eXa/eAa against
the logarithm of the frequency ratio 0 for different values of the
parameter aX when the parameter aZ = 0 and the damping ratio t = 0.7, i.e.
the pivot is in an arbitrary position on the longitudinal axis of the
airplane. It is seen that the effect of changing aX is important only
when the pivot is located very far from the axis of yaw.
Initial Stagds of a Perfectly Banked Turn
In studying the performance of a pendulous element as an indicator
of the vertical during the transition time in which an airplane goes from
straight line flight to a perfectly banked turn the same assumptions are
made concerning the angles TAWA,6A as were made in the case of perfectly
banked S-turns, for the results of which see Eqs. (154) through (158).
Instead of the sinusoidal oscillations of OA and TA however it is assumed
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assumed for the initial stages of going into a perfectly banked turn
that the angle eA is given by the following expression, which has been
experimentally found to be satisfactory by Mykytow, Pope, and
Rieser(21)
eA =eAb(1-cosnt/Te) (172)
where eAb is the full angle of bank (equivalent to eA in the study
of the steady state turn).
Te is the time required to attain the full angle of bank,
Eq. (172) is shown diagramatically in Fig.10 .
Expanding Eq. (172) to get the angles of roll and yaw and their
derivatives gives
A= (eAb/2)(1-cosnt/T6)
6A = (nAb/2Te)(sinnt/Te)
6A ='(n12EAb/2T2)cosnt/Te
I E) E)(173)
TA =-(gEAb/2vA)[t-(T/n)sinnt/Te](
TA =-(geAb/2vA)(1-cosnt/Te)
TA =-(ngeAb/2vATO)sinnt/T6
Putting the values of Eq. (173) in Eq. (158) gives
FX/mg -(neObAA 4Tg))sin(nt/T )(1-cosnt/Te)
(gebXA 2 A(-cosnt/Te)20
Fy/mg a -(6Ab/2)(1-cosnt/Te)-(tAbXAA/2vAT)sinnt/Te
- n- (174)
-(2AbZAAP/2gT2)cosnt/Te 4
FZ/mg E -(n6AbXAAp/4vATe)sin(nt/Te)(1-cosnt/Te)-
(2bZAAP/4gT2)sin2nt/Te +1
In general terms involving ejb can be neglected, making Eq. (174) become
FX/mg 0 
Fy/mg 
-(eAb/2)(1+(nXAAP/vAT)sinnt/Te
[;1-(n2ZAAP/gT61cosnt/TO)
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FZ/mg i 1 (175)
Putting Eq. (175) in Eq. (100) to get the forces in xyz axes, remember-
ing that
ptqr = 0 gives
Fx/mg 
-y
Ft/mg =' -(eAb/2)il+(nXAAP/vATe)sinntt/Te
-[1-(n2ZAAP/gT)]cosnt/T+) (176)
Fz is not of any importance
Putting Eq. (176) in Eq. (110) for the equation of motion gives
w +(c/I)oX-(mgtz I)ex = -(eAb/2)(mg{z/I)(1+(nXAAP/vAT)sinnt/TE
-[1-( n2ZAAP/gT2)]cosnt/T)
Wyt(c/I)oY-(mgtz/I)Ey = 0 (177)
It has been shown earlier that -mgtz/I W2, that c/I = 2 o
With these substitutions the equation of motion about the y axis in
Eq. (177) is identical with Eq. (164), and the solution is given by Eq.
(165)
ey = Et/(Acoswt+Bsinwt) (165)
showing that the motion about the y axis is generally zero since there
is no disturbing torque.
For the solution of the motion about the x axis in Eq. (177) first
make the following changes for convenience. Let
(nXAAP/ATO)sinnt/To -[1-(n2ZAAP/gT2)]cosnt/T 6 become
[(o AeATX16T)sinne t/T -(1-aZTO2)cosn6t/1] which becomes
( AeAtXT) )2+(1-aZ2T )2cos[(nGTt/T)+tg1 which becomes
4XZocos [(nS t/T)+V1T]
where OT = T/Te, aA)AT = gT/TnvA, GXT = 2XAAP/gT2, aZT=t2ZAAP/gT2,
pXZt = v'(A6AtaX T) -+(1cyXTO)2, and grT = tan-1 (a'0eA ATaX11)(1ZTe);
and T = 1/twn = Tn/2nd the characterist ic time
18:3
On the basis of 1. through 3. above. the equation of motion about the
x axis in Eq. (177) becomes
ext2*onex w ex = w2(E Ab/2){1-XZjcos [(n0,t/)+x,]} (178)
whose complete solution, transient and steady state is, depending on the
amount of damping present.
1. Oscillatory, i.e. O< <1
6= (OAb/2)(1-4 4XZocos[(ngst/t)-(cp-TU)]+
E AcoS (t/1-C T +Bs in 1
2. Critically damped, i.e. = 1
6= (eAb/2) {1-wIXZTcos[n t- (179)
3. Overdamped, i.e. >1
6 = (EAb/2) {1-ppXZTcos[(S t/)-(P )]+
AE2t/(1±v)T+BE2vt/(1±v)T
where 1/41-(-T )2]2+[2nC2g ]2
(,= t an- [2F(n )]/[1- (n O)2
v = 252-1+2C/2
Using the initial'conditions that O = e= 0 when t = 0 makes Eq.
(179) become
Ax 1-44,UXZTcos[ (nt/)-(C-5IY)]+
E-t/[E4XZT Cos (P -Wl )1Cos [ (/1 - 0 t/)+
I4// isxguX (Cos [(,-Pu qf]+
rtfBosin -WTI])-11 sin[(12)(t/-)])
for the oscillatory case of 0 <t<1
eb [-4/4X Zcos[( PTtA) - - )]+
() 2 E~t ( T [[4XZICco0s (-)1]+ (180)
[pp~(cos [ Tu-t]+n6 sin[ -]-1]t/AI
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for the critically damped case of = 1
Ex
-
A Abs2 of S-turns t)(- ]
414X~e~cos( 
-,)+(1/2)(v+1)n sin( -5]
v [1/(v1)e-2t/(v+1),r
T4XZ-c[Cos(-)(/(1)esn -Ws]
1)[1/(v-1)]TI
for the overdamped case of (1
As in the case of S-turns ex O X'
The amplitude function p. and the phase angle T. are the analogies
of the afnplitude function p and the phase angle <p used by Draper(3) in
vibration analysis except that in the former case the frequency ratio
e depends on both the undamped natural period Tn and the damping
ratio.t, i.e.
5, = T/Tf = (Tn/2n)/Tf (181)
where Tf the period of the forcing function acting, whereas the fre-
quency ratio e depends only on the undamped natural period Tnt i.e.
Tn/Tf (182)
Because the characteristic time T depends on both the undamped natural
period and the damping ratio the functions p, and are the most con-
venient and powerful functions to use when treating transients, while
the functions p and p, depending primarily on the undamped natural
period alone, are the best functions to use when treating steady state
problems. The functions p and p can be found in standard works on
vibrations(3)(20)(28); the function u, which is also the response curve
for an accelerometer to sinusoidal forcing functions in vibration study,
is shown in Figs. 6 and 9. The logarithm of the function p. is
plotted against the logarithm of in Fig-50 where it is seen to be
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analogous to the log p vs. log 0 curves of Fig. 6. The principal
difference between the p curves and the pie, curves being that the
4 curves have a resonance at e = 1 regardless of the value of the
damping ratio t whereas the resonance of the Vi curves occurs at
increasingly larger values of OT for decreasing damping ratio C, i.e.
resonance occurs at .= 1/t. The phase angle curves for <pe and
p,0V, the latter being shown in Fig-51, do not look too different
save that the pe curves all have a value of 900 at e = 1 whereas the
value of 900 for a e curve occurs when , = 1/nt and therefore is
different for different values of t.
The deviation of a pendulous element from the vertical in the
initial stages of a perfectly banked turn is shown in Fig.1l as the
solution of Eq. (180). In Fig. 11 the ratio exa/eAb of the deviation
from the vertical of the element to the full angle of bank is plotted
against the ratio t/r of the time to the characteristic time of the
element for different values of the frequency ratio and the damping
ratio t, when the element is located at the center of gravity of the
airplane, i.e. 4XZT = 1. It is seen in the figure that the deviation
from the vertical for a given value of OT is less as the damping ratio
is increased, and that the deviation from the vertical for a given
value of is less as the frequency ratio is increased. When the
frequency ratio 0 = 10, i.e. the time taken to go from straight
flight to the full angle of bank is only one-tenth of the characteris-
tic time of the element, the deviation from the vertical is so small
for all values of damping that the forcing function can be regarded as
a step-function instead of as the half-cosine curve of Fig.10 .
The values of the logarithm of the deviation from the vertical
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when the full angle of bank has been attained by the airplane, i.e.
when t = TO or t/t = 1/0, are plotted in Fig.52 against the logarithm
of for different values of the damping ratio t. It is seen in the
figure that the forcing function can be regarded as a step-function at
= 1 for a damping ratio of 1, i.e. critical damping, whereas the
step-function assumption cannot be used until 5 = 10 for a damping
ratio of 0.1.
The effect of shifting the position of the pivot in the airplane
on the response of the element to the initial stages of a turn is
shown in Fig.53 where the ratio of the deviation from the vertical to
the full angle of bank is plotted against the ratio t/t, of the time
to the characteristic time of the element, for a damping ratio of 0.4,
both when the element is located at the center of gravity of the air-
plane, i.e. ptXZ = 1; and when the element is not located at the center
of gravity of the airplane, e.g. aXr = 0.1, aZ = 0.02, a, e = 0.268;
A A
for two different values of the frequency ratio 0., viz. 0.5 and 4.
It is seen in the figure that there is very little effect in moving
the position of the pivot for = 0.5, i..e. the time to attain the
full angle of bank for the airplane is twice the characteristic time
of the element, but that the deviation from the vertical is considerably
less for the center of gravity mounting when the more rapid maneuver
of attaining the full angle of bank is one-fourth the characteristic
time of the element is executed.
Roll About a Single Axis - Space 'vs. Case Damping
It was shown in Appendix H that there were two limiting kinds of
velocity damping available, viz.
1. Space damping where the damping is proportional to the
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spatial velocity of the pendulous element, i.e. wL = 0
2. Case damping where the damping is proportional to the
difference in velocity between the element and the fluid immediately
adjacent to the element, and the fluid has the velocity of the case
surrounding the whole system.
For a further discussion on the effects of different types of
damping the work of Cook(29) is recommended.
Space damping
The equation for the forces acting in an oscillation about a
single axis, e.g. the XA axis of roll, will be similar to the equation
for the 'forces acting in perfectly banked S-turns save that the terms
involving the angle of yaw TA and its derivatives and the acceleration
of the center of gravity of the airplane will be zero. With these
simplifications Eq. (158) becomes
FX 0
Fy a m(-SAZAAP) (183)
FZ m(-6AZAAP+g)
which makes Eq. (162) become
FX/mg 
-
-ey
Fy/mg Aa a[42ZAAP/gTg2]sin2nt/TE +Oe (184)
Fz is not of any importance
Putting Eq. (184) in Eq. (110) for the equation of motion gives
W +(c/I)wx-(mgtz/I)6x = (mgtz/I)6Aa[4n2ZAAP/gTeslsin2nt/T6
o+(/I)y-(mgtz/I)ey = 0 (185)
The equation of motion about the y axis -in Eq. (185) is identical with
the equation of-motion about the y axis in Eq. (163), hence its solution
is given by Eq. (165) as
y =E t(AcosotBsinot) (165)
showing that any motion about the y axis is a damped transient only.
For the equation of motion about the x axis let
[4n2ZAAp/gT2] = aZN2 as defined in the study of the motion about the x
axis during S-turns. Then Eq. (166) becomes
ex+2ine6x+ex = -W2Aa Za2sin2nt/Te (186)
whose solution for the steady state is
ex = -eAapsin[(2nt/Te)-pi] (187)
where p = 1//(1-02)2+(2CS)2 and p = tan-12 /(1-S2)
The steady state solution for the amplitude alone changes Eq. (187) to
xa - (188)
eAa
which is just what is expected when the term pXZ of Eq. (168) is changed
to account for motion about one axis only. As discussed for the case of
S-turns Eq. (188) is satisfactory only when p changes by changing Te with
a constant undamped natural period Tn of the element. If P is changed
by changing Tn with a constant Te Eq. (188) becomes
xa 
- (189)
eAa
as would be expected from the reduction of Eq. (169). In this case of
motion about a single axis only ex =" eX also.
In Fig. 54 the logarithm of the ratio eXa/6Aa of the maximum devia-
tion from the vertical of a space damped pendulous element to the maximum
angle of roll as given by Eq. (188) is plotted against the logarithm of
the ratio Tn/Te of the undamped natural period of the undamped natural
period of the element to the period of roll for different values of the
damping ratio 2, with a fixed value of aZ = 0.1. It is seen in the
figure that the deviation is very small for small values of p, i.e. low
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frequencies of forcing oscillations and hence low accelerations, and
becomes saturated for large values of e. The damping ratio C is seen
to have but little effect except near resonance. Fig. 54, except for
the multiplying factor aZ is the standard response curve of a vibrometer
encountered in the analysis of vibrations(3)(20)(28), i.e. the pp2
curve.
Fig.55 shows the effect of moving the pivot away from the axis of
roll with a fixed value of the damping ratio = 0.7. The dotted lines
show the effect of changing the undamped natural period of the element
when the period of roll remains constant, the full lines show the effect
of changing the period of roll when the undamped natural period of the
element remains fixed, and lines of constant a show the effect of chang-
ing the separation of the pivot from the axis of roll when both the
period of roll and the undamped natural period of the element remain
constant.
Case damping
In order to show the difference in the response of a case damped
pendulous element from the response of a space damped pendulous element
subjected to the same maneuver the following analysis will be concerned
with the treatment of a case damped element when the airplane carrying
it executes rolling about a single axis.
The force equation will be identical with the force equation for
the space damped element, viz. Eq. (184). For case damped motion the
fundamental equation of motion will be Eq. (107) rather than Eq. (110).
Putting Eq. (184) in Eq. (107) gives
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ox-(1-Iz/IX)ywz+(c/I)(ox-=xL)-(mg'z/I)6
(mgtz/I)6Aa[4t2 ZAAP/gT61sin2nt/Te
Wy+(1-Iz I)Yzx+(c/I)(y-yL)-(mgtz/I.)y = 0 (190)
z +(cz/Iz)(wz wzL) = 0
Now the velocity of the liquid is identical with the velocity of the
case, which is in turn identical with the velocity of the airplane
about its axes. Therefore xL wEAXA = WEAX, wyL wEAYA WEAY,
WzL =EAZA EAZ In Eq. (154) it is shown that WEAX IA WEAY = 0,
wEAZ TA = 0- On the basis of these considerations the third equation
of Eq. (190) becomes
oz+(cz/iz)wz = (cz/Iz)wEAZ = 0 (191)
Eq. (191) is identical with the third equation of Eq. (108) and its
solution is given by Eq. (109)
oz = WzoE-t (109)
showing that if ozo = 0 there will be no motion about the z axis, or
that any motion about the z axis will be damped out. Hence there will
in general be no motion about the z axis, so that wz = 0. On this Eq.
(190) becomes for the motion about the x and y axes
6 +2Conesxtwx = 2CwneA~'$6AaoZ 2sin2nt/Te(
It x C - I - n 192)
ey+2Cwneytowny 2CwnwEAY 0
where the meanings of aZi Wn, and S are as previously determined.
The equation of motion about the y axis in Eq. (192) is identical
with the equation of motion about the y axis in Eq. (163) and the
solution is given by Eq. (165)
0y = E6 t/(Acoswt+Bsinwt) (165)
showing that any motion about the y axis is a damped transient only.
'97
Now 0A = OAa(2n/TO)cos2nt/To so that Eq. (192) for the x axis
becomes
6,x+2Con6xtoex = wPAa2C cos2nt/T -wiogAaaZ0 2sin2nt/Te (193)
whose solution is
ex oAa .(uZ2)2+(2tS)2 sin[(2nt/Te)-(<p +,)] (194)
where ,= tan 2N/aZ2
The steady state solution for amplitude changes Eq. (194) to
0xa 2 __ __ __
__ _
e aFaZ2)2+(2C)2 (195)
oAa
for the situation where is changed by changing To with a constant Tn-
If f is changed by changing Tn with a constant To the solution of Eq.
(190) for the motion about the x axis becomes
xa =/(196)
oAa
As in the case of space damping Ox n oy.
In Fig-56 the logarithm of the ratio 6Xa/eAa of the maximum devia-
tion from the vertical of a case damped pendulous element to the maximum
angle of roll is plotted against the logarithm of the ratio Tn/Te of the
undamped natural period of the element to the period of roll for a
damping ratio of C = 0.7 and different values of as and aZf. It is
seen in the figure that for a constant Tn the value of the deviation
from the vertical increases as the period of roll decreases, i.e. S
increases, reaching a maximum at e = 1, decreasing for still further
decreased T9 and finally becoming saturated the point where saturation
begins and value of saturation being determined by aZ- Such behavior
is opposed to that of the space damped pendulous element of Fig- 56
where the deviation from the vertical increases with decreasing To until
6 = 1 and then saturates, the value of saturation depending on aZ.
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APPENDIX J
A System Controlled By a Loose Ballistic as an Indicator of the
Vertical During a Perfect ly Banked Turn
It was shown in Appendix I that the desideratum in a pendulous ele-
ment as an indicator of the vertical is that the element have a slow rate
of response to disturbances. In such elements the disturbing torque ma4
(where "a" is the forcing acceleration) and the inertia mk2 are' both pro-
portional to the mass m of the element. A slow response element is then
obtained by making the ratio 4/k2 small. The use of a loose ballistic,
i.e. a ball free to move around in a race, introduces the possibility of
obtaining a long period element by making the mass appearing in the dis-
turbing torque considerably less than the mass appearing in the inertia,
thereby increasing the practicability of obtaining a slow'rate of response.
A system controlled by a loose ballistic is shown in Fig. 12 where
a body of mass m and radius Qf gyration k is mounted so as to be non-
pendulous, i.e. the body itself is entirely undisturbed by accelerations
acting at the pivot, and so cannot be an indicator of the vertical per se
since it will have no preferred orientation under the influence, of
gravity. In the body is a spherical race with radius of curvature I,
the center of curvature of the race being located at a distance - from
the pivot. Let I be much larger than t. A ball of mass mB, i.e. the
loose ballistic, is free to run around on the race. The motion of the
ball on the race is then identical with the motion of a simple pendulum
of length I free to rotate about a point.
To study the effect of the loose ballistic system carried in an
airplane during a perfectly banked turn, let the element be mounted at
the center of, gravity of the airplane and let eB be the deviation of
200
the ball from the vertical. Then from Eq. (130) in Appendix I the ratio
of the deviation of the ball from the vertical to the angle of bank is
given by
OB IBej B(197)
wher =- 1 B~,t~B
where pB 1//(1-B)2+(2CBPB 2 and TB= tan-
B nB/TA and TnB = 2nt
It is assumed that the ball is in the dimple shown in Fig.12 at the
bottom of the race so little of the time that the dimple can be neglected
during maneuvers. The use of the dimple will be discussed later.
When the ball is at an angle eB to the vertical its pressure against
the race, being normal to the surface of the race, causes a reaction
force to act along the line connecting the center of curvature of the
race and the point of contact of the ball and the race as is shown in
Fig.13. Since the center of curvature of the race and the pivot are
separated a torque tending to rotate the large element about the x axis
is produced and has the value
MB = 4XFB (198)
where FB =. reaction force of ball on the race
It is seen from Eq. (101) and Fig.13 that the force FB is given by
FB =-jmgsec6Bsin(OB-OL)+kmgseceBcos(OB-OL)
(199)
- Jmg(OB-L)+kmg
Thereby making the torque TB in Eq. (198) equal
MB = -imgtz(eB-eL) (200)
where (L = deviation of the element controlled by loose ballistic
from the vertical. Eq. (129) then becomes for the whole element
It I
E)L+cO/IL-mBgt LIL = -mBg 4 6oB/IL (201)
Now IL =. mk2; let mB/m = r, cL/IL = 2tLwnL, -mg4/IL = WniL
20
Then Eq. (201) becomes, with the aid of Eq. (197)
OL+ 2CLwnL6L+PowLL . L4B6A A (202)
whose solution in the steady state is
GL= uB L EJ At (203)
where pL = 1 )2+(2CL0L)2 OL TnL/TA, TnL = 2n/k797
TL = tan-12CLHL/(E-O)
Now compare the deviation from the vertical eL/GA of a loose
ballistically controlled element with the deviation e/6A of a standard
pendulous element. Let the radius of gyration k of both elements be
the same; let the distance 4 between the pivot and the center of
curvature of the loose ballistically controlled element equal the
distance 43 between the pivot and the center of gravity of the standard
pendulous element. The deviation of the loose ballistically controlled
element is given in Eq. (203), and the deviation of the pendulous
element is g iven in Eq. (130).
Now L since TnL Tn = 2/f27/gg
but pB= fTnB/Tn = 10
where TnB =. 2wd79/g4/k2 /2n = 4R/ k2 Y
Tn
Therefore the- ratio of deviations is given by
=' (PpBEL p)E ~ (204)
where the frequency ratios @ and PL for calculating the values of p and
4L are identical, but the frequency ratio @B for calculating the values
of 4B equals up. For large values of 0 both p and pL approach 1/p2 so
GL 4B +rP/G2 (205)
The logarithm of the ratio of the deviation of the loose ballistically
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controlled system from the vertical to the deviation of the standard
pendulous element is plotted in Fig. 14 against the logarithm of the
frequency ratio 0 for a damping ratio of 0.7 and for differing values
of the mass ratio ' and the ratio of frequency ratios a. It is seen in
the figure that for a fixed value of the mass ratio the loose ballistic
system's deviation is less than the pendulous element's deviation, and
that the ratio of deviations becomes very small for large values of 3.
The value of the ratio of frequency ratios simply changes the value of
p at which the deviation ratio suddenly starts to become rapidly small,
the value of p increasing as the value of a decreases.
The dimple in the bottom of the race has the effect of considerably
increasing the restoring torque on the element when the element is
approximately vertical. This is due to the fact, as was shown in Eq.
(198), that the torque acting on the element due-to the ball depends on
the separation t of the pivot and the center of curvature of the race.
The radius of curvature of the dimple is much smaller than the radius
of the race, from which it is seen that the separation Ed between the
pivot and center of curvature of the dimple is quite large, thereby
causing a large torque to act on the element. The net result of the
race and dimple is to make a system that has a large restoring torque
against small deviations of the element from the vertical, but which
has a much smaller disturbing torque for forcing accelerations.
It has been shown above that a system controlled by a loose
ballistic is inherently capable of holding the vertical more closely
than is a pendulum having similar physical characteristics. However,
mechanical instruction features tend to offset the superior performance
of the loose ballistic system. This is because the center of curvature
203
of the race must be machined and assembled to within a few thousandths
of an inch of the pivot in a system that is to be useful in practice.
Such precision is difficult to obtain. On the other hand the center
of gravity of a pendulum may be located near the pivot rather easily
after assembly by means of adjustable weights.
APPENDIX K
Indication of the Vertical By the Nainitude of the Resultant Acceleration
The magnitude of the resultant acceleration present in an airplane
due to the combination of the acceleration of gravity and linear accel-
erations is related to the magnitude of the acceleration of gravity by
means of a function of the angle which the resultant acceleration makes
with the vertical. It follows that the magnitude of the resultant
acceleration in an airplane might be used to indicate the direction of
the vertical.
The magnitudes of the resultant acceleration and the acceleration
of gravity are related as shown in Fig.15 by
aR = gsecO (206)
where aR = resultant acceleration. The value of the ratio of the-
resultant acceleration to the acceleration of gravity is plotted in
Fig-15 against the angle which the resultant acceleration makes with
the vertical. It is seen from the figure that the magnitude of the
resultant acceleration equals that of the acceleration of gravity when
the two accelerations are coincident, increases to twice gravity for an
angle of 600, and further increases rapidly for angles larger than 600.
An accelerometer properly mounted in the airplane would then give
a reading indicative of the angle between the resultant acceleration
and the vertical. If the indicating system of the accelerometer were
set to balance out the effect of acceleration of gravity, i.e. to read
zero when the airplane is flying straight and level, the instrument
would then read the difference between the magnitudes of the resultant
acceleration and the acceleration of gravity. Such an arrangement
could be accomplished by using an inductance bridge pickup like that
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described by Draper and Wrigley(20) and is necessary in order to read
small deviations from the vertical in the presence of gravity. The
readings given by such an accelerometer would be
aR-g = g(sece-1) (207)
The logarithm of the ratio of the difference between the magnitudes of
the resultant acceleration and the acceleration of gravity to the
acceleration of gravity is plotted in Fig. 16 against the angle between
the two accelerations. It is seen in the- figure that the difference
ratio equals unity when the angle is 600 and decreases to very small
values when the angle approaches zero.
The accelerations registered by an accelerometer are those components
which are parallel to the axis of response of the instrument. It is
therefore necessary that the orientation of the response axis of the
accelerometer with respect to the direction of the resultant acceleration
be known. Knowledge of this orientation may be difficult to obtain in
an airplane. It would follow then that an accelerometer will register
the resultant acceleration only in such special conditions as those in
which the relative orientation given above is known. The case of perfect
banking is such a special case, i.e. the dlirection of the resultant
acceleration is the ZA axis. Accordingly the accelerometer should be so
mounted that its axis of response is the ZA axis.
The angle of bank OA represents the deviation of the ZA axis of
the airplane from the vertical. To an observer in the airplane the
direction of the vertical would then lie somewhere in a cone, about the
axis of response of the.accelerometer, making a half-angle eA with the
ZA axis as its central axis. The problem of indicating the vertical is
then to identify just which of the generators of the cone is the
206
vertical. If the longitudinal axis XA of the airplane is horizontal
the vertical lies in the cross-ship plane in the direction given by the
turn indicator.
It is seen from the above discussion that the magnitude of the
resultant acceleration may be used to indicate the direction of the
vertical only in restricted conditions such as that of a perfectly
banked turn with the longitudinal axis of the airplane horizontal. In
addition the magnitude of (sece-1) is so small for small values of e
that it would be very difficult to make an instrument which could
indicate these angles with precision.
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APPENDIX L
Equations of Notion of a Gyroscopic Element
A yroscopic element is defined as a body having the following
properties .
1. The system is free to rotate about a point; this is
mechanically achieved by the use of a gimbal system.
2. The system is non-pendulous, i.e. =. 0, so the center of
gravity of the system is located at the pivot, i.e. the intersection of
the lines of action of the gimbals.
3. The system has a rotor spinning at a high rate of speed
about the axis of symmetry of the rotor, i.e. the z axis.
4. The rotor is spinning at constant speed, i.e. z = 0.
A fifth condition will be added later.
Torque-free motion - nutation
Euler's equation for the motion of a rigid body in Eq. (93) becomes
for a gyroscopic element
IxWx-(IyIz)yz = Mx
Ioy-(Iz~Ix)zwx = My (93)
Izz~(Ix~Iy)xwy = Mz
where the axes xyz are fixed in the gyro rotor. Apply parts 3. and 4.
above, from which the third equation of Eq. (93) becomes identically
zero since wz = 0 and Ix = Iy = I. Now assume that the only torques
acting .about the x and y axes are the space damping torques -cwx and
-cwy. Then Eq. (93) reduces to
Iwx+(Iz-I)Wybz+cWX 0 (208)
IWy-(Iz1I)xu)z+cWy.= 0
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Differentiating Eq. (208) gives
I wx+ (Iz~i ) Wy z+c w' = ' 02 9a 0 (209)
IWy-(IzI)xWz+ciy = 0
since IZ = 0. Combining Eqs. (208) and (209) gives
+2(c/I)0+[(1'-I/Iz )2 (H/I)2+(C/I)2]W = 0
(210)
wy+2(c/I)wy+[(1-I/Iz)2(H/I)2+(c/I)2]wy = 0
where H =Izz- Eq. (210) solves to
o= x xa6 t/Tcos(1-I/Iz)(H/I)t
Wy = wxas tbsin(1-I/IZ
where T = I/c.
Eq. (211) shows that the angular frequency of.nutation, as this
torque-free oscillation is called, is independent of the amount of
damping present, and is given by
Wnu = (i-I/Iz)(H/I) = (1-I/Iz)(Izwz/I) (212)
Eq. (212) shows that the frequency of nutation increases as the ratio
of the angular momentum H about the axis of symmetry to the moment of
inertia I about the non-symmetrical axes increases. It also shows that
there is no nutation if all the moments of inertia about different axes
are equal, i.e. if Iz = I. This condition is met in a sphere. It is
also seen that the frequency of nutation depends only on the properties
of the gyroscope itself, viz. angular momentum H and moments of inertia
I and Iz, and not on any external torque, not even the damping.
It is also seen implicitly in Eq. (212) that an angular velocity
not an angular displacement is necessary to start nutation. If an
angular velocity wo is applied to the gyro rotor Eq. (211) becomes
Wx = WoEt/coswt
oy = WoE-ttsinwnut (213)
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If an initial thrust of energy E is applied to the gyro rotor then
E = IWg/2, so Eq. (211) becomes
og= /2E7s-t/cosWnut (214)
o = /2E/IE-t/Tsinwnut
Eq. (214) shows that the amplitude of the angular velocity of nutation
is proportional to the square root of the applied energy, but is inde-
pendent of the angular momentum of the gyro rotor.
Integration of Eq. (214) gives the amplitude of nutation as
E = -[1/(1-I/Iz)H]/2EI{1+[c/(1-I/Iz)H]2} E t/cos(Wt n)
ey = -[1/(1-I/Iz)H]/2EI{1+[c/(1-I/Iz)H]21 -tAsin(nut '1tnu) (215)
where Wnu = tan'(1-I/Iz)H/c. Eq. (215) shows that the amplitude of
nutation decreases as the angular momentum H increases.
For an approximately disc-shaped body I =! Iz/2, so the frequency of
nutation given in Eq. (212) becomes
onu = 2nnnu = (1-I/Iz)(H/I) = (1-I/Iz)(Izwz/I) wz 2nnz (216)
where nnu and nz are the frequencies in cycles or revolutions per
second corresponding to the angular frequencies Wnu and wz in radians per
seconds. It is seen in Eq. (216) that the frequency of nutation approx-
imately equals the rate of spin of the disc, which, if a gyro rotor, is
generally of the order of several thousand revolutions per minute. It is
further seen, from Eq. (212), that the frequency of nutation decreases as
the disc becomes thicker, and eventually reaches zero for a sphere. The
amplitude of nutation is seen in Eq. (215) to decrease as the angular
momentum, which depends mainly on the rate of spin of the rotor, increases.
The conclusion is that the effects of nutation, which is an undesirable
characteristic in an instrument gyro even though it lends itself to
beautiful mathematical treatment, can be reduced by making the rate of
spin of the gyro rotor sufficiently high, e.g. of the order of several
thousand revolutions per minute.
Angular momentum of gyro concentrated about the spin axis
A fifth condition is now added to the four given at the beginning
of this appendix for the definition of a gyroscopic element, viz.
5. All the angular momentum of the gyro is concentrated
about the spin axis, i.e. the z axis, of the rotor.
For the equation of motion in this case return to the theorem of
Coriolis given in Eq. (22); and replace the vector R by the angular
momentum vector H
(H), = (H)0,+;1 XH (22)
Now let the system 01 become the system EE of axes XYZ fixed on the
Earth, and let system 02 become the system GG of axes xyz fixed in the
gyro (the axis z is the axis of symmetry as discussed before, but the
x and y axes are now, and from now on, fixed in the case enclosing the
rotor and so do not rotate with the rotor). Eq. (22) then becomes
(H)EE = (H)GG+EGXH (217)
Condition 4. on the gyroscopic element shows that the magnitude of
(H)GG must be zero, and condition 5. shows that the change in direction
of (H)GG must be zero. Let iEG p the precessional velocity of the
angular momentum vector, i.e. the z axis, of the gyro as seen on the
Earth. Then Eq. (217) becomes
(H)EE = 9pXH (218)
If the system fs in Eq. (91), i.e. the vector form of Euler's
equation of motion, is the inertial system II, and the system ms is the
system EE of axes XYZ fixed on the Earth the combination of Eqs. (91)
and (218) gives
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(H)11 = spXH+5IEXH = M (219)
which gives for the Euler form for the equation of motion of a gyroscopic
element in practical use
ZpXH = M - (AIEXH (220)
The constancy of the magnitude of the angular momentum means that
there will be no unbalanced.torque acting about the z axis (the axis of
symmetry of the gyro), i.e. Mdriving - Rresisting = 0. Hence the
angular velocity of rotation of the gyro case about the axis of symmetry
is zero, i.e. y = 0, and the angular velocity of precession Jp is
composed only of " about the vertical Z axis and e about the line of
nodes (see Appendix C on Euler's angles). The in XYZ axes
op = icosqtjesin+4t (221)
It is shown later on that T represents the rate of precession of a gyro
about the vertical Z axis and that 0 represents the rate of erection of
a gyro about the line of nodes (the axis about which a gyro is tilted
from the vertical). By the use of Eqs. (220) and (221) it is seen that
the equation of motion of a gyro is expressed in XYZ axes alone, and
hence there is no need to transform the answer into another set of axes
as was necessary in the case of a pendulous element.
That the assumption of all the angular momentum's being concentrated
about the z axis is justified is shown in the following example of the
Sperry Artificial Horizon,
eX = W y = 100/min = n/1080
WZ-= 12000 rpm = 400n
so o'xg/wz = 2.3 10-6 (222)
In general I E Iz/2 so
HX/Hz = IWX/Izz = 1.15 10-8 (223)
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Eq. (223) shows that the angular momentum of a standard commercial in-
strument gyro about a non-symmetrical axis is only about one-millionth
of the angular momentum about the axis of spin (symmetry).
Effect of the rotation of the Earth on a gyro
The settling or rest position of a gyroscopic element is the posi-
tion the instrument will take up when it should be indicating the direc-
tion of the vertical under the influence of no disturbing torques. When
this condition is fulfilled there will be zero precessional velocity of
the gyro, from which p = 0, making Eq. (220) become
M = @IEXE (224)
showing that a torque must be applied to a gyro to keep the spin axis
of the gyro from precessing when seen by an observer on the Earth. In
XYZ axes the angular momentum is
H = tHsinesincP-jHsinecospekHcose (225)
From Eq. (39) the Earth's angular velocity is
wIE = twIEcosX+kwIEsinX (39)
Putting Eqs. (39) and (225) in Eq. (224) gives
j Ik
M = WIEcosX 0 wIEsinX
Hsinesin -Hsinecosp Hcose
= iHwIEsinXsinecosp+j (HwIEsinXsinesinp-HIEcosXcose)-
kHwIEcosXsinecosp (226)
For an approximately vertical gyro cose 1 and sine ' e - 0, from
which Eq. (226) becomes
M E -jHwIEcosX (227)
Eq. (227) shows that a torque must be directed about an east-west axis
in order to keep a gyro fixed on the Earth. The magnitude of the
torque depends on the cosine of the latitude (maximum at the equator
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and zero at the poles) and on the angular momentum of the gyro. When
the angular momentum is directed vertically upwards the required torque
is directed about the eastward axis.
Gimbal mount tnt of fyroscopes
For practical purposes a gyroscopic element is mounted in a system
of gimbals in order to make the element free to rotate about a point.
The relation between the gimbal axes and the axes xyz fixed in the
gyroscopic element are as follows. In the treatment of nutation the
axes xyz were taken fixed in the gyro rotor with the z axis being the
axis of spin. In all other gyro problems the spin of the rotor itself
will be forgotten, the spin appearing only in the angular momentum of
the gyro. The gyro will be thought of as a rigid body possessing an
angular momentum H about the spin axis, and the motion of the gyro will
be represented by the motion of the vector H. The x and y axes will be
taken in the customary right hand sense fixed in the gyro case, i.e.
non-rotating axes relative to the gyro case. The gyro case is mounted
in a two-way gimbal system mounted in a moving base as is shown in
Fig. 24. The y axis will be taken along the inner gimbal axis, and the
x axis taken by the right hand rule relative to the y and z axes. The
outer gimbal axis will be taken along the XA axis in the moving base.
The Euler's angle transformation p'qi'e'between the axes xyz in the
gyro case and XAYAZA in the moving base carrying the gyro gives that
(Pt+q1= 0 since there is no motion about the z axis, making
- , NxA x WXA
ey= OYA Wy WYA (228)
-Wx ey+wye & ZA
APPENDIX N
Performance of a System Containing a Gyroscope as an Indicator of
the Vertical
A gyroscope by virtue of its angular momentum acts as an averaging
device when coupled with a pendulum to form an indicator of the vertical.
Two fundamental methods of coupling a gyroscope and a pendulum are:-
a. Pendulous tyro in which the pendulous torque acts directly
on the gyroscope.
b. Servo-controlled tyro in which the gyroscope is controlled
by a pendulum through a servo-mechanism.
Performance of a Pendulous Gyro as an Indicator of the Vertical
A pendulous tyro is a combination of a pendulous element and a
gyroscopic element such that the pendulous torque acts directly on the
gyroscopic element.
Erection of a Pendulous Gyro
Undamped pendulous tyro
The equation for the torque tending to rotate a pendulous element
about its pivot is given in Eq. (54) as
M = EX(-F) (54)
When the gyro is fixed on the Earth the force equation Eq. (101) becomes
F = kmg (229)
The separation between the pivot and the center of gravity of the
gyroscopic element is ktz in xyz axes due to symmetry, which becomes in
XYZ axes
t= tzsinEsinP-jtzsinecost+ktcose (230)
Putting Eqs. (229) and (230) in Eq. (54) gives for the torque acting
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on a pendulous gyro
-. ij . k
M = 4zsinesinT 
-4zsinecosT 4zcose
0 0 -mg
= tmgizsinecosep+jmgizsinesinp (231)
showing that the pendulous torque is entirely in the horizontal plane
and is directed about the line of nodes (tcos+jsinqg).
The angular momentum H is kHz, or just kH, in xyz axes by
definition, which becomes in XYZ axes
H = iHsinesinT-jHsincoseTkHcose (232)
The relations between the angular momentum, pendulous torque, and
the angles of deviation and precession for a pendulous gyro are shown
in Fig.22
Putting Eqs. (221) and (232) in the left side of Eq. (220) gives
- i k
opXH = Ecosp Osing .
Hsinesinp -Hsinecosp Hcose
= I (H~cosesine+Hisinecosp)+j (H4sinesinn-H6cosecosp)-
k (HEs inecos2q+Hs ines in2p) (233)
Equating Eq. (233) with .its equal, the right side of Eq. (220), assuming
that the applied torque M is much larger than the Earth rotation term
"IEXH, gives from Eq. (231)
H~cosesintHWpsinecosq = mgtzsinecosT
Hcsinesin-H 4 cosecosTp = mgtzsinesing (234)
-Hesine = 0
The solution of the third equation of Eq. (234) gives
6 = 0 (235)
Putting Eq. (235) in either of the first two equations of Eq. (234)
gives the same solution for both
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q= mgtzA (236)
Now 4z carries an algebraic sign, so " has the same sign as 4z, i'e.
if the center of gravity of the system is below the pivot the pre-
cessional velocity has a negative sign, if the angular momentum is
directed upwards.
Eq. (236) shows that a pendulous gyro precesses about the vertical
with an angular velocity 4P that varies directly as the pendulous torque
and inversely as the angular momentum. - Eq. (235) shows that the
angular momentum vector, i.e. the spin axis of the gyro, makes a con-
stant angle with the vertical. Therefore an undamped pendulous gyro
rotates about the vertical in a cone making a constant angle with the
vertical. Since 6 =.O the gyro is not erecting and so cannot be used
as an indicator of the vertical.
Damped pendulous tyro - pedestal mount
The precessional velocity 4 will give rise to a friction torque
about the vertical axis if the gyro is mounted on a rotatable pedestal.
Let this friction torque be kMc in XYZ axes. Now it was previously
shown that there is no unbalanced torque about the z axis of the gyro.
This means that the component Mccose parallel to the z axis is sterile;
it cannot affect the gyro, and merely acts back on the base holding
the gyro. The component.Mcsine perpendicular to the z axis and in the
vertical plane containing the z axis is the important part of the
friction torque. These friction torque components are shown in Fig.23.
In XYZ axes the effective friction torque'is
Mce =L-tMcsinecosesinq>+jMcsinecosecos+hMcsin-e (237)
Adding the friction torque of Eq. (237) to the pendulous torque of Eq.
(231) gives the total torque R for the right side of Eq. (220).
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Equating the total torque to Eq. (233) gives for the equation of motion
Hecosesing>+HTsinecos, = mg-tzsinecosp-Mcsinecosesinp
Hesinesin-H~cosecos, = mg# .zsinesinctMesinEcosecosp (238)
-Hesine = Mcsin2e
The third equation -of Eq. (238) gives
e = -Mcsine/H (239)
which solves to, when the angle e is small enough for sine t e
e = ee-Mct/H (240)
Putting Eq. (239) in the first two equations of Eq. (238) gives the same
solution for both
= mgEz/H (241)
where Eq. (241) is treated exactly the same as was Eq. (236).
Eq. (241) leads to the same precession as the undamped case, but
Eq. (240) shows that the damped pendulous gyro approaches the vertical
(by a decreasing spiral) if MC and H have the same algebraic sign. If
the pivot is above the center of gravity of the system, i.e. if tz is
negative, will have the opposite sign to H; and T always has the
opposite sign to RC. Therefore if the center of gravity is below the
pivot the gyro erects. If the center of gravity is above the pivot T
has the same sign as H, and so the gyro increases its separation from
the vertical. The last case is the case of a spinning top.
Damped pendulous 4yro - 4imbal mount
Generally a gyro is mounted in gimbals instead of on a pedestal,
especially for instrument use. In this case the damping is about the
gimbal axes, and for small deviations from the vertical is substantially
in a horizontal plane. The damping torque is
MD = -iceX-Jcey-kceysinecosq (242)
Now eX = ecosT so ex = -4esinep
ey = esing ey = ecosT
which put in Eq. (242) gives
MD = iciesin-jc4ecosI-kchc4esinecos2cp (243)
Eq. (243) gives a-component che perpendicular to the line of nodes and
in the horizontal plane, and a component -c'esinecos p about the vertical,
as shown in Fig.25. Adding these two components together and discarding
the sterile part parallel to the angular momentum leaves the effective
damping torque perpendicular to the angular momentum and in the vertical
plane containing the angular momentum.
MDe = cpecosO+cTesin2ecos2O % c40 (244)
for small angles where cose % 1 and sinO =" e Resolving Eq. (244)
into its XYZ components gives
M 'e '1 (245)
MDe = cTes inT-jche cosep-k cTe8(45
Adding the friction torque of Eq. (245) to the pendulous torque of Eq.
(231) gives the total torque M for the right side of Eq. (220). Equat-
ing the total torque to Eq. (233) gives for the equation of motion
Hecosesinq+Hisinecosep = mgtzsinecosT+cesinp
Hsinesinrp"Hecosecosp = mgtzsinesing-cbecosT (246)
-Hesine = -ccb62
The third equation of Eq. (246) gives for small angles
e = cce/H (247)
which solves to
e = e6scpt/H (248)
Putting Eq. (247) in the first two equations of Eq. (246) gives the
same solution for both
= mgtz/H (249)
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where Eq. (249) is treated exactly the same as were Eq. (236) and (241).
Eq. (249) leads to the same precession as the undamped case and the
pedestal-mounted damped case, but Eq. (248) shows that the damped gyro
in gimbals approaches the vertical (by a decreasing spiral) if T and H
have opposite signs. The case is true only if the center of gravity of
the system is below the pivot.
Effect of Coulomb friction
The damping torque due to Coulomb (dry or rubbing) friction cannot
be treated analytically since the torque is constant in magnitude and
always opposes the direction of the velocity. Coulomb friction can be
conveniently handled in approximation, however, by an artifice based on
energy dissipation per cycle(3)(28).
For viscous (velocity) damping the energy loss per cycle is
Wv f -cede (250)
If the motion of e is sinusoidal, and the change in the magnitude of e
per cycle is small, then
e = e)coswt and do = -weesinwt
So.Eq. (250) becomes
Wv= -cwegf sin 2wtd(wt)
v a
- -ncW6 (251)
For Coulomb damping the loss per cycle is
1r/s
Wc = 4f Mcde (252)
where the integral is carried out for a quarter cycle and multiplied by
four. For a sinusoidal motion of e Eq. (252) becomes
Wc = 4Mcf -Oosinwtd(wt) = 4McEocoswt
= -4Mc o (253)
Letting Eq. (253) equal Eq. (251) and defining the coefficient c
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in Eq. (251) as ce the effective damping coefficient for Coulomb damping
gives
cc 4M/nCoieo (254)
The coefficient ce can now be used for c in Eq. (248) for the erection
of a pendulous gyro in gimbals damped by Coulomb friction.
A viscous-damped gyro erects completely to the vertical. A
Coulomb-damped gyro erects to an indeterminate position somewhere in a
cone about the vertical having a half-angle
F = Mc/mgtz (255)
i.e. until the pendulous torque equals the friction torque.
Effect of Earth's Rotation on a Pendulous Gyro
In Eq. (227) it was shown -that a gyro must have a torque of
M =. -jHwIEcosX (227)
exerted on it in order that the gyro not precess on the Earth due to
the Earth's rotation. For a pendulous gyro this necessary torque can
only be furnished by the pendulous torque produced when the gyro tilts
from the vertical (damping torques are forgotten since they require
motion to exist, and this is a static problem). The pendulous torque
is given in. Eq. (231) as
M =. imgtzsincosq+jmgt- sinE s in (231)
Equating Eqs. (227) and (231) gives
mgtz sinecosp =,O (256)
mgtzsinesinp =. -HwIEcosN
and for small angles where sine =~ 6, remembering that Oys =Ecosp and
6y =. esinTp makes Eq. (256) become
ex 0
E Iy - EHcosA/mgtz ~WIETpcosy 2n (257)
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where Tp is the period of precession required for the gyro to complete
one complete revolution about the vertical.
It follows from Eq. (257) that the vertical indicated by the rest
position of a pendulous gyro will deviate from the true vertical by
the angle wIETpcos/2n. This deviation is to the north for the top of
a gyro having its angular momentum directed upwards and with its center
of gravity below the pivot. The magnitude of the indication error
depends on -the cosine of the latitude (maximum at the equator and zero
at the poles) and on the period of precession of the gyro. Eq. (257)
is shown in Fig.57 where the logarithm of the angular deviation error
is plotted against the latitude for different values of the period of
precession. It is seen that at 450 latitude the error for a gyro hav-
ing a period of precession of 100 minutes is about 200 minutes of arc,
or about three degrees.
Response of a Pendulous Gyro to Typical Airplane Naneuvers
In all studies of the deviation from the vertical of a pendulous
gyro it will be assumed that the deviation of the gyro from the vertical
is sufficiently small that the effect of the gravity torque is
negligibly small in comparison with the torques due to horizontal
disturbing accelerations. This means that the angular momentum of the
gyro in XYZ axes is given by
H kH (258)
Combining Eqs. (221) and (258) gives
, t . , j '
9pXH ecose Osinp c =HEsinp-jHEcosp (259)
0 0 H
Now eX =cose and Qy =. Osinp, so Eq. (259) becomes
I;pXH =. tHey-JHeX (260)
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It is also assumed that the damping torques are negligibly small
in comparison with the disturbing torques. The effect of the rotation
of the Earth is neglected in the analysis, but it must be remembered
that the rotationof the Earth affects the rest position of the gyro.
By equating Eq. (260) with the disturbing torques as the right side of
Eq. (220) the angular deviation of a pendulous gyro from -the vertical
can be determined.
A perfectly banked turn
The condition existing and the forces present in a perfectly banked
turn are given in Appendix I. The forces acting are given in Eq. (120) as
I =tmgEAsinAt-jmg6AcosgAt+kmg (120)
If the gyro remains approximately vertical the separation between the
pivot and the center of gravity in XYZ axes is
L -ktz (261)
when the center of gravity is below the pivot, a condition which was
shown to be necessary.
Putting Eqs. (120) and (261) in Eq. (54) for the torque acting
gives
i j k
=X 0 0 4z
-mgeAsinqAt mgeAcoseAt -mg
= imgtzAcosAttfmg'zeAsint (262)
Equating Eqs. (260) and (262). gives
HO'y mgtJeACOST~t (263)
-Hex =. mggzeOsinp"t
which integrates to, letting eXo ~ EYo 0
ex = (mgzA/H$A)cosTAt-mgtz/HPA
Ey =(mgtzA/HTA)sinTAt (264)
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Now let . = mgtz/H'A then Eq. (264) becomes
ex 
- (1/0)(cOscpAt-1)
eA
ey (1/)sinAt (265)
If the horizontal XY plane becomes the complex plane in analysis then
= (OA/)(cosbAt-1+jsin+At) from Eq. (265)
- (eA/ E.(NAt -1) (266)
The maximum value of Eq. (266) is
emax = 2/0 (267)
()A
Eq. (267) is shown in Fig.26 where the logarithm of the ratio of
the maximum deviation from the vertical to the angle of bank is plotted
against the logarithm of the ratio of the period of precession of the
gyro to the time required to make a 3600 turn. It is seen in the
figure that the deviation decreases L.inearly with increasing P, having
a value of 2% of the angle of bank when the period of precession is
one-hundred times the time required to make a 3606 turn.
For the standard blind flying turn of 3600 in 2 minutes at 120 mph
it will be necessary for a pendulous gyro to have a period of precession
of about 200 minutes. Now Tp = 2nH/mgtz; assume a gyro rotor 2 inches
in diameter rotating at 12000 rpm, let the mass of the gyro case and
gimbal system equal the mass of the rotor. Then
k a 0.7 in
z= 12000 rpm = 400n rad/sec
g 386 in/sec2
Tp= 200 min = 12000 sec
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With these data the pivot-center of gravity separation 4z is
43= 2nH/2mgTp = ,kcoz/gTp = n-0.5-400n/386-12000 = 0.0043 in
(268)
Eq. (268) shows that for a pendulous gyro to give a deviation
from the vertical of about 2% of the angle of bank in a perfectly
banked 2 minute turn the center of gravity of the gyro system must be
about four thousandths of an inch below the pivot, when the gyro rotor
is about two inches in diameter and is spinning at twelve thousand
revolutions per minute. Such dimensions require excellent machine work,
but are within the province of a skilled worker; which is more than can
be said for the requisite three ten-millionths of an inch in a pendulous
element alone.
Perfectly banked S-turns
The conditions existing and the forces present in perfectly banked
S-turns about a straight line of flight are given in Appendix I. The
forces acting are given in Eq. (161) as
F = -jmgEAat[2nXAAP/vAT, ]cos2nt/TT +[1-4n 2ZAAP/gTjsin2nt/T+
kmg (161)
Putting Eqs. (161) and (261) in Eq. (54) for the torque acting gives
t j k
M = 0 0 -'z = -VtzFy
0 -Fy -mg
= tmg't~zAa([2nXAAp/vAT]cos2ntt/T +
[1-4n*ZAAP/gT j]s in2nt/T') (269)
Using the non-dimensional parameters introduced in Appendix I reduces
Eq. (269) to
M = gzAa4XZsin[(2nt/T )+W] (270)
for the case where the precessional period of the gyro is constant, and
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M = mgzAaXZfsin[(2nt/T')+q f] (271)
for the case where the forcing period of yaw is constant.
Equating Eqs. (260) and (270) gives
Hey =mgtzeAa4XZsin[(2nt/T I'P)+w ]
1 =(272)
-HeX= 0
which integrates to
ey = -(Mg zT/2nH)OAa4XZCOs[(2nt/T')+ti] (273)
Now 2nmgtz/HT- = N, so Eq. (273) becomes
_ = 7'g/)cos[(2nt/T')+W] (274)
EAa
Equating Eqs. (260) and (271) gives
H6y = mgtzAa4XZfsin[(2nt/T )+qIf]
-H~x 0(275)
-HEyX = 0
which integrates to
ey = -(mg[zT/2nH) Aa4XZfcos[(2nt/Tq)+WIf] (276)
using the above-given values of changes Eq. (276) to
ey ~ ~4XZf cos[(2nt/T )+T f] (277)
EAa
Eqs. (274) and (277) are shown in Fig-58 where the logarithm of
the ratio of the maximum deviation of the gyro from the vertical to
the maximum angle of roll is plotted against the logarithm of the
ratio of the period of precession of the gyro to the period of yaw
when the gyro is mounted at the center of gravity of the airplane. It
is seen in the figure that the maximum deviation from the vertical
equals 1% of the maximum angle of roll when the period of precession
of the gyro equals 100 times the period of yaw of the airplane. For
a period of yaw of five seconds the period of precession of the gyro
would then have to have a minimum value of five hundred seconds. Which
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gives for the separation of the center of gravity from the pivot, for
the gyro used in Eq. (268)
t =.n-0.5-400n/386-500 = 0.103 in (278)
which is a very feasible dimension from the construction point of view.
The effect of placing the gyro in different positions about the air-
plane is similar to the effect of changing the position of a pendulous
element, which was treated at length in Appendix I.
Summary of the Pendulous Gyro
The following is a.summary of the principal characteristics of a
pendulous gyro used as an indicator of the vertical
1. A pendulous gyro requires damping, either viscous or
Coulomb, for erection.
2. A pendulous gyro precesses when erecting; the precession
is necessary to obtain the damping.
3. The rate of erection of a pendulous gyro is generally
small, since
a. The damping is small
b. The period of precession under the influence of gravity
is long, thereby causing a small value of " in the damping term.
c. Most gimbal systems have Coulomb friction, thereby
causing the rest-position of the gyro to lie in an indeterminate zone
about the vertical.
The rate of erection of a pendulous gyro is given by
e = mgtzce/H2 (247)
4. The rate of deviation from the vertical of a pendulous
gyro is independent of the damping and is not necessarily small. The
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rate of deviation is given by
(263)
= mg-'za/gH 
-(272)
(275)
where a = disturbing horizontal acceleration.
5. A pendulous gyro must set in a rest position that
deviates from the vertical in order to produce the pendulous torque
necessary to keep the gyroscope stationary relative to the Earth in
the presence of the Earth's daily rotation.
Oy = -wIETpcosX/2n (257)
which may amount to a few degrees in a long period gyro.
Performance of a Servo-Controlled Gyro as an Indicator of the Vertical
It has been shown earlier that any self-contained indicator of the
vertical must contain a pendulous element somewhere in the system in
order to identify the direction of gravity. Pendulous elements and
pendulous gyros use the whole system itself as the pendulous indicator.
Both methods were shown to work, but to contain inherent difficulties.
However it was shown that the increased inertia of the pendulous gyro
without an accompanying increase of mass made the pendulous gyro
definitely a much more practical indicator of the vertical than a
pendulous element alone. A logical step would then be to retain the
slow rate-of-response characteristics of the gyroscopic element, and
let the pendulous element control a servo-mechanism which in turn acts
on the gyroscopic element.
Erect ion of a Servo-Controlled Gyro
The most efficient type of servo-controlled gyro in practice, and
also the simplest type to analyze is the gyro whose erection torque
lies in the plane of the gyro rotor. In xyz axes the erection torque
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then is
M = IMX+jm (278)
which transform in XYZ axes to
M = -tMcosesinp+JMcosecosp+kMsine (279)
since the torque lies in the zZ plane, i.e. perpendicular to the line
of nodes.
Equating Eq. (279) to Eq. (233) gives for the equation of motion
H~cosesint+Hcsinecosp = -Mcosesinp
Hsinesine-HecosecosTp = Mcosecosq (280)
-H~sine = MsinO
Solving the third equation of Eq. (280) gives
e = -M/H (281)
Putting Eq. (281) in the first two equations of Eq. (280) gives the
same solution
4=0 (282)
Eq. (282) shows that such a system leads to a radial erection, i.e.
there is no precession of the gyro about the vertical. Eq. (281) shows
that the rate of erection depends directly on the magnitude of the
erecting torque and inversely as the magnitude of the angular momentum
of the gyroscope. The relationship between the erecting torque and
the tilt angle of the gyro generally falls into two regimes:
1. The torque is proportional to the tilt angle. This
regime generally obtains in the region of the vertical and exists up
to some critical angle at which the torque retains a constant magnitude.
2. The torque is constant in magnitude. This regime
generally obtains for tilt angles greater than critical. In some
methods of erection this regime is not present.
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For regime 1. in which the torque is proportional to the tilt
Eq. (281) becomes
epro = -MOe/Hec (283)
for 0<e<ec where 6c is the critical angle at which the torque attains
its full value of Mo. Integration of Eq. (283) gives for the deviation
of the gyro from the vertical in the proportional regime
e = E 6 -(MHec)t (284)
Eq. (284) shows that a gyro approaches the vertical exponentially in the
proportional regime.
For regime 2. in which the torque is constant at a value M Eq.
(281) remains as is. Integration of Eq. (281) gives for the deviation of
the gyro from the vertical in the constant regime
e = e0-(M/H)t (285)
or, using the identity of Eq. (281)
e = e0-cont (286)
where econ is the rate of erection of the gyro. Eq. (286) shows that a
gyro erects at a constant rate in the constant torque regime (which is
what is-expected).
Response of Servo-Controlled Gyro to Accelerations
When a servo-controlled gyro is subject to accelerations the
pendulum will operate to force the *gyro to leave the vertical, at the
same rate as which it erects. In many practical cases, e.g. the Sperry
Artificial Horizon, the critical angle above which the erecting torque
is substantially constant is about two degrees. Now the tangent of two
degrees is thirty-five thousandths; which means that the critical angle
i.s reached by the pendulum when the horizontal acceleration has a
magnitude of only three and one-half percent of the gravity. Accelera-
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tions greater than three and one-half percent of gravity are quite
frequently encountered in flight. Accordingly it will be assumed that
the gyro torque is in the constant regime during maneuvers.
For a gyro having a rate of erection of eight degrees per minute,
and originally vertical, i.e. Eo = 0, the maximum deviation from the
vertical in a maneuver having a period Tf of eight seconds will be,
from Eq. (286)
emax = eTf/4 = (8/60)-(8/4) = 4/15 (287)
or sixteen minutes of arc.
A rate of erection of eight degrees per minute is typical of those
used in practice, e.g. the Sperry Artificial Horizon. Eq. (287) shows
that such an erected gyro holds the vertical to a fraction of a degree
during maneuvers of a few seconds duration. When extreme accuracy is
desired in holding the vertical the rate of erection is made slower,
with an optional faster rate of erection for getting the gyro vertical
initially or for returning the gyro to the vertical after the gyro has
hit its stops and so lost its orientation relative to the vertical.
A detailed treatment of the behavior of the Sperry Horizon during
turns is available in the literature(3)(4)(5). Both theoretical and
experimental data are discussed in these articles.
Effect of Earth's Rotation on a Servo-Controlled Gyro
In Eq. (227) it was shown that a gyro must have a torque of
M = -jHwIEcosx (227)
applied to it in order that the gyro not precess on the Earth due to
the Earth's rotation. The torque in a servo-controlled gyro is seen
from Eq. (281) to be
M = -He (281)
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Equating the torques in Eqs. (227) and (281), and letting the torque
in Eq. (281) be directed about the Y-axis (east-west), i.e. M = -JHe,
gives
e WIEcOSX (288)
Eq. (288) shows the rate of erection required to overcome the effect
of the Earth's rotation. In the proportional regime the rate of erec-
tion is given from Eq. (283) as
0 = (E/ec)(con (289)
where econ is the constant regime rate of erection. Combining Eqs.
(288) and (289) gives the gyro tilt required to produce the torque that
offsets the effect of the Earth's rotation
e = ecC(WIEcos/Ocon) (290)
For a typical servo-controlled gyro, e.g. the Sperry Artificial Horizon,
the critical angle is two degrees and the constant rate of erection
eight degrees per minute. With this data Eq. (290) becomes, for the
equator, i.e. X = 00
e =-2-(1/4)/8 E 4 min of arc (291)
Eq. (291) shows that a servo-controlled gyro need tilt only a few
minutes of arc to overcome the effect of the Earth's rotation. Such a
tilt is known as the latitude error.
It is thus seen that the servo-controlled gyro is a satisfactory
practical indicator of the vertical. The flexibility of choice of
erection rate allows the designer and operator to adapt the system to
particular problems of indicating the vertical.
A turn about the vertical is the severest test of an indicator of
the vertical due to the length of the time intervals involved, i.e. of
the order of minutes whereas most other maneuvers are of the order of
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seconds. It is now proposed to remove the erection during such maneuvers
as turns. Removal of erecting means is most feasible in the case of the
servo-controlled gyro.
Summary of the Servo-Controlled Gyro
The following is a summary of the principal characteristics of a
servo-controlled gyro used as an indicator of the vertical.
1. A servo-controlled gyro can be designed to erect in a
straight line. The total torque producing erection can be designed to
have no sterile nor precessing components, i.e. the torque is one-
hundred percent available for erecting the gyro.
2. The rate of erection of a servo-controlled gyro is the
same as its rate of leaving the vertical.
3. The latitude error of a servo-controlled gyro may be
made of the order of only a few minutes of arc.
2%-
APPENDIX N
Effects of the Cortolis Acceleration
It was shown in Appendix D that the acceleration of Coriolis,
caused by the interaction of the daily rotation of the Earth with the
velocity of a body moving over the Earth, -gives rise to a horizontal
acceleration that has the effect of deviating the apparent vertical
as seen from a moving base from the true vertical. The practical
effects to aircraft of this shift of the apparent vertical lie
principally in the fields of celestial navigation.
Effect on Nauidation
Since the effect of the Coriolis acceleration is to deviate the
direction of the apparent vertical to the right (in the northern hemi-
sphere) it follows that celestial navigation sights taken with a
bubble sextant from an airplane will be in error, since the bubble
acts as a pendulum. It is seen in Fig. 30 that the observed zenith
distance e is less than the true zenith distance OT when the celestial
body is to the left of the heading of the airplane. This effect is
zero dead ahead or astern, and 0 is greater than OT when the celestial
body is to the right of the course.
The-magnitude of the deviation of the apparent vertical from the
true vertical is given by the ratio of the horizontal Coriolis
acceleration to the acceleration of gravity. Using Eq. (49) for the
horizontal Coriolis acceleration gives for the angular deviation of
the apparent vertical
6c = 2vAwIEsin g (292)
Eq. (292) is plotted in Fig. 4 where it is seen that the deviation
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6c is about 5 minutes of arc for an airplane moving 300 mph in the
latitude of 450. Such a deviation can give rise to an error in the
airplane's position, determined from celestial observations, of several
miles.
The effect of the angular difference between the azimuth of the
celestial body observed and the heading of the airplane is such as to
introduce the sine of this angular difference to the equation for the
difference between the observed zenith distance and the true zenith
distance. The angular difference between the celestial body azimuth and
airplane course shown in Fig. 31 is expressed as the heading H of the
airplane minus the aximuth S of the celestial body, both angles measured
from north through east.
On the basis of the above treatment the complete expression for
the difference between the observed and true zenith distances as
measured by a bubble sextant from an airplane moving over the Earth
is
ecc = (2vAwIE/g)sinsin(H-S) = T-~ (293)
It is-seen from.Eq. (293) that ecc acts as a correction to be added
to e in order to get eT, and is positive in the northern hemisphere
when the celestial body is to the left of the line of flight.
The magnitudes of the necessary corrections ecc as a function
of the speed of the airplane, the angle between the airplane heading
and the celestial body azimuth, and the latitude have been worked out
completely by Stewart(26).
